
Board of Commissioners of Spalding County
Regular Meeting

May 4, 2020
6:00 PM

119 E. Solomon Street, Room 108
I. OPENING (CALL TO ORDER)

PLEASE SILENCE YOUR CELL PHONES AND ALL OTHER ELECTRONIC DEVICES.

II. INVOCATION

Commissioner Rita Johnson, District #3, will deliver the Invocation.

III. PLEDGE TO FLAG

Commissioner James Dutton, District #2, will lead the pledge to the flag.

IV. APPOINTMENTS

1. Consider appointment to the Region IV Emergency Medical Services Advisory Council to succeed
Jonathan Johnson, Director of EMS for WellStar Spalding Regional  for a term to expire June 30,
2021.

V. PRESENTATIONS/PROCLAMATIONS

1. Consider approval nunc pro tunc of a Proclamation declaring April 2020 as Donate Life Month in
Spalding County, Georgia.

2. Consider approval nunc pro tunc of a Joint Proclamation declaring April 12, 2020 as a local day of
prayer in the City of Griffin and Spalding County.

3. County Manager to introduce new Community Development Director, Deborah Bell.

VI. PRESENTATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1. Consider approval of financial statements for the eight months ended February 29, 2020.
2. Consider approval of financial statements for the nine months ended March 31, 2020.

VII. CITIZEN COMMENT

Speakers must sign up prior to the meeting and provide their names, addresses and the topic they wish to
discuss. Speakers must direct your remarks to the Board and not to individual Commissioners or to the
audience. Personal disagreements with individual Commissioners or County employees are not a matter of
public concern and personal attacks will not be tolerated. The Chairman has the right to limit your comments
in the interest of disposing of the County's business in an efficient and respectable manner.

Speakers will be allotted three minutes to speak on their chosen topics as they relate to matters pertinent to
the jurisdiction of the Board of the Commissioners. No questions will be asked by any of the
commissioners during citizen comments. Outbursts from the audience will not be tolerated. Common
courtesy and civility are expected at all times during the meeting. No speaker will be permitted to speak
more than three minutes or more than once, unless the Board votes to suspend this rule.

VIII. MINUTES -

1. Consider approval of minutes for the Spalding County Board of Commissioners Special Called Joint
Meeting on March 10, 2020, the Spalding County Board of Commissioners Extraordinary Session on
March16, 2020 and the Spalding County Zoning Public Hearing on March 26, 2020.



IX. OLD BUSINESS -

X. NEW BUSINESS -

1. Consider approval of final plat for Journey's End Subdivision (minor) located off Barnesville Road
and Henley Road.

2. Consider request from Post 5448 of the Veterans of Foreign Wars to utilize the Spalding County
Senior Center; should it rain, for the Memorial Day Celebration on Monday, May 25, 2020.

3. Consider bids for Indigent Defense Services for FY 2021, 2022 a nd FY 2023
4. Consider request from Three Rivers Regional Commission to amend the FY2020 CSBG Budget to

reflect additional funding in the amount of $9,988 to be added to the Nutritional Program.
5. Consider approval of a Memorandum of Understanding between the Spalding County Board of

Commissioners, the City of Griffin, the Griffin-Spalding Board of Education and  the Board of
Regents of the University System of Georgia to continue the Spalding County Archway Partnership.

6. Consider approval of Intergovernmental Agreement with the Georgia Department of Corrections for
care and custody of State Offenders and the Spalding County Correctional Institute.

7. Consider approval of revised budget calendar.
8. Consider a Resolution naming Kathy Gibson, Deputy County Clerk as the designated Open Records

Officer and Michelle Irizarry, Assistant County Manager as the Alternate Open Records Officer to
act for Spalding County and all of its related subsidiary entities.

9. Consider recommendation of staff for reopening County Offices to the public.

XI. REPORT OF COUNTY MANAGER

XII. REPORT OF ASSISTANT COUNTY MANAGER

XIII. REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS

XIV. CLOSED SESSION

XV. ADJOURNMENT



SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Commissioner Rita Johnson, District #3

Requesting Agency

County Clerk

Requested Action

Commissioner Rita Johnson, District #3, will deliver the Invocation.

Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

Summary and Background

Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

STAFF RECOMMENDATION



SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Commissioner James Dutton, District #2

Requesting Agency

County Clerk

Requested Action

Commissioner James Dutton, District #2, will lead the pledge to the flag.

Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

Summary and Background

Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

STAFF RECOMMENDATION



SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Region IV Emergency Medical Services Advisory Council

Requesting Agency

County Manager

Requested Action

Consider appointment to the Region IV Emergency Medical Services Advisory Council to succeed Jonathan
Johnson, Director of EMS for WellStar Spalding Regional  for a term to expire June 30, 2021.
Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

No

Summary and Background

This appointment is traditionally held by the Spalding County Fire Chief and EMS Director. The appointments
are for 2 year terms.  Spalding County has 4 representatives to the Council with alternating terms so as to
maintain representation of at least 2 individuals at all times.
Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Reappointment of Glenn Polk and Jon Johnson.

ATTACHMENTS:
Description Upload Date Type

Nomination Form for New EMS Director 4/3/2020 Backup Material

Region IV EMS Council By-Laws 3/28/2019 Backup Material

Request from EMS Council to Replace Jon Johnson 4/3/2020 Backup Material



















SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Donate Life Month

Requesting Agency

County Clerk

Requested Action

Consider approval nunc pro tunc of a Proclamation declaring April 2020 as Donate Life Month in Spalding
County, Georgia.
Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

Summary and Background

Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:
Description Upload Date Type

National Donate Life Month Proclamation 3/9/2020 Backup Material



 
 
 

Proclamation 
 

National Donate Life Month 
 
 
WHEREAS: One of the most meaningful gifts that a human being can bestow upon another is 

the Gift of Life; and  
 
WHEREAS: Nearly 113,000 men, women, and children await lifesaving or life-enhancing 

organ transplants, of which over 4,900 reside in Georgia; and 
 
WHEREAS: The need for organ, eye, and tissue donation grows daily as a new patient is 

added to the national waiting list for an organ transplant every 10 minutes; and 
 
WHEREAS: The critical donor shortage remains a public health crisis as an average of 22 

people die daily due to the lack of available organs; and   
 
WHEREAS: Organ, eye, and tissue donation can provide families the comfort of knowing the 

gift of donated organs and tissue endows another person with renewed hope for 
a healthy life; and 

 
WHEREAS: Donating life through organ, eye, and tissue donation is the ultimate act of 

generosity and kindness we Spalding County citizens can perform; and 
 
WHEREAS: More than 4.84 million Georgians have already registered their decision to give 

the Gift of Life at www.donatelifegeorgia.org or when getting or renewing 
their driver license or state identification card at a driver license office; and 

 
WHEREAS: LifeLink® of Georgia is the non-profit, community service organization 

dedicated to the recovery of high-quality organs and tissues for transplantation 
therapy; and 

 
WHEREAS:  Spalding County supports the life-saving mission of LifeLink® of Georgia; and 
 

NOW, THEREFORE  
BE IT RESOLVED I, Chairperson Gwen Flowers-Taylor do hereby proclaim April 2020 as  
 
            “DONATE LIFE MONTH”   
 

In Spalding County Georgia, to honor all those who made the decision to give 
the gift of life, to focus attention on the extreme need for organ, eye and tissue 
donation, to encourage all residents to take action and sign up on Georgia’s 
Donor Registry at www.donatelifegeorgia.org, to discuss the miracle of 
transplantation as a family, and to make a family commitment to organ, eye, and 
tissue donation . 

      
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the County to be affixed 
this, the 20th day of April, in the year of our Lord, Two Thousand Twenty. 
 

 
 
 
________________________________________   

        Gwen Flowers-Taylor, Chairperson 
 
 

________________________________________  
William P. Wilson, Jr., County Clerk 

http://www.donatelifegeorgia.org/
http://www.donatelifegeorgia.org/


SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Griffin-Spalding Day of Prayer

Requesting Agency

County Clerk

Requested Action

Consider approval nunc pro tunc of a Joint Proclamation declaring April 12, 2020 as a local day of prayer in
the City of Griffin and Spalding County.
Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

Summary and Background

Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:
Description Upload Date Type

Proclamation - Griffin-Spalding Day of Prayer 4/6/2020 Backup Material



 

 

Joint Proclamation 
 

JOINT DAY OF PRAYER IN GRIFFIN AND SPALDING COUNTY 
 
 
WHEREAS: The Spalding County Board of Commissioners and the City of Griffin Board of 

Commissioners ask that our citizens join in a joint Day of Prayer on Sunday, 
April 12th and pray for all those affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.  We 
request those of all faiths, religious traditions and backgrounds for our 
neighbors and friends who are fighting along with us during this time; and  

 
WHEREAS: A special prayer is requested for all those currently affected by the COVID-19, 

including people who have suffered harm or lost loved ones.  We also ask you to 
pray for the health, well-being and protection of your family, friends and 
neighbors remembering that no problem is too big for God to handle; and 

 
WHEREAS: We would also encourage prayer for those on the front lines fighting this virus 

including our courageous first responders, medical professionals, public health 
officials and all other dedicated individuals who are working tirelessly to 
protect us all from COVID-19 and to ensure the health and safety of our citizens 
and our communities; and 

 
WHEREAS: It is the wish of your local leaders, especially in this time of social distancing and 

isolation for so many, that you remember that we as a community will rise above 
this challenge and emerge stronger and more united than ever before; and 

 
WHEREAS: The governments of Spalding County and the City of Griffin ask that God Bless 

the citizens of Spalding County, may God bless the State of Georgia and may 
God Bless the United States of America and keep us united and strong during 
this time of uncertainty and turmoil.   

 

NOW, THEREFORE  
BE IT RESOLVED We, the Spalding County Board of Commissioners and the City of Griffin Board 

of Commissioners, do hereby proclaim April 12th, 2020 as  
 

“A Joint Day of Prayer in  
Griffin and Spalding County, Georgia” 

 
 and encourage our citizens to pray for God’s blessing on our nation and her 

people. 
   

 
 
 
Spalding County    City of Griffin 
 
 
 
____________________________________ _______________________________ 
Gwen Flowers-Taylor, Chairperson Doug Hollberg, Mayor 
 
 
 
 
____________________________________ _______________________________ 
William P. Wilson, Jr., County Manager Kenny L. Smith, City Manager 

 
 



SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Introduction of New Community Development Director

Requesting Agency

County Manager

Requested Action

County Manager to introduce new Community Development Director, Deborah Bell.

Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

Summary and Background

Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

ATTACHMENTS:
Description Upload Date Type

Press Release 4/29/2020 Backup Material



SPALDING COUNTY Post Office Box 1087 
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE Griffin, Georgia 30224 

 

April 24, 2020 CONTACT: 
  PRESS RELEASE William P. Wilson Jr. 

FOR IMMEDIATE DISTRIBUTION (770) 467-4233 

 

SPALDING COUNTY ANNOUNCES COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR SELECTION 

 
Spalding County is excited to announce the hiring of Ms. Deborah Bell as the new 
Community Development Director. Ms. Bell has a bachelor’s degree in Landscape 
Architecture from the University of Georgia. She is a Registered Landscape Architect, 
an ISA Certified Arborist and has training through the Georgia Soil and Water 
Conservation Commission (GSWCC) for Level IB and Level II for soil and erosion 
control.  
 
Most recently, Ms. Bell has worked as the Director of Planning and Zoning for the City 
of Americus where she administered and enforced the city's zoning ordinance, advised 
the Planning Commission, Zoning Appeals Board and Historic Preservation 
Commission regarding cases and prepared project proposals and presented them to 
City Council. She also served as Executive Director of Keep Americus Beautiful, 
developing programming, community events, educational workshops and coordinating 
volunteers.   
 
Ms. Bell also served as City of Americus’ Arborist, providing assessments of city trees. 
Prior to that she served as the Landscape Architect for the Newton County Board of 
Commissioners, an Engineering Assistant Supervisor for Fulton County Government 
and a Land Management Manager for St. Bourke Asset Management, in Atlanta, GA.  
 
Ms. Bell has an extensive background of volunteer experience, including volunteering 
for the Newton County Special Olympics Equestrian Team, Treasurer with the Newton 
County Historical Society and she is currently a volunteer for Winging Cat Rescue. 
 
William Wilson, Spalding County Manager stated that “Ms. Bell’s experience and 
knowledge in Planning, Zoning and Historic Preservation will be a valued addition to 
the Spalding County Community Development Department and we look forward to her 
joining the group.” 
 
Ms. Bell grew up in Fayette County and currently lives in Molena, GA. She is married 
with 3 adult children. In her spare time, she loves to garden, play with her pets and 
riding on dirt roads to photograph abandoned houses and old cemeteries. 
 
Ms. Bell will begin work on April 28, 2020.  

 
# # # # 



SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
February 29, 2020 Financial Statements

Requesting Agency

Finance Department

Requested Action

Consider approval of financial statements for the eight months ended February 29, 2020.

Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

Summary and Background

The eight months ended February 29, 2020 is 66.67% of the budget year.  General Fund revenues are
$39,076,995, or 77% of budget.  General Fund expenditures are $31,015,010, or 64% of budget.
 
Fire District revenues are $6,503,342, or 93% of budget.  This includes $2,800,953 in Fire Insurance Premium
Taxes received in October 2019.  Fire District expenditures are $2,543,469, or 57% of budget.
Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:
Description Upload Date Type

February 29. 2020 Financial Statements 3/31/2020 Cover Memo



REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 100 GENERAL FUND

02/01/2020 To 02/29/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

100 General Fund

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $3,176,677.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

$2,064,640.32 $31,697,834.55 $36,293,917.00  87$0.0031 Taxes Subtotal

$38,893.88 $380,105.57 $500,500.00  76$0.0032 Licenses And Permits Subtotal

$124,334.67 $422,505.89 $1,173,500.00  36$0.0033 Intergovernmental Revenue Subtotal

$409,479.88 $3,606,977.46 $5,734,125.00  63$0.0034 Charges For Services Subtotal

$148,956.54 $1,106,766.57 $1,978,500.00  56$0.0035 Fines And Forfeitures Subtotal

$6,204.06 $32,917.18 $10,400.00  317$0.0036 Investment Income Subtotal

$1,550.00 $11,604.00 $0.00  0$0.0037 Contributions/Donations Subtotal

$239,362.16 $1,818,283.60 $2,199,266.00  83$0.0038 Miscellaneous Revenue Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $3,033,421.51 $39,076,994.82 $51,066,885.00  77$0.00

Expenditure

$1,985,040.49 $18,521,275.59 $31,209,226.00  59$0.0051 Prsnl Srvcs, Emplyee Ben Subtotal

$670,361.37 $7,134,840.14 $10,621,307.00  68$103,460.8652 Purch/Contracted Srvcs Subtotal

$348,540.22 $3,142,488.61 $5,261,855.00  62$133,426.6253 Supplies Subtotal

$155,638.68 $417,160.64 $230,300.00  379$456,594.0554 Capital Outlay Subtotal

$444,867.41 $1,358,595.12 $1,928,986.00  71$11,457.0057 Other Costs Subtotal

$12,823.96 $440,280.77 $507,906.00  87$0.0058 Debt Service Subtotal

$369.16 $369.16 $0.00  0$0.0059  Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $3,617,641.29 $31,015,010.03 $49,759,580.00  64$704,938.53

$1,307,305.00$8,061,984.79-$584,219.78Deficiency Of Revenue Subtotal  563Before Transfers -$704,938.53

Other Financing Source

$0.00 $0.00 $120,000.00  0$0.0039 Other Financing Sources Subtotal

Other Financing Source Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $120,000.00  0$0.00

Other Financing Use

$0.00 $15,513.00 $1,427,305.00  1$0.0061 Other Financing Uses Subtotal

Other Financing Use Subtotal $0.00 $15,513.00 $1,427,305.00  1$0.00

Deficiency Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0-$584,219.78 $8,046,471.79 $0.00-$704,938.53

JGARRISON  2:02:52PM03/13/2020

fl-RevenueAndExpenditurePortrait
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 215 EMERGENCY 911 

02/01/2020 To 02/29/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

215 Emergency 911 Fund

Revenue

$0.00 $450.03 $0.00  0$0.0031 Taxes Subtotal

$110,037.74 $864,213.63 $1,226,353.00  70$0.0034 Charges For Services Subtotal

$0.00 $291.15 $0.00  0$0.0038 Miscellaneous Revenue Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $110,037.74 $864,954.81 $1,226,353.00  71$0.00

Expenditure

$106,677.18 $952,494.94 $1,425,167.00  67$0.0051 Prsnl Srvcs, Emplyee Ben Subtotal

$6,368.82 $43,250.43 $107,986.00  40$0.0052 Purch/Contracted Srvcs Subtotal

$11,135.25 $22,586.34 $38,926.00  58$0.0053 Supplies Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $40,025.00  0$0.0055 Interfund/Interdept Chrgs Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $500.00  0$0.0057 Other Costs Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $124,181.25 $1,018,331.71 $1,612,604.00  63$0.00

-$386,251.00-$153,376.90-$14,143.51Deficiency Of Revenue Subtotal  40Before Transfers $0.00

Other Financing Source

$0.00 $0.00 $386,251.00  0$0.0039 Other Financing Sources Subtotal

Other Financing Source Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $386,251.00  0$0.00

Deficiency Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0-$14,143.51 -$153,376.90 $0.00$0.00

JGARRISON  2:02:52PM03/13/2020

fl-RevenueAndExpenditurePortrait
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 220 CSBG FUND

02/01/2020 To 02/29/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

220 Csbg Fund

Revenue

$0.00 $82,339.93 $148,046.00  56$0.0033 Intergovernmental Revenue Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $0.00 $82,339.93 $148,046.00  56$0.00

Expenditure

$3,162.22 $23,216.01 $35,258.00  66$0.0051 Prsnl Srvcs, Emplyee Ben Subtotal

$35.00 $18,678.66 $36,875.00  51$0.0052 Purch/Contracted Srvcs Subtotal

$0.00 $38,691.89 $75,913.00  51$0.0053 Supplies Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $3,197.22 $80,586.56 $148,046.00  54$0.00

$0.00$1,753.37-$3,197.22Deficiency Of Revenue Subtotal  0Before Transfers $0.00

Deficiency Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0-$3,197.22 $1,753.37 $0.00$0.00

JGARRISON  2:02:52PM03/13/2020

fl-RevenueAndExpenditurePortrait
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 225 SENIOR 

02/01/2020 To 02/29/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

225 Senior Nutrition Fund

Revenue

$29,839.61 $301,125.90 $403,487.00  75$0.0033 Intergovernmental Revenue Subtotal

$4,586.03 $47,524.72 $85,000.00  56$0.0037 Contributions/Donations Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $34,425.64 $348,650.62 $488,487.00  71$0.00

Expenditure

$12,152.24 $113,574.19 $180,961.00  63$0.0051 Prsnl Srvcs, Emplyee Ben Subtotal

$996.83 $9,526.79 $16,555.00  58$0.0052 Purch/Contracted Srvcs Subtotal

$20,798.65 $220,338.57 $313,450.00  71$2,857.0053 Supplies Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $33,947.72 $343,439.55 $510,966.00  68$2,857.00

-$22,479.00$5,211.07$477.92Excess Of Revenue Subtotal -10Before Transfers -$2,857.00

Other Financing Source

$0.00 $0.00 $22,479.00  0$0.0039 Other Financing Sources Subtotal

Other Financing Source Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $22,479.00  0$0.00

Excess Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0$477.92 $5,211.07 $0.00-$2,857.00

JGARRISON  2:02:52PM03/13/2020

fl-RevenueAndExpenditurePortrait
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 260 IMPACT FEES 

02/01/2020 To 02/29/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

260 Impact Fees Fund

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $2,072,400.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

$37,353.54 $338,628.48 $447,400.00  76$0.0034 Charges For Services Subtotal

$2,607.91 $21,881.28 $0.00  0$0.0036 Investment Income Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $39,961.45 $360,509.76 $2,519,800.00  14$0.00

Expenditure

$130.37 $5,489.77 $9,800.00  56$0.0052 Purch/Contracted Srvcs Subtotal

$0.00 $816,455.79 $2,507,000.00  33$0.0054 Capital Outlay Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $3,000.00  0$0.0057 Other Costs Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $130.37 $821,945.56 $2,519,800.00  33$0.00

$0.00-$461,435.80$39,831.08Excess Of Revenue Subtotal  0Before Transfers $0.00

Excess Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0$39,831.08 -$461,435.80 $0.00$0.00

JGARRISON  2:02:52PM03/13/2020

fl-RevenueAndExpenditurePortrait
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 270 FIRE DISTRICT 

02/01/2020 To 02/29/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

270 Fire District Fund

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $380,938.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

$191,730.52 $6,463,831.30 $6,541,412.00  99$0.0031 Taxes Subtotal

$0.00 $2,786.97 $0.00  0$0.0033 Intergovernmental Revenue Subtotal

$4,943.28 $35,517.24 $56,100.00  63$0.0034 Charges For Services Subtotal

$0.00 $1,200.00 $0.00  0$0.0037 Contributions/Donations Subtotal

$0.00 $6.00 $0.00  0$0.0038 Miscellaneous Revenue Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $196,673.80 $6,503,341.51 $6,978,450.00  93$0.00

Expenditure

$372,348.61 $3,506,656.03 $5,835,722.00  60$0.0051 Prsnl Srvcs, Emplyee Ben Subtotal

$35,334.70 $210,713.69 $526,530.00  41$4,540.0052 Purch/Contracted Srvcs Subtotal

$32,019.49 $184,422.78 $356,060.00  58$21,568.4753 Supplies Subtotal

$0.00 $12,070.00 $0.00  0$0.0054 Capital Outlay Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $171,938.00  0$0.0055 Interfund/Interdept Chrgs Subtotal

$109.76 $46,010.23 $53,500.00  86$0.0057 Other Costs Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $439,812.56 $3,959,872.73 $6,943,750.00  57$26,108.47

$34,700.00$2,543,468.78-$243,138.76Deficiency Of Revenue Subtotal  7,255Before Transfers -$26,108.47

Other Financing Use

$0.00 $0.00 $34,700.00  0$0.0061 Other Financing Uses Subtotal

Other Financing Use Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $34,700.00  0$0.00

Deficiency Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0-$243,138.76 $2,543,468.78 $0.00-$26,108.47

JGARRISON  2:02:52PM03/13/2020

fl-RevenueAndExpenditurePortrait
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 275 HOTEL/MOTEL 

02/01/2020 To 02/29/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

275 Hotel/Motel Tax Fund

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $90,360.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

$14,054.58 $193,658.63 $300,000.00  65$0.0031 Taxes Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $14,054.58 $193,658.63 $390,360.00  50$0.00

Expenditure

$16,219.50 $123,209.00 $270,360.00  46$0.0057 Other Costs Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $16,219.50 $123,209.00 $270,360.00  46$0.00

$120,000.00$70,449.63-$2,164.92Deficiency Of Revenue Subtotal  59Before Transfers $0.00

Other Financing Use

$0.00 $0.00 $120,000.00  0$0.0061 Other Financing Uses Subtotal

Other Financing Use Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $120,000.00  0$0.00

Deficiency Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0-$2,164.92 $70,449.63 $0.00$0.00

JGARRISON  2:02:52PM03/13/2020

fl-RevenueAndExpenditurePortrait
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 310 CAP PROJ - 2008 

02/01/2020 To 02/29/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

310 Cap Proj - 2008 Splost

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $2,350,000.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

$2,297.63 $24,052.44 $0.00  0$0.0036 Investment Income Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $2,297.63 $24,052.44 $2,350,000.00  1$0.00

Expenditure

$0.00 $97,351.39 $2,348,500.00  4$0.0054 Capital Outlay Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $1,500.00  0$0.0058 Debt Service Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $0.00 $97,351.39 $2,350,000.00  4$0.00

$0.00-$73,298.95$2,297.63Excess Of Revenue Subtotal  0Before Transfers $0.00

Excess Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0$2,297.63 -$73,298.95 $0.00$0.00

JGARRISON  2:02:52PM03/13/2020
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 315 CAP PROJ - 2016 

02/01/2020 To 02/29/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

315 Cap Proj - 2016 Splost

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $1,541,000.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

$0.00 $490,045.37 $4,920,000.00  10$0.0031 Taxes Subtotal

$8,536.12 $100,963.55 $0.00  0$0.0036 Investment Income Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $8,536.12 $591,008.92 $6,461,000.00  9$0.00

Expenditure

$0.00 $2,334,739.46 $5,205,000.00  45$0.0054 Capital Outlay Subtotal

$0.00 $79,098.29 $1,251,000.00  6$0.0057 Other Costs Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $5,000.00  0$0.0058 Debt Service Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $0.00 $2,413,837.75 $6,461,000.00  37$0.00

$0.00-$1,822,828.83$8,536.12Excess Of Revenue Subtotal  0Before Transfers $0.00

Excess Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0$8,536.12 -$1,822,828.83 $0.00$0.00

JGARRISON  2:02:52PM03/13/2020
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 350 CAPITAL 

02/01/2020 To 02/29/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

350 Capital Projects - Gen

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $117,500.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $117,500.00  0$0.00

Expenditure

$0.00 $0.00 $137,500.00  0$0.0054 Capital Outlay Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $137,500.00  0$0.00

-$20,000.00$0.00$0.00Deficiency Of Revenue Subtotal  0Before Transfers $0.00

Other Financing Source

$0.00 $0.00 $20,000.00  0$0.0039 Other Financing Sources Subtotal

Other Financing Source Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $20,000.00  0$0.00

Deficiency Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0$0.00 $0.00 $0.00$0.00

JGARRISON  2:02:52PM03/13/2020
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 415 DEBT SERVICE 

02/01/2020 To 02/29/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

415 Debt Service 2016 Splost

Revenue

$0.00 $2,830,227.99 $305,300.00  927$0.0031 Taxes Subtotal

$3,080.67 $12,930.42 $0.00  0$0.0036 Investment Income Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $3,080.67 $2,843,158.41 $305,300.00  931$0.00

Expenditure

$0.00 -$350.00 $0.00  0$0.0057 Other Costs Subtotal

$0.00 $302,650.00 $305,300.00  99$0.0058 Debt Service Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $0.00 $302,300.00 $305,300.00  99$0.00

$0.00$2,540,858.41$3,080.67Excess Of Revenue Subtotal  0Before Transfers $0.00

Excess Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0$3,080.67 $2,540,858.41 $0.00$0.00

JGARRISON  2:02:52PM03/13/2020
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 505 WATER FUND

02/01/2020 To 02/29/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

505 Water Fund

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $3,146.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

$754,656.37 $6,409,642.30 $9,222,020.00  70$0.0034 Charges For Services Subtotal

$6,725.63 $26,980.52 $0.00  0$0.0036 Investment Income Subtotal

$0.00 $500.00 $0.00  0$0.0038 Miscellaneous Revenue Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $761,382.00 $6,437,122.82 $9,225,166.00  70$0.00

Expenditure

$23,900.91 $221,028.36 $361,064.00  61$0.0051 Prsnl Srvcs, Emplyee Ben Subtotal

$455,446.01 $4,348,065.75 $6,476,863.00  67$5,440.0052 Purch/Contracted Srvcs Subtotal

$6,670.95 $79,150.91 $411,090.00  19$0.0053 Supplies Subtotal

$18,749.50 $213,162.30 $550,000.00  60$117,970.0054 Capital Outlay Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $59,984.00  0$0.0055 Interfund/Interdept Chrgs Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $194,465.00  0$0.0056 Depreciation/Amortization Subtotal

$0.00 $82.00 $25,000.00  0$0.0057 Other Costs Subtotal

$99,310.42 $889,783.36 $1,146,700.00  78$0.0058 Debt Service Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $604,077.79 $5,751,272.68 $9,225,166.00  64$123,410.00

$0.00$685,850.14$157,304.21Excess Of Revenue Subtotal  0Before Transfers -$123,410.00

Other Financing Source

$1,700.00 $36,610.50 $0.00  0$0.0039 Other Financing Sources Subtotal

Other Financing Source Subtotal $1,700.00 $36,610.50 $0.00  0$0.00

Excess Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0$159,004.21 $722,460.64 $0.00-$123,410.00

JGARRISON  2:02:52PM03/13/2020
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 620 WORKERS COMP 

02/01/2020 To 02/29/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

620 Workers Comp Trust Fund

Revenue

$1,650.83 $4,112.85 $0.00  0$0.0036 Investment Income Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $1,650.83 $4,112.85 $0.00  0$0.00

Expenditure

$0.00 $2,886.83 $210,000.00  1$0.0051 Prsnl Srvcs, Emplyee Ben Subtotal

$0.00 $284,897.43 $650,632.00  44$0.0055 Interfund/Interdept Chrgs Subtotal

$0.00 $4,267.65 $7,500.00  57$0.0058 Debt Service Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $0.00 $292,051.91 $868,132.00  34$0.00

-$868,132.00-$287,939.06$1,650.83Excess Of Revenue Subtotal  33Before Transfers $0.00

Other Financing Source

$0.00 $0.00 $868,132.00  0$0.0039 Other Financing Sources Subtotal

Other Financing Source Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $868,132.00  0$0.00

Excess Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0$1,650.83 -$287,939.06 $0.00$0.00

JGARRISON  2:02:52PM03/13/2020
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SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
March 31, 2020 Financial Statements

Requesting Agency

Finance Department

Requested Action

Consider approval of financial statements for the nine months ended March 31, 2020.

Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

Summary and Background

The nine months ended March 31, 2020 is 75% of the budget year.  General Fund revenues are $41,295,327,
or 81% of budget.  General Fund expenditures are $35,422,873, or 73% of budget.
 
Fire District revenues are $6,587,093, or 94% of budget.  This includes $2,800,953 in Fire Insurance Premium
Taxes received in October 2019.  Fire District expenditures are $4,524,886, or 67% of budget.
Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:
Description Upload Date Type

March 31, 2020 Financial Statements 4/24/2020 Cover Memo



REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 100 GENERAL FUND

03/01/2020 To 03/31/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

100 General Fund

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $3,176,677.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

$1,390,893.79 $33,088,728.34 $36,293,917.00  91$0.0031 Taxes Subtotal

$37,500.88 $417,631.45 $500,500.00  83$0.0032 Licenses And Permits Subtotal

$309,182.65 $731,688.54 $1,173,500.00  62$0.0033 Intergovernmental Revenue Subtotal

$188,861.69 $3,795,839.15 $5,734,125.00  66$0.0034 Charges For Services Subtotal

$168,896.53 $1,275,663.10 $1,978,500.00  64$0.0035 Fines And Forfeitures Subtotal

$417.85 $33,335.03 $10,400.00  321$0.0036 Investment Income Subtotal

$856.00 $12,460.00 $0.00  0$0.0037 Contributions/Donations Subtotal

$121,895.17 $1,939,981.48 $2,199,266.00  88$0.0038 Miscellaneous Revenue Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $2,218,504.56 $41,295,327.09 $51,066,885.00  81$0.00

Expenditure

$2,677,662.69 $21,198,938.28 $31,209,226.00  68$0.0051 Prsnl Srvcs, Emplyee Ben Subtotal

$897,708.48 $8,032,473.97 $10,594,357.00  77$108,432.7752 Purch/Contracted Srvcs Subtotal

$488,803.59 $3,631,292.20 $5,288,805.00  71$129,181.2253 Supplies Subtotal

$16,130.79 $433,291.43 $230,300.00  458$621,251.7754 Capital Outlay Subtotal

$321,220.12 $1,679,815.24 $1,928,986.00  89$40,355.4657 Other Costs Subtotal

$6,411.98 $446,692.75 $507,906.00  88$0.0058 Debt Service Subtotal

$0.00 $369.16 $0.00  0$5,000.0059  Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $4,407,937.65 $35,422,873.03 $49,759,580.00  73$904,221.22

$1,307,305.00$5,872,454.06-$2,189,433.09Deficiency Of Revenue Subtotal  380Before Transfers -$904,221.22

Other Financing Source

$0.00 $0.00 $120,000.00  0$0.0039 Other Financing Sources Subtotal

Other Financing Source Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $120,000.00  0$0.00

Other Financing Use

$967,550.00 $983,063.00 $1,427,305.00  69$0.0061 Other Financing Uses Subtotal

Other Financing Use Subtotal $967,550.00 $983,063.00 $1,427,305.00  69$0.00

Deficiency Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0-$3,156,983.09 $4,889,391.06 $0.00-$904,221.22

JGARRISON 11:24:20AM04/17/2020
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 215 EMERGENCY 911 

03/01/2020 To 03/31/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

215 Emergency 911 Fund

Revenue

$0.00 $450.03 $0.00  0$0.0031 Taxes Subtotal

$102,947.75 $967,161.38 $1,226,353.00  79$0.0034 Charges For Services Subtotal

$29.90 $321.05 $0.00  0$0.0038 Miscellaneous Revenue Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $102,977.65 $967,932.46 $1,226,353.00  79$0.00

Expenditure

$146,745.06 $1,099,240.00 $1,425,167.00  77$0.0051 Prsnl Srvcs, Emplyee Ben Subtotal

$7,544.36 $50,794.79 $107,986.00  47$0.0052 Purch/Contracted Srvcs Subtotal

$1,864.84 $24,451.18 $38,926.00  63$0.0053 Supplies Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $40,025.00  0$0.0055 Interfund/Interdept Chrgs Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $500.00  0$0.0057 Other Costs Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $156,154.26 $1,174,485.97 $1,612,604.00  73$0.00

-$386,251.00-$206,553.51-$53,176.61Deficiency Of Revenue Subtotal  53Before Transfers $0.00

Other Financing Source

$0.00 $0.00 $386,251.00  0$0.0039 Other Financing Sources Subtotal

Other Financing Source Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $386,251.00  0$0.00

Deficiency Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0-$53,176.61 -$206,553.51 $0.00$0.00
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 220 CSBG FUND

03/01/2020 To 03/31/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

220 Csbg Fund

Revenue

$25,262.44 $107,602.37 $148,046.00  73$0.0033 Intergovernmental Revenue Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $25,262.44 $107,602.37 $148,046.00  73$0.00

Expenditure

$3,115.13 $26,331.14 $35,258.00  75$0.0051 Prsnl Srvcs, Emplyee Ben Subtotal

$0.00 $18,678.66 $36,875.00  51$0.0052 Purch/Contracted Srvcs Subtotal

$0.00 $38,691.89 $75,913.00  51$0.0053 Supplies Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $3,115.13 $83,701.69 $148,046.00  57$0.00

$0.00$23,900.68$22,147.31Excess Of Revenue Subtotal  0Before Transfers $0.00

Excess Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0$22,147.31 $23,900.68 $0.00$0.00
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 225 SENIOR 

03/01/2020 To 03/31/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

225 Senior Nutrition Fund

Revenue

$31,520.28 $332,646.18 $403,487.00  82$0.0033 Intergovernmental Revenue Subtotal

$4,401.92 $51,926.64 $85,000.00  61$0.0037 Contributions/Donations Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $35,922.20 $384,572.82 $488,487.00  79$0.00

Expenditure

$16,659.70 $130,233.89 $180,961.00  72$0.0051 Prsnl Srvcs, Emplyee Ben Subtotal

$1,300.18 $10,826.97 $16,555.00  65$0.0052 Purch/Contracted Srvcs Subtotal

$18,029.19 $238,367.76 $313,450.00  76$0.0053 Supplies Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $35,989.07 $379,428.62 $510,966.00  74$0.00

-$22,479.00$5,144.20-$66.87Deficiency Of Revenue Subtotal -23Before Transfers $0.00

Other Financing Source

$0.00 $0.00 $22,479.00  0$0.0039 Other Financing Sources Subtotal

Other Financing Source Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $22,479.00  0$0.00

Deficiency Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0-$66.87 $5,144.20 $0.00$0.00
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 260 IMPACT FEES 

03/01/2020 To 03/31/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

260 Impact Fees Fund

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $2,072,400.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

$46,118.98 $384,747.46 $447,400.00  86$0.0034 Charges For Services Subtotal

$0.00 $21,881.28 $0.00  0$0.0036 Investment Income Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $46,118.98 $406,628.74 $2,519,800.00  16$0.00

Expenditure

$0.00 $5,489.77 $9,800.00  56$0.0052 Purch/Contracted Srvcs Subtotal

$0.00 $816,455.79 $2,507,000.00  33$0.0054 Capital Outlay Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $3,000.00  0$0.0057 Other Costs Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $0.00 $821,945.56 $2,519,800.00  33$0.00

$0.00-$415,316.82$46,118.98Excess Of Revenue Subtotal  0Before Transfers $0.00

Excess Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0$46,118.98 -$415,316.82 $0.00$0.00
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 270 FIRE DISTRICT 

03/01/2020 To 03/31/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

270 Fire District Fund

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $380,938.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

$78,808.05 $6,542,639.35 $6,541,412.00  100$0.0031 Taxes Subtotal

$0.00 $2,786.97 $0.00  0$0.0033 Intergovernmental Revenue Subtotal

$4,943.28 $40,460.52 $56,100.00  72$0.0034 Charges For Services Subtotal

$0.00 $1,200.00 $0.00  0$0.0037 Contributions/Donations Subtotal

$0.00 $6.00 $0.00  0$0.0038 Miscellaneous Revenue Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $83,751.33 $6,587,092.84 $6,978,450.00  94$0.00

Expenditure

$511,528.13 $4,018,184.16 $5,835,722.00  69$0.0051 Prsnl Srvcs, Emplyee Ben Subtotal

$37,382.04 $248,095.73 $526,530.00  47$0.0052 Purch/Contracted Srvcs Subtotal

$16,102.88 $200,525.66 $356,060.00  72$56,729.7153 Supplies Subtotal

$0.00 $12,070.00 $0.00  0$67,518.2054 Capital Outlay Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $171,938.00  0$0.0055 Interfund/Interdept Chrgs Subtotal

$0.00 $46,010.23 $53,500.00  86$0.0057 Other Costs Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $565,013.05 $4,524,885.78 $6,943,750.00  67$124,247.91

$34,700.00$2,062,207.06-$481,261.72Deficiency Of Revenue Subtotal  5,585Before Transfers -$124,247.91

Other Financing Use

$34,700.00 $34,700.00 $34,700.00  100$0.0061 Other Financing Uses Subtotal

Other Financing Use Subtotal $34,700.00 $34,700.00 $34,700.00  100$0.00

Deficiency Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0-$515,961.72 $2,027,507.06 $0.00-$124,247.91

JGARRISON 11:24:20AM04/17/2020
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 275 HOTEL/MOTEL 

03/01/2020 To 03/31/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

275 Hotel/Motel Tax Fund

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $90,360.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

$28,238.47 $221,897.09 $300,000.00  74$0.0031 Taxes Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $28,238.47 $221,897.09 $390,360.00  57$0.00

Expenditure

$24,240.00 $147,449.00 $270,360.00  55$0.0057 Other Costs Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $24,240.00 $147,449.00 $270,360.00  55$0.00

$120,000.00$74,448.09$3,998.47Excess Of Revenue Subtotal  62Before Transfers $0.00

Other Financing Use

$0.00 $0.00 $120,000.00  0$0.0061 Other Financing Uses Subtotal

Other Financing Use Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $120,000.00  0$0.00

Excess Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0$3,998.47 $74,448.09 $0.00$0.00
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 310 CAP PROJ - 2008 

03/01/2020 To 03/31/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

310 Cap Proj - 2008 Splost

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $2,350,000.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

$0.00 $24,052.44 $0.00  0$0.0036 Investment Income Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $0.00 $24,052.44 $2,350,000.00  1$0.00

Expenditure

$0.00 $97,351.39 $2,348,500.00  4$0.0054 Capital Outlay Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $1,500.00  0$0.0058 Debt Service Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $0.00 $97,351.39 $2,350,000.00  4$0.00

$0.00-$73,298.95$0.00Deficiency Of Revenue Subtotal  0Before Transfers $0.00

Deficiency Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0$0.00 -$73,298.95 $0.00$0.00
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 315 CAP PROJ - 2016 

03/01/2020 To 03/31/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

315 Cap Proj - 2016 Splost

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $1,541,000.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

$878,698.57 $1,368,743.94 $4,920,000.00  28$0.0031 Taxes Subtotal

$10,374.58 $111,338.13 $0.00  0$0.0036 Investment Income Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $889,073.15 $1,480,082.07 $6,461,000.00  23$0.00

Expenditure

$0.00 $2,334,739.46 $5,205,000.00  45$0.0054 Capital Outlay Subtotal

$0.00 $79,098.29 $1,251,000.00  6$0.0057 Other Costs Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $5,000.00  0$0.0058 Debt Service Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $0.00 $2,413,837.75 $6,461,000.00  37$0.00

$0.00-$933,755.68$889,073.15Excess Of Revenue Subtotal  0Before Transfers $0.00

Other Financing Source

$3,080.70 $3,080.70 $0.00  0$0.0039 Other Financing Sources Subtotal

Other Financing Source Subtotal $3,080.70 $3,080.70 $0.00  0$0.00

Excess Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0$892,153.85 -$930,674.98 $0.00$0.00
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 350 CAPITAL 

03/01/2020 To 03/31/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

350 Capital Projects - Gen

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $117,500.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $117,500.00  0$0.00

Expenditure

$0.00 $0.00 $137,500.00  0$0.0054 Capital Outlay Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $137,500.00  0$0.00

-$20,000.00$0.00$0.00Deficiency Of Revenue Subtotal  0Before Transfers $0.00

Other Financing Source

$0.00 $0.00 $20,000.00  0$0.0039 Other Financing Sources Subtotal

Other Financing Source Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $20,000.00  0$0.00

Deficiency Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0$0.00 $0.00 $0.00$0.00
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 415 DEBT SERVICE 

03/01/2020 To 03/31/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

415 Debt Service 2016 Splost

Revenue

$0.00 $2,830,227.99 $305,300.00  927$0.0031 Taxes Subtotal

$0.00 $12,930.42 $0.00  0$0.0036 Investment Income Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $0.00 $2,843,158.41 $305,300.00  931$0.00

Expenditure

$0.00 -$350.00 $0.00  0$0.0057 Other Costs Subtotal

$0.00 $302,650.00 $305,300.00  99$0.0058 Debt Service Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $0.00 $302,300.00 $305,300.00  99$0.00

$0.00$2,540,858.41$0.00Deficiency Of Revenue Subtotal  0Before Transfers $0.00

Other Financing Use

$3,080.70 $3,080.70 $0.00  0$0.0061 Other Financing Uses Subtotal

Other Financing Use Subtotal $3,080.70 $3,080.70 $0.00  0$0.00

Deficiency Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0-$3,080.70 $2,537,777.71 $0.00$0.00
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 505 WATER FUND

03/01/2020 To 03/31/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

505 Water Fund

Revenue

$0.00 $0.00 $3,146.00  0$0.0030 Fund Balance Subtotal

$680,264.71 $7,089,907.01 $9,222,020.00  77$0.0034 Charges For Services Subtotal

$0.00 $26,980.52 $0.00  0$0.0036 Investment Income Subtotal

$0.00 $500.00 $0.00  0$0.0038 Miscellaneous Revenue Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $680,264.71 $7,117,387.53 $9,225,166.00  77$0.00

Expenditure

$33,602.30 $254,630.66 $361,064.00  71$0.0051 Prsnl Srvcs, Emplyee Ben Subtotal

$516,074.56 $4,864,140.31 $6,476,863.00  75$4,181.4352 Purch/Contracted Srvcs Subtotal

$5,823.55 $84,974.46 $411,090.00  21$1,176.0253 Supplies Subtotal

$28,355.00 $241,517.30 $550,000.00  65$117,970.0054 Capital Outlay Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $59,984.00  0$0.0055 Interfund/Interdept Chrgs Subtotal

$0.00 $0.00 $194,465.00  0$0.0056 Depreciation/Amortization Subtotal

$0.00 $82.00 $25,000.00  0$0.0057 Other Costs Subtotal

$99,846.77 $989,630.13 $1,146,700.00  86$0.0058 Debt Service Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $683,702.18 $6,434,974.86 $9,225,166.00  71$123,327.45

$0.00$682,412.67-$3,437.47Deficiency Of Revenue Subtotal  0Before Transfers -$123,327.45

Other Financing Source

$0.00 $36,610.50 $0.00  0$0.0039 Other Financing Sources Subtotal

Other Financing Source Subtotal $0.00 $36,610.50 $0.00  0$0.00

Deficiency Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0-$3,437.47 $719,023.17 $0.00-$123,327.45
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REVENUE & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR 620 WORKERS COMP 

03/01/2020 To 03/31/2020

SPALDING COUNTY BOC

FY 2019-2020

Current Period 

($) YTD ($) Budget ($) % Used

Encumbrance

($)

620 Workers Comp Trust Fund

Revenue

$5,531.74 $9,644.59 $0.00  0$0.0036 Investment Income Subtotal

Revenue Subtotal $5,531.74 $9,644.59 $0.00  0$0.00

Expenditure

$0.00 $2,886.83 $210,000.00  1$0.0051 Prsnl Srvcs, Emplyee Ben Subtotal

$8,681.00 $293,578.43 $650,632.00  45$0.0055 Interfund/Interdept Chrgs Subtotal

$0.00 $4,267.65 $7,500.00  57$0.0058 Debt Service Subtotal

Expenditure Subtotal $8,681.00 $300,732.91 $868,132.00  35$0.00

-$868,132.00-$291,088.32-$3,149.26Deficiency Of Revenue Subtotal  34Before Transfers $0.00

Other Financing Source

$0.00 $0.00 $868,132.00  0$0.0039 Other Financing Sources Subtotal

Other Financing Source Subtotal $0.00 $0.00 $868,132.00  0$0.00

Deficiency Of Revenue SubtotalAfter Transfers  0-$3,149.26 -$291,088.32 $0.00$0.00

JGARRISON 11:24:19AM04/17/2020
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MINUTES 
 
The Spalding County Board of Commissioners and the City of Griffin 
Commissioners held a Joint Meeting in the W. Elmer George Municipal Hall 
at One Griffin Center on Tuesday, March 10, 2020, beginning at 10:00 a.m. 
with the following individuals in attendance: 
 
For Spalding County: Chairperson Gwen Flowers-Taylor, Vice Chairman, 
James Dutton, Commissioner Rita Johnson, Commissioner Bart Miller, 
County Manager, William Wilson, Assistant County Manager, Michelle 
Irizarry, County Attorney, Stephanie Windham and Executive Secretary, 
Kathy Gibson to record the minutes of the meeting. 
 
For the City of Griffin:  Mayor Doug Hollberg, Commissioner  Cynthia Reed-
Ward, Commissioner Cora Flowers, Commissioner David Brock, 
Commissioner Rodney McCord, Commissioner Holly Murray, 
Commissioner Truman Tinsley, III, City Attorney, Drew Whalen, City 
Manager, Kenny Smith, Deputy City Manager, Jessica O’Connor and 
Executive Secretary, Teresa Watson to record the minutes of the meeting.  
 

I. OPENING (CALL TO ORDER) by Mayor Hollberg for the City of Griffin and by 
Chairperson Flowers-Taylor for Spalding County. 

PLEASE SILENCE YOUR CELL PHONES AND ALL OTHER 
ELECTRONIC DEVICES. 

II. INVOCATION 

The Invocation was delivered by Commissioner Truman Tinsley, III. 

III. PLEDGE TO FLAG 

The pledge to the flag was then led by Mayor Doug Hollberg. 

IV. AGENDA ITEM 

1. A joint meeting between the Spalding County Board of Commissioners and 
the City of Griffin Commission to discuss the Service Delivery Strategy 
(SDS). 

Mayor Hollberg stated that they had tasked the staff to come together and 
work on Service Delivery over the last 9 months and they have come back to 
us with some items that we can move forward with for the betterment of our 
community. 

City Manager, Kenny Smith, then advised that last year it was decided that 
the Service Delivery Strategy needed some work and like the good managers 
that both he and Mr. Wilson are, they tasked their assistants with working 
on the Service Delivery Strategy, going over each piece of it to sort out any 
issues we may have and recommend updates to these documents.  He then 
added that Ms. Irizarry and Ms. O’Connor had worked very hard and he 
wanted to compliment both of them because they have worked extremely 
hard to review each item in the Service Delivery Strategy, as well as to 
review contracts that were included and not included when the Service 
Delivery Strategy was originally adopted to determine what needed to be 
updated.  Several items were discovered that had expired and needed to be 
updated.   

County Manager, William Wilson then stated that the ladies had done an 
awesome job.  They worked together great and we, as a staff of 4, met and 
went over each and every page of this document.  We still have some 
disagreements; however, we have a lot of agreement.  What we are planning 
is to go through each of the items individually and letting you know whether 
we agree or disagree and then move on to those that are going to require 
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input from our Elected Officials at the end.  At this point the meeting was 
turned over to Assistant County Manager, Michelle Irizarry and Deputy City 
Manager Jessica O’Connor. 

Ms. Irizarry and Ms. O’Connor then presented the Form 2 Documentation 
for each item completed as part of the SDS. 

800 MHz – Ms. Irizarry then advised that this is an area of disagreement 
between the City and County. 

Mr. Wilson stated that the main disagreement on this is that the 800 MHz 
system was purchased with SPLOST funds.  At the time the system was 
implemented everyone received radios and there are 5 tower sites required 
to make the system work.  The County provides the operation and up-keep 
on the system and assesses a $16.00 per month charge per radio that is 
attached to the system to pay for operation and maintenance.   

The City of Griffin buys it own radios and maintains its own radios at this 
time, but the tower sites and everything required to make the system work is 
in the County and the County is funding that through user fees of $16.00 per 
radio per month.  Mr. Wilson then advised that the City of Griffin has 
submitted a revised contract to the County to pay for non-emergency radio 
equipment only which would mean no fire or no police radios would be paid 
for which is the bulk of usage of this service by the City of Griffin. 

Ms. O’Connor stated that in the current SDS, 800 MHz is not listed as a 
service, right now it is under Emergency Communications and it is the City’s 
belief that is where this item should remain.  The radios are part of 
emergency communication, the systems and operations are part of 
emergency communication so dividing that out is fine for non-public safety; 
however, we feel that the public safety portion should remain under 
emergency communications because there is no way to be able to contact the 
police of fire department without the radio.  That is staff’s disagreement, 
which is why we need to bring it to the Boards to decide what you want to 
do. 

Commissioner Dutton then asked if the City feels this is a service the County 
should provide at no cost to the City? 

Ms. O’Connor responded that the taxes paid by City Residents that go into 
the General Fund is the City’s contribution for this service to the General 
Fund.  So, if we pay for it again, you are double taxing City Residents.   City 
Residents also pay County taxes and the County pays for this service out of 
the General Fund.  So, if we pay user fees then we are paying for it twice. 

Commission Dutton stated that he believes there was an up-front cost for 
the service that is being defrayed by the user fees as to the up-keep that is 
being paid out of the General Fund. 

Mayor Hollberg then asked if this service was being paid for out of the 
General Fund. 

Mr. Wilson advised that 800 MHZ is a Department in the General Fund and 
we charge each of the entities that utilize radios $16.00 per month per radio 
and that revenue goes back in to offset the cost of those operations. 

Mr. Smith then advised that the Sheriff’s Office also pay for the maintenance 
fee and the Sheriff’s Office is also in the General Fund.  The Hospital pays 
for EMS; however, they are a private company, they are not a government 
and they can’t be double taxed.  The school system has a few radios, they are 
not emergency responders, so they are not covered under emergency 
communications.   We are willing to pay for non-emergency, electric, solid 
waste, water because that is not emergency communications. 

Commissioner McCord stated that this is paid for out of the General Fund. 
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Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated that the cost overage that is not covered 
by the Usage Fee is covered out of the General Fund.  We built the Senior 
Center under a SPLOST and that covered the construction of, it does not 
cover the operation of and that is why we have to charge a membership fee 
there, that is why people have to pay to rent the building.  When they use 
that space, they have to pay and that helps to offset the cost of maintenance 
and operation; however, it doesn’t cover it and we do have to make up for 
that difference out of the General Fund. 

Commissioner Flowers then asked if under the previous agreement if there 
was a set number of radios that the City was contractually obligated to. 

Ms. O’Connor stated there was not a number designated in the contract, 
there was an 800 MHz team established at the time of the SPLOST and was 
supposed to get together every month to discuss who had radios and what 
they were being used for and that never happened.  The agreement which 
has now expired just says $16.00 per radio per month.  Our audit that was 
done last year, is a little different from what the County shows.  We haven’t 
gotten into that because the contract has expired.  The number of radios in 
use can change daily, so it is hard to keep up with and that is one of the 
problems. 

Mayor Hollberg then stated that the County feels that the City’s usage is 
approximately $85,000 per year based on the number of radios.  We sent an 
offer based on non-emergency radios of $31, 689 versus the $83-85,000 the 
County requested. 

Ms. Irizarry then advised that in the expired contract the Cost Allocation 
Method as described under item #4:  “The Parties agree the annual cost for 
operating and maintaining the County Radio System, derived from three 
distinct areas:  Infrastructure, Maintenance, Warranty Contract and Tower 
Site rentals and Utilities as well as Salary and Benefits of the System 
Administrator shall be reimbursed by the City based upon a $16.00 per user 
device per month.”  This is the same methodology being used for the County 
dispatch services contract with Spalding Regional Medical Center. 

Mayor Hollberg then asked about the fees that are paid by telephone and 
cell phone users? 

Mr. Wilson stated that is one thing that the City and the County disagree on 
is that 800 MHz is different from Emergency Communications.  We do have 
a separate fund for Emergency Communications, that is when you pick up 
and dial 911, those charges are put into the Emergency Communications 
Fund and they are use only to fund the 911 Center.  Mr. Wilson then stated 
that before the 800 MHz, the City had a Motorola Radio System with radios 
and towers and the County had a Motorola Radio System with towers and 
radios and each entity paid for the maintenance and operation of their 
systems.   

With the advent of the 800 MHz system, we merged the two systems 
together and those VHF radios became obsolete and at that time the City 
who had operational costs for those radios, their operational cost went to 
zero.  We did have an 800 MHz Communication Group that met for over a 
year after implementation.  Mr. Smith was in the group and Mr. Wilson was 
in the group along with Brant Keller.  During that time, it was said at every 
meeting and Mr. Smith disagreed at every meeting, but it was stated that the 
operational cost for the 800 MHz would be shared by the users of the 
system.  Mr. Smith disagreed at every meeting and we disagree today.  

Mr. Wilson stated that he didn’t expect this to be resolved today, this is the 
first time that the County Commissioners have been made aware of the 
exact details and it is his understanding it is the first time that the City 
Commissioners have been made aware of the exact details.  The County does 
have a contract that has been returned by the City and the County needs to 
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review and vote up or down. 

Mr. Wilson further stated that he was not under the impression that we were 
going to agree on anything today or take any votes.  It was his understanding 
that this is a work shop to let everyone know where the City stands and 
where the County stands on these issues and where we go from here. 

Commissioner Flowers then asked if Mr. Wilson could repeat the items that 
were agreed upon regarding the 800 MHz. 

Mr. Wilson then stated that before 800 MHz the City had a radio system 
and the County had a radio system.  We each paid for our operational costs, 
towers, maintenance, etc.  All that went away when the 800 MHz system 
was established.  The infrastructure and equipment for this system $10.5 
million was bought with SPLOST money.  At that time of the SPLOST, no 
one ever talked about the operation of the system once it was up and 
running.  After the SPLOST, we formed an 800 MHz Committee and the 
Committee talked about what brands to purchase, what brands give the best 
service, how many radios needed to be purchased, etc.  This Committee met 
for over a year.  At those meetings the County emphatically stated that 
operational costs would be born by the users of the system based on the pro-
rated number of units they have. 

Commissioner Flowers than asked if at the point we asked the community to 
vote on this, there was no dialogue regarding maintenance of the system?  
We are asking the community to support us in purchasing this equipment, 
but we have not planned out how we are actually going to fund it.  So, we 
only agreed to buy “a thing” but there was no agreement as to how we would 
use “the thing” at the point that we asked people to vote on it. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated that there was nothing in writing, but the 
entire conversation in all of the round table meetings it was determined 
immediately that the SPLOST would pay for the radio system, but the 
groups that would use it would have to pay for the maintenance.  At the time 
we felt that the maintenance cost would go down because we had hoped that 
Pike or some of the surrounding counties would want to rent radio space off 
the towers which would generate funds to help cover the maintenance cost.  
She stated that she was surprised to hear that Mr. Smith was never in favor 
of paying for maintenance and she did not recall ever hearing this during 
those meetings and she attended many of those meetings.  During the 
meetings we did talk about how the system would be paid for and we stated 
the maintenance would be paid by the user fees. 

Mr. Smith stated that he was not the only one in attendance at the meetings 
who misunderstood, because he has minutes from one of the meetings 
where the chairman of that work group took issue with the County’s demand 
that the City pay per unit, per month as the 800 MHz system is a County 
system and the City pays for it in taxes paid to the County.  The chairman of 
the work group at the time felt the same as Mr. Smith, so he wasn’t the only 
one who misunderstood. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then asked who was the Chairman of that work 
group. 

Mr. Smith advised that Dick Morrow as the Chairman of that work group. 

Ms. O’Connor stated that this was started in 2008 and we did not have a 
contract until 2015 and that contract was only valid for 2 years because the 
City stated that they still disagree, but we will come up with something in 2 
years because we will revisit this in 2017 with the renegotiation of SDS and 
at that time SDS was not renegotiated in 2017.  So the actual contract was 
signed 7 years after all of this started and at that time the City stated that 
they did not like it, but they would agree to a contract to make sure that we 
can continue moving forward with the service, but in 2017 we are going to 
“hash the out” and we are now into 2020. 
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Mayor Hollberg stated that the contract was for the City to pay $16.00 per 
radio up until 2017.   

Commissioner Johnson then asked if there were any Minutes available 
regarding the conversations had in 2008?  There was no contract, is there 
any minutes out there that talk about what was actually said at those 
meetings.  If it was discussed there should be a record of it correct. 

Mr. Smith stated that he was not aware of any minutes from the 800 MHz 
Work Group. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated we know there is a problem on this topic 
that will need more discussion, let’s just move on to the next item. 

Commissioner McCord stated that he doesn’t see us meeting today as City 
and County, as separate entities, he sees us all working for the taxpayers of 
our community.  The people that live in our community.  He wants to make 
sure as a representative of City residents he doesn’t leave here saying that he 
is going to agree to double tax people who live inside of the City.  So, if we 
approach issues that appear that the City taxpayers are going to be double 
taxed, we are going to have to figure out a way to address that.  If we don’t 
do this we are going to continue doing what has been done before, moving 
right over it.  On this point he has acknowledged that this is double taxation 
if we are paying for something that our County Taxes is already paying for.   

We are trying to figure these issues out to where the taxpayer benefits the 
most, not the strain on whose budget.  He has never heard Mr. Wilson’s side 
of the story and he is here to get as much information as he possibly can, so 
that we can give back to the taxpayers proper information, that we sitting as 
two boards together are doing what is best for our community.  This is the 
time for us to figure out what we are going to do and get it on record as to 
“This is what I’m going to do”, “This is what I can live with.”  The staff has 
worked very hard on this and he can see that from the amount of paper 
brought into the meeting.  We should be able to come to consensus on some 
of these issues real soon. 

Mr. Wilson stated that while we move forward with the SDS topics he asked 
that those in attendance keep in mind there is something called a level of 
service.  The County provides a basic level of service.  The City provides an 
enhanced level of service.  The City Fire Department and the City Police 
Department is an enhanced level of service and enhanced level of services 
need to be paid for.  You are not mandated by State law like the County to 
have a Sheriff’s Department, the City is not mandated to have a Police 
Department or a Fire Department, you choose to provide these services to 
the residents of the City of Griffin. 

Commissioner Reed-Ward then asked when you say enhanced level of 
service, but the County taxes help to pay for the Sheriff’s Department and 
the County Fire Department. 

Mr. Smith stated that those who live in the County have a special tax district 
for their Fire Department.  If you live inside the City, you do not pay a fire 
tax.  The unincorporated area of the County is a Special Tax District that 
pays for the Fire Department, so the residents of the City don’t pay for it 
twice.  There may be other areas that need to be looked at in the County to 
avoid the double taxation, in addition to the fire district. 

Commissioner Dutton then stated that Mr. Smith is correct, if the City wants 
to provide their own service, then the City can fund that service.  Just like 
the City has their own Fire Department, so the City doesn’t pay the County 
for fire services.  If the City wants to have their own 800 MHz system, then 
they can have that and they won’t have to pay the County.  If the County 
however, wants to contract with the County to use our infrastructure in the 
City, then we have a greatly reduced rate for doing so at $16.00 per radio.  If 
you want to provide your own or contract with an outside entity, he doesn’t 
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think that it could be done for $16.00 per month.  It’s the same thing as the 
Fire Department, it would be double taxation if you were paying for County 
Fire and City Fire, but you aren’t because you are providing your own City 
Fire.  If we apply that here and say, “If you want to use this County Service, 
then the City also has to pay for that.”  “If the City wants to use their own 
service, then the City can come up with there own service and the City can 
pay for their own service.”  To somehow say that the City Police Department 
doesn’t have to pay the same rate as the Sheriff’s Office, that simply doesn’t 
make any sense. 

Mr. Smith then stated that part of what Commissioner Dutton states is 
correct except for the fact there are countywide services that everybody in 
the County pays for including City taxpayers and his argument is that 
Emergency Communications is a countywide service.  We have agreed it is a 
countywide service, it is in the Service Delivery Strategy since the beginning 
as a countywide service, so we shouldn’t have to pay for that service through 
our County taxes and then pay for it again through a user fee. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then stated that the 800 MHz system is not a 
countywide system, the 911 system is an emergency system.  So, if we look at 
the big picture and having a Police Department and Fire Department inside 
the City is not required by State statue and the City wants to offer the citizen 
of the City that higher level of service, if they create another police force they 
create something outside of what is mandated by the State because the 
Sheriff has arrest powers in both the City and the County.  So, from where 
we’re sitting, when you add your own Fire Department where the County 
has fire service already, you are adding an additional service, so you are 
becoming an additional user.  That is the side we are sitting on as this is an 
enhanced service that is already being provided by the county mandated 
services and when you ask for something more there is a user fee associated 
with it. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then stated that the user fee is not a foreign 
concept, so having to utilize the 800 MHz system to provide a level of 
service means you are doing something extra, outside of what the County 
would normally provide. 

Mr. Smith stated that he agrees, except that the 800 MHz system is not an 
enhanced level of service and their argument is that it is part of Emergency 
Communications because when someone calls 911 without a radio system to 
dispatch public safety, you don’t have Emergency Communications. 

Commissioner Dutton then added that once a call is dispatched, the City 
department goes to the site.  The County doesn’t pay for your cars, you pay 
for the cars.  When they are there, they have utility belts and uniforms, the 
County doesn’t pay for that equipment, the City does.  The radios you have 
you have to pay for, it doesn’t make sense that some outside entity would 
have to come in and pay your radio fees.  The Sheriff’s Department has to 
pay for the radios, the Police Department has to pay for these things and the 
EMTs have to pay for these things.  Why would one entity get it for free 
when everyone else has to pay for it?  It doesn’t make any sense. 

Mr. Smith then stated that the Sheriff’s Department is paying into the 
County’s General Fund so they are paying the County.  The EMT’s are a 
private company so they are not covered by a double taxation because they 
are not a government and the School System, if they have any radios, are not 
emergency responders.  Our argument is that you can’t have emergency 
communications without a radio system, just like you gotta have phones and 
chairs for them to sit in and microphones for them to talk into.  Radios are 
part of the system.  Cars are not, guns are not because that is not part of 
communications.  The radio is part of the communications and that is the 
argument that we disagree on and it is okay for us to disagree. 

Commissioner Tinsley then asked if there has ever been consideration of 
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having a mediator to step in, because it appears that we continue to “agree 
to disagree” with regard to this subject. 

Commissioner Flowers stated she would like to go through the whole SDS to 
see what items are on the table. 

Ms. O’Connor then stated that one thing to remember is this is a 
requirement that the law has for those governments who want to be a 
Qualified Local Government.  We all agreed on this in 1999, again in 2004 
and during updates in the past and the only thing that DCA cares about is 
that the Cities and the County agree, which all they care about.  We can 
“agree to disagree” on certain items and still go forward with this process.  It 
is not that everything is going to be a right or wrong answer, so please keep 
this in mind. 

Administration – Mr. Wilson stated that currently we do not have any 
disagreement on Administration. 

Mr. Smith then stated that we might have some disagreement.  There are 
parts of Administration for the County that is paid for out of the General 
Fund that are used for Administration of things that would be double 
taxation.  Part of Administration would be Administration of the Fire 
Department, so there is a portion of Administration that would need to be 
separated out.  So, we don’t necessarily agree that 100% of Administration 
should be paid for as a countywide service. 

Mr. Wilson then advised that the County does indirect cost accounting and 
does charge the Water System, the 911 System, the Fire Department and any 
fund for our portion of the Administration.  He does not know that it was 
actually discussed because when we reviewed these items, Administration 
was not an issue. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then asked if this was a major issue or a minor 
issue? 

Mr. Smith advised that it was a minor issue. 

Adult and Juvenile Probation – Ms. O’Conner stated that it is being 
recommended that this item be updated due in the past it simply covered 
Superior, State and Juvenile Courts and did not include Municipal Court.  
Municipal Court does have Adult Probation as well, so although it is an 
overlapping service, it is an enhanced service in Municipal Court and both 
the Adult and Juvenile probation services are paid through contractual 
relationships, so we are going to add the Judicial Alternatives of Georgia 
Contract and mention Municipal Court.  We are recommending this change 
from what we currently have on file as part of our SDS, but we don’t 
disagree on it at all. 

Mr. Wilson then advised that the one thing that has been done throughout 
the agreement is staff has added SPLOST and grants.  Recently, we had to 
add grants to the SDS for funding of CDBG grants that the City received.  
We have taken this time and gone through every unit and if we felt it would 
ever be funded by a grant, or ever be funded by SPLOST it has been included 
in the section that tells where the revenues for this item are derived to pay 
for the service. 

Airport New – Ms. Irizarry advised that they had separated the Airport 
into two categories “Airport New” and  “6A2”.  We have updated this one as 
well to make sure that all funding sources and contractual partners were 
listed. 

Mayor Hollberg then asked if a statement regarding annexation had been 
included. 

Ms. O’Connor advised that at the bottom it states:  “City and County agree 
that the New Airport will be annexed into the City of Griffin.” 
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Mr. Smith stated that this is one of those areas that the City has agreed to 
provide funding for, that could have been argued that the New Airport is a 
countywide service, but they agreed through a contract to provide funding 
for this.  This is a joint agreement that was never argued or discussed. 

Airport 6A2 – Ms. Irizarry stated that this was updated as well, it is very 
similar to the Airport New. 

Ms. O’Connor advised there is no disagreement with this item.  We wanted 
to have a 6A2 designation instead of current, because once we are moved we 
don’t want to have to update the SDS and have confusion as to what is being 
referenced so the New Airport will not be called 6A2. 

Animal Control – Ms. Irizarry stated that “d” is checked indicating that 
one or more cities will provide the service in their incorporated boundaries 
and the County will provide the service in the unincorporated areas and it 
lists the funding sources which include: General Fund, User Fees, SPLOST 
and Grants. 

Ms. O’Connor stated there could be some disagreement on this one; 
however, she believes staff rectified a little bit of that as it gets confusing 
when you are talking about Animal Control versus the Animal Shelter. 

Mr. Wilson then clarified that with Animal Control there is an issue with the 
Ordinances, the County had asked and the City had adopted almost every 
ordinance that we have with the exception of the Spay and Neuter 
Ordinance and the City did not adopt the Mandatory Spay/Neuter. Which 
adversely affects the next service which is the Animal Shelter.  So, we ask 
again that the City consider adopting a Mandatory Spay/Neuter Policy like 
the County.  We have seen a significant reduction in numbers in the County 
from this program and you may not be aware that we are currently working 
towards a “No Kill Shelter” which is 10% or less.  Last month we were at 
8.7% which qualifies us as a “No Kill Shelter.” 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated that she feels it is redundant to do this if 
the only difference is the City has a Leash Law and the County has an 
Animal Restraint Zone.   

Ms. Irizarry stated that the City providing Animal Control is a higher level of 
service as they have officers that pick up the animals and deliver them to the 
shelter.  The one area where we are not straight across the board and where 
we would like to be is the Mandatory Spay and Neuter.   As Mr. Wilson 
stated over the years, we have seen a significant decrease in the intake of 
animals. 

Animal Shelter -  Ms. O’Connor stated that currently this is a countywide 
service and they are proposing that it should remain a countywide service 
there is no overlapping of services because it is countywide and it is funded 
through:  General Fund, User Fees, SPLOST, Grants and Donations. 

Commissioner Flowers then stated that the only item of contention is there 
not being an alignment of the Ordinances. 

Commissioner Dutton stated that the misalignment on the Animal Control 
side costs the County money on the Animal Shelter side because we do not 
qualify for some available grants due to the fact that some of the animals 
brought to the shelter aren’t mandatory spay/neuter. 

Mr. Wilson stated that the only item of disagreement, which isn’t really an 
item is we would like to see the animal control officers assist in cleaning the 
shelter and assist in euthanizing.  Many years ago, they did help and assist 
us in these areas, they stopped when they were placed under the Police 
Department, he’s not sure when it was, but this would help us with on-call 
and things like that.  That is the only thing that we talked about. 

Ms. O’Connor stated that there was an agreement that the City and County 
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entered into in 1996 which was for a 5-year term to expire in 2001 where the 
City did agree to clean and assist in euthanizing animals; however, it was 
voided by the SDS in 1999, the State came in and said you can’t do that it is a 
countywide service and you are being double taxed.  They told us that the 
2004 agreement shows that the contract was voided and we couldn’t do it 
that way.  If we go back to that we are going to have duplication and possibly 
double taxation problems.  So, the City disagrees that we should do this, it is 
a countywide service and the State agreed with us in 1999. 

Commissioner Flowers then added that what she has gotten is in moving 
forward the County would like for us to put some emphasis on looking at the 
ordinance. 

Ms. O’Connor stated that the County would like for the City to adopt the 
Mandatory Spay and Neuter.  When staff brought this to the City in 2017 is 
when we did adopt the tethering, we had put the Mandatory Spay and 
Neuter in there to mirror the County, but the Commission was not willing to 
do it at that time.  If it is something that the Commission is now interested 
in, it is something that we can discuss. 

Mayor Hollberg asked how many animals were being euthanized annually. 

Ms. Irizarry advised that we do have those statistics and she would provide 
them to the City, she does not have that information available.  We have the 
numbers for the Intake as well and through the years there has be a 
mandatory spay and neuter, we have seen a decrease in the intake of 
animals. 

Archivist – This is a new service that we are adding.  There is an agreement 
of the funding sources for the Archivist. The current agreement is between 
Spalding County and the City of Griffin, the effective dates are March 26, 
2013 thru June 30, 2023. 

Mr. Wilson stated that the contract is for the Archivist to be a City 
Employee, but her position is jointly funded 50/50 and the facility is located 
in a City building. 

City Police – Ms. Irizarry stated that this was not in contention and there 
were not changes to this.  However, we did add Grants and SPLOST to the 
funding sources.  There is an agreement that automatically renews and there 
is a supplemental to Item #2 which is the City of Griffin and Spalding 
County have found some overlap of services between the City of Griffin 
Police Department and the Spalding County Sheriff’s Department do exist; 
however, the provision of law enforcement services by the City of Griffin 
Police Department represents a higher level of service by the City of Griffin 
which is permitted by OCGA 36-7-1. 

Code Enforcement – Ms. O’Connor stated that the County will provide 
this service in unincorporated boundaries and the City will provide the 
service within its incorporated boundaries.  Right now, it states there are no 
overlapping service areas, unnecessary competition or duplication of this 
service.  This can remain that way if Code Enforcement is paid for out of 
user fees from the County.  If they do have to supplement it with General 
Fund then we would argue that there is a double taxation issue.  The County 
has indicated that this service is paid by user fees from their Code 
Enforcement so at this time there is no overlapping. 

Ms. Irizarry then added that our Code Enforcement Officers are deputized 
and are able to write tickets for No Thru Trucks in addition to some tent 
cities that we have dealt with and there have been very high fines placed on 
these violations. 

Collection Centers – Ms. Irizarry advised that service will be provided 
countywide.  Yes, we did identify overlapping service areas which we will 
give justification for.  This service is paid by the General Fund from Spalding 
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County. 

Ms. O’Connor advised that is another matter that the City would consider a 
minor issue, since we do provide curbside service which is an enhanced level 
of service, but we are also paying for this out of our county taxes with their 
General Fund, so we are paying for a service that we are not utilizing.  The 
argument is, the Centers are available and can be utilized.  That can be a 
issue if the City choses to raise it. 

Commissioner Dutton stated that there are plenty City residents who utilize 
the Collection Centers. 

Ms. O’Connor stated that there were a lot of City residents who used the 
Collection Centers until the recent changes were made where you can’t take 
bulky waste, because the City would not accept that either without a fee.  Or 
that you could take an unlimited amount of yard debris, because the City 
charges a special handling if the resident is over the limitation.  However, 
with the recent changes she feels that even less City residents will be 
utilizing the Collection Centers.  We can’t know right now because that 
change just occurred, but monitoring it over the next few months the County 
will probably see a sharp decrease in City residents utilizing these facilities. 

Mayor Hollberg then asked if the County utilized the transfer station for 
dumping or the local landfills? 

Mr. Wilson advised that the County does both, we carry it to the transfer 
station and the landfill, depending on which is more economically feasible 
and they charge us a per tonnage fee.   

Cooperative Extension – Ms. Irizarry advised that this is a countywide 
service, there is no overlapping service areas and the funding method is the 
General Fund and University Systems of Georgia Board of Regents-UGA.  
There is a current agreement for these services. 

Coronor – Ms. Irizarry stated this is a countywide service, no overlapping 
service areas, it is provided out of the General Fund. 

Correctional Institute – Ms. Irizarry advised this is a countywide service 
there are no overlapping areas of service.  The funding methods are General 
Fund, State of Georgia Department of Corrections, Grants and SPLOST.  
There is a list of all agreements regarding Inmate Contract Details. 

Ms. O’Connor added that if you see an ending date that looks like it is 
expired, it is because it has an automatic renewal clause.  The ending date is 
for the initial term and the City’s contract is automatically renewed after 
June 30th and runs with the budget year. 

Municipal Court – Ms. O’Connor stated this is an item that is being 
added, this is a service that is provided has not been included in the past.  
The City provides this service only within our incorporated boundaries, 
there is overlapping service areas which is okay because it provides an 
enhanced level of service and the service that we provide to the 
Municipality. 

Ms. O’Connor stated that the one thing that was noted is there are some 
concurrent jurisdictional issues, which means that some of the cases could 
be heard in Municipal, State or Superior Court and that is the justification 
for the overlapping. 

Other Courts – Ms. O’Connor stated that this item includes the other 
Courts that we currently have; however, we are adding the Accountability 
Court to this because it is new since the last time we did the SDS.  
Accountability, Superior, Juvenile State and Probate Courts are all 
countywide services and there is no overlap of the services.  Since they are 
countywide they are funded out of the General Fund, Grants, Fines, User 
Fees and SPLOST. 
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Curbside Solid Waste Collection – Ms. O’Connor advised that this item 
is marked as “Other” because sometimes we do have contractual 
arrangements outside of the incorporated boundaries or in unincorporated 
areas.  We do have a contract for this service that goes until 2056 and we 
fund this out of User Fees, this is our Enterprise Solid Waste Fund and that 
contract was executed in November 2006 for 50 years. 

Detention Center – Ms. Irizarry stated that this is a countywide service, 
we do have overlapping service areas. Funding sources are Spalding County, 
City of Griffin, General Fund, SPLOST, Grants and User Fees for Spalding 
County. Jail Add-On Fees, User Fees, General Fund and SPLOST for the City 
of Griffin.  There is a current contract or agreement between the Sheriff’s 
Office and the City of Griffin for the detention of these inmates. 

Emergency Communications – Ms. O’Connor stated that she believes 
this has been addressed during the 800 MHz discussion, so we will just keep 
going. 

Emergency Management Agency/Homeland Security – Mr. Irizarry 
stated that this is a countywide service, there is no overlapping service areas, 
it is paid by Spalding County through General Fund, Grants, Impact Fees 
and the SPLOST. 

Fire Protection – Ms. Irizarry stated that “d” is checked for Spalding 
County and City of Griffin. 

Ms. O’Connor advised that this is the one that the County has a special tax 
district to fund as discussed earlier.  Ms. O’Connor added that at some point 
the information regarding the Fire Protection and Sheriff’s Office had gotten 
mixed up and they were correcting these items in the SDS update. 

Ms. O’Connor stated that the County’s Fire Protection Services is funded by 
the Fire District Tax, Insurance Premium Tax, Grants, Impact Fees and 
SPLOST.  The City’s services are paid out of Genera Fund, SPLOST and 
Grants.  Right now, it is backward and contains the Sheriff’s information 
and we will be correcting that.  Ms. O’Connor stated that is an automatic aid 
agreement that was signed last Fall and will extend through 2024. 

Commissioner Dutton then asked if this was to assist in major events? 

Ms. O’Connor stated that it is for instances that may occur at locations for 
example Carver Road where the County has a Fire Station right there who 
can deliver services until the City fire equipment can arrive.  If, the County 
has equipment in the area where they can respond first, then the County will 
respond until the City can get there and then assist and vice versa. 

Griffin-Spalding Development Authority – Ms. Irizarry stated that 
this is a countywide service, no overlapping service areas.  It is paid through 
the Spalding County General Fund; however, there is an opportunity to levy 
up to 1 mil of ad valorem tax. 

Health and Human Services – Ms. Irizarry advised this is a countywide 
service there is no overlapping service areas.  Funding sources are General 
Fund, SPLOST and Grants by Spalding County.  Health and Human Services 
are provided in accordance with State Law. 

Indigent Medical Care – Ms. Irizarry stated that this provided 
countywide, no overlapping service areas.  The funding source for this a 
Hospital Trust to fund indigent residents of Spalding County for healthcare. 

Mr. Wilson stated that the sale of the Hospital generated Trust Funds, those 
trust funds are used to pay indigent healthcare up to a limit of $1 million per 
year and under the agreement for the sale of the contract and any future sale 
in perpetuity, whoever purchases the hospital has to cover any and all 
indigent costs above that $1 million.  We are very fortunate to have this, 
there are some counties that pay in excess of $2 million a year for indigent 
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healthcare. 

Library Services – Ms. Irizarry stated this a countywide service, there is 
no overlapping service areas.  This funded by Spalding County through 
General Fund, Grants, Impact Fees and SPLOST. 

Parks & Recreation – Ms. O’Connor stated that this is one of the items 
that the City and the County disagree on and she isn’t sure that the four 
individuals preparing these documents disagree, they simply did not know 
where to start.  There is a lot of different services provided by the County, 
there are some services provided by the City.  There has been talk about 
closing the pool and closing the golf course.  This is something that the 
County does very well, they are the best at Parks and Recreation, we need to 
let them do this.  We have expired agreements that have to be addressed, 
because there are buildings and infrastructure belonging to the County 
located on our property without current agreements.   

Mr. Wilson stated that these are lease agreements, not operation 
agreements. 

Ms. O’Connor then stated that staff needs some direction regarding this 
item. 

Commissioner McCord stated that we have to do whatever we have got to do 
to make sure that children in Griffin and Spalding County who do not have 
access to a private pool will have access to a public pool where they can 
swim.   Whatever, we as two Boards have to do to make that happen whether 
it is the County building an Aquatic Center or taking over the City pool or 
taking over all recreation.  Whatever is going to help us to achieve that for 
the citizens that we represent in the City and the County that does not have 
a public place to go swimming is what he is in favor of. 

Commissioner Dutton then stated that the County is obligated to build an 
Aquatic Center and we’re moving forward on that although it was the last 
item on the list of things to do.  At some point in the future, there will be a 
County Aquatic Center. 

Ms. O’Connor added that the current arrangement that DCA has states that 
this service will be provided countywide, which would then make it item 2 
the answer would be “no” there is no overlapping service areas.  If we keep it 
as “e” as Other, the answer becomes “yes.”  The way we are currently 
operating doesn’t match what our SDS shows because the City does have 
some Parks and Recreation because we have City Park, some pocket parks, 
the pool and tennis courts.  SDS currently shows this as a countywide 
service, but we don’t really operate that way.  The form being considered we 
need your input to complete. 

Commissioner Dutton stated that he feels this item does overlap, both 
entities provide parks and both entities provide recreational opportunities. 

Commissioner Flowers then asked what input is staff hoping to get from the 
group today. 

Ms. O’Connor stated that staff needs to know if you want to keep the pool 
open, if you want to keep City Park?  What about the Golf Course?  We have 
pocket parks.  There are all types of options that you have as a Board.  She 
believes, as staff, that the County does a great job with Parks and Recreation 
and that they should do that because they are best at it.  Staff would like to 
give it to them, we know there are concerns regarding where to put the pool, 
there still is not a place for that.  City Staff believes that City Park is the 
perfect place for that.  Staff believes there are some opportunities at City 
Park, County Parks and Rec already run a majority of City Park except for 
the Golf Course, Tennis Courts, the Playground Equipment which is more 
passive.  There is not a lot of running that has to be done, the maintenance 
is done by the City and there is not much of the operations.  We don’t believe 
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it would be much more than the County already does in the Park and we 
would like them to take that. 

Commissioner Murray stated that she wants to do everything to keep 
recreation and the pool open.  Especially since the citizens voted for an 
Aquatic Center and that is to be last on the list.  Her position is she knows 
the County is going to build an Aquatic Center, it is last on the list and she 
understands that and as far as recreation, keeping the pool open is on her 
agenda because, we don’t know how long it is going to be until the Aquatic 
Center is built and she wants us to do whatever we can to keep this pool 
open.  Whether the County is in agreement to take over the pool services in 
City Park.  

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated that she agrees that the City pool should 
remain open.  She was surprised that the City was considering closing the 
pool, but she does feel that recreation should be under the County because 
we do it better than anyone else.  She feels that if the County were to arrange 
to acquire City Park from the City, it would be a gem for the entire City 
because it is almost 200 acres of green space in the middle of the County.  
Plus there is redevelopment in the area, access to the hospital; however, 
with all that being said, there is always the issue of how will it be paid for?  
And how till the transition happen?  She doesn’t have any problem at all 
with the County taking on the responsibility of Parks and Rec in this 
community, but she feels in order to make that transition we need to talk 
about numbers and money. 

Mr. Wilson stated that the current City Budget for City Park is 
approximately $430,000, we realize that most of that goes for the golf 
course.  When we discussed this last week, we talked about LOST funding, 
which is a part of Service Delivery Strategy.  Currently, we estimate about 
$100,000 per point in LOST.  As we have said, without any LOST funds to 
fund this, the County would be looking at a minimum of $200-300,000 to 
talk over that 180 acres and maintain it to the level to which Spalding 
County maintains our parks.  So, he doesn’t know that we will get anywhere 
on that today, but that is as County Manager, his opinion of City Park. 

Commissioner Dutton then stated that if the City closes the pool and the golf 
course then the cost would be about $280,000 a year.  If they don’t do that 
it is over $400,000 a year.  So, if the City is interested in us taking over City 
Park in its current incarnation, then you are looking at around $400,000 a 
year.  If the City changes the City’s arrangement with City Park, if it closes 
its golf course and closes its pool and then wants to transfer what is left over 
to the County then you are looking at approximately $280,000. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then stated that she doesn’t see that.  If the 
Park becomes part of the County Parks and Rec system, it is certainly not in 
our plans to run a golf course.  So, the golf course would automatically be 
changed into some other type of passive recreation area and the expenses 
associated with the golf course would not be in any budget form other than 
the maintenance for cutting the grass or whatever else we would be doing 
with that.  She doesn’t see what the difference would be if the City closes it 
or the County closes it.   

She stated that she gets it, it is a bad thing if the City closes the golf course.  
It has been there forever and that is why it is still open and as a County 
Commissioner, and we do recreation, she doesn’t have a problem making 
that statement that there is simply no money to be made there.  There are 
golfing facilities in the community that people can use.  So, asking the City 
to close the pool, which she is totally against closing the pool, there is no 
access for the High School Swim team, the local recreation swim team, plus 
the actual recreation aspects of it.  So, she definitely does not want to see the 
city close the pool in order transfer that property to us, if we are able to do 
that.  It is about the continuity of service and care and there is an 
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expectation from citizens that the service which has been here for many 
years is going to continue to be here.  Then you have older people who 
remember that the pool was closed by the City in the 60’s, who feel that pool 
does not need to be closed until there is another facility available, or until 
someone can repair it to make it usable to the entire community and the 
entire county. 

Commissioner Reid-Ward stated that her position is that in 2016 we voted 
for a SPLOST and her concern is that the Aquatic Center and the Heritage 
Projects, who were voted on by minorities and those who use the pool were 
put on the agenda to be the last thing handled.  It is now 2020 and the 
County does not even have site for a pool.  She heard Commissioner Dutton 
say that we are going to get it, she wants to know when?  This is why we, as a 
City were so encouraged to assist in having people to vote for the SPLOST 
and support the SPLOST because back in 2016 we were looking at the same 
thing that we are looking at now.  All the money that we are having to spend 
for the pool we are having to spend now.  We are not in the Park and Rec 
business, we don’t have the employees who do Park and Rec stuff.  The pool 
is in the Public Works Department, so we’re having to try to come up with 
trying to hire somebody to run the pool and come up with repairs for the 
pool every year.  We’re not in the Park and Rec business, so the City 
shouldn’t have to be doing this and every year the conversation has come up.  
Last year we paid to open the pool with the understanding that by this year 
the County would be in a position and they would have someone to manage 
the pool.  We are still in the same position that we were in last year.   

Commissioner Reid-Ward stated that it is her opinion that the County 
should be running the pool, if it stays open.  The City is just not able to 
continue to do this and she doesn’t feel that they should have to because the 
SPLOST was countywide and in four years she feels the County should have 
been able to figure out something. 

Commissioner Dutton stated that in his earlier statements regarding the 
closing and cost estimates, it was in no way a value judgement or indicative 
of what his opinion of the future of the pool and the golf course should be.  
That said, there is a City Pool and a City Park and to say that the City is not 
in the business of running Parks and Pools is simply not a reflection of the 
reality of this situation. 

Mr. Smith stated that was part of the confusion with service delivery 
because Parks and Rec under the current Service Delivery is a countywide 
service, so from the City’s standpoint to have City Park, tennis courts and 
pool is Parks and Rec, so if it is a countywide service then why are we doing 
it?  The County has had a lease on Fairmont Park and Volunteer Park, the 
leases have expired.  The County leases a large part of City Park the ball 
fields, gym and skate park has been leased by the County, that lease also has 
expired.  So, when we reached an agreement on this Service Delivery 
Strategy, it was a countywide service, but it really wasn’t a countywide 
service because the City is still in the business.   

Commissioner Dutton then stated that if the City wants to get out of that 
business and turn the City Park into a County park and turn the City Pool 
into the County pool along with all the pocket parks, he is not categorically 
against the idea, but the idea that wouldn’t come with the money to take 
care of those, so that we could continue to take care of them, obviously that 
doesn’t work.  If the City wants to transfer services that the City currently 
provides, then the money that the City uses to currently take care of the 
services should also be transferred. 

Mr. Smith then stated that Commissioner Dutton wants to tax the City 
residents by them paying County tax for Park and Rec and them paying 
additionally to maintain City Park. 

Commissioner Dutton then stated that the City has chosen to provide extra 
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parks and extra pools and extra stuff.  If the City wants to do something 
“extra” then they can.  The idea that somehow the liabilities of these services 
can be transferred without benefits to the County, then the County can’t 
maintain the high level of standard that we have for Parks and Recreation.  
We do our Parks and Recreation correctly, we do it physically as far as the 
numbers go, we do that very well because we plan for it, we’ve thought about 
it for the future and we have created the situation so that our Parks are 
sustainable and affordable.  If the City has run their parks in such a way that 
now they want to get out of that business and transfer that “loss that you 
can’t take anymore” over to the County, that’s okay we can probably do a 
better job, as you have stated today.  That said, there’s money that goes 
along with those things. 

Commissioner Dutton then stated that on just City Park alone, the City 
spends around $480,000 a year on the upkeep, services and running of that 
Park.  If the City wants to transfer to the County that liability, then it should 
also transfer 4-5% of its current LOST funds, which the City currently uses 
to pay those costs, to the County. 

Commissioner Flowers then asked if the group could be provided with some 
actual numbers. 

Mr. Smith then stated that Parks total, operationally is $406,000, now we 
share personnel with the golf course and we also maintain five pocket parks 
with this money.  So, all of that is in our Parks budget and we would still 
have to maintain those pocket parks, because all of that is included in this 
budget. 

Commissioner Dutton then stated that if the City maintains the pocket parks 
then there would still be areas of overlapping service.  If you want to get out 
of the parks business, then you need to get out of the parks business. 

Mr. Smith stated that the City can have passive parks that are not part of  
Parks and Recreation.   

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated that the County is Parks and Recreation, 
if somebody has a community park across the street from there house that is 
not recreation.  That is green space. 

Commissioner Dutton then asked how does a park that has playground 
equipment in the community differ from the park that has slides and 
recreation equipment?   It is still same park, maybe it is smaller, but it 
provides the same level of park and recreation that the County Parks do. 

Discussion regarding the City’s Budget item for City Park.  It was clarified 
that the number in the Budget was the total number for all of the Parks in 
the City, not just City Park. 

Commissioner Johnson then stated that if the County were to take over City 
Park would we not receive any additional funding from the LOST funds? 

Mr. Smith stated that is not his decision, what he would say from a staff 
perspective is it would be double taxation on the City’s citizens if they paid 
again for Parks and Recreation because it is a countywide service. 

Commissioner Reid-Ward stated that her concern is that the City continues 
to bare responsibility and to pay for the pool, when the SPLOST was 
obligated to build and Aquatic Center. 

Commissioner Johnson stated we are concerned as to what funding we 
would receive from the City should we take over the City Pool. 

Commissioner McCord stated that the reason they were discussing closing 
the City Pool was because the County was discussing the opening of an 
Aquatic Center.  So, once you open an Aquatic Center, we possibly would 
close the City Pool.   
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Chairman Flowers-Taylor stated that during the last SDS discussions, we 
had a consultant tell us what we should get out of the LOST and he told us 
that we should get all of it.  The City also had a consultant to advised the City 
that they should receive all of the LOST and here we are in the middle.  
However, if the City has felt that their justification for what they receive in 
LOST or they collect in lost is through recreation, they do provide a higher 
level of service and she agrees with that. 

She went on to state that when there was no park except for Dundee Park, 
there was a City Park.  That’s why it is here and that’s why they have 
provided recreation.  She’s not blowing the horn for the City she is simply 
explaining that is why the current situation is what it is.  So, the County’s 
concern is that we believe we can take over City Park, but are you willing to 
look at the numbers and make some adjustment to your LOST collection to 
allow us to take it over, keep it running and run it right.  

Commissioner Flowers-Taylor then advised that the Aquatic Center was 
scheduled as a pay as you go project in the SPLOST.  The SPLOST is a six-
year SPLOST and we are only four-years into it.  You are absolutely right, 
Heritage Park was a bonded issue and it’s not completed and that is our 
fault, but if it is a pay as you go project and you are two-years out from 
completion of the SPLOST, you cannot expect us to have the money there to 
complete the pool. 

Commissioner Reid-Ward then stated that Spalding County could have 
made the Aquatic Center a priority.  That was the County’s choice to put it 
on the end.  The people on the swim team and everybody else in the 
Community that don’t have a place to swim, everything else was more 
important than that, so y’all put that on the end. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then advised that the Aquatic Center was the 
largest amount of money to be collected, that is why it was on the end.  It 
would take the longest to collect the $4.5 million to build the Aquatic 
Center. 

Mr. Wilson then advised that there has been nothing agreed to as to what 
the Aquatic Center should be.  If we build a build an Aquatic Center with a 
competition pool, those kids who come to “City Pool” are not going to get in 
it because it will be 5-8 degrees colder than the pool that they are 
accustomed to.  It is also deeper, so we have to decide, as a group, what we 
are going to build for an Aquatic Center.  Are we going to build one pool, two 
pools, three pools?  There are folks at the Senior Center who think that we 
are building a therapeutic pool that they are going to be able to walk into 
and do exercises, that was never discussed. 

Mr. Wilson then advised that at the Board of Commissioners meeting on 
Monday night, Paragon Consulting will be presenting a conceptual plan on 
where we could place the pool at the Lakes at Green Valley.  The County 
Commissioners did move ahead with that.  Since that time, there has been a 
lot of discussion about City Park and the closing of the golf course and 
actually putting the pool somewhere physically on the golf course.  There is 
still a lot of things out there.  No matter where we put it, we still have not, as 
a group, decided what kind of pool or pools we are going to build. 

Commissioner Reid-Ward stated that from her constituency and the people 
she talks to the idea of putting a pool out at the Industrial Park basically 
equates to 1960 when the City covered both of the pools with dirt. 

Mayor Hollberg then stated, that he doesn’t have 100% of his Board in 
support of this, but if the County would take on the pool as a responsibility 
this year, we have in our budget through the end of this budget year which is 
June 30, 2020, we have half of the expense funded and the County could 
pick up the other half, hire a pool director and start getting acclimated to 
being in the pool business.  Since you are going to be in the pool business, he 
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would like to work out some type of negotiation on that.   

With regard to the rest of City Park, if you take out the line item budgeted 
for the running of the golf course, then the amount of money it takes to run 
City Park isn’t the $400-480,000 it is a lot less.  If it means us figuring out 
how much, not on the LOST side, but on an annual basis we need to offer up 
the amount of money that we spend on that line item as being partners over 
a 2, 3, to 5 year period as LOST revenues keep coming in on both sides for 
the City and County.  Is there a compromise we can come to taking it bite by 
bite and work through the process?  That is what he would like to see us do, 
to get to the pool where the County would take responsibility this year.  The 
rest of City Park we could set a goal of July 2021. 

Commissioner Miller stated that as far as he is concerned, we need to be 
considering the taxpayers of Spalding County, the County is not equipped 
financially to run two pools.  It is definitely not equipped to run a golf course 
that has never made any money.  He doesn’t understand why the golf course 
even has to come into this argument.  He doesn’t have a problem with doing 
something with the City Park pool until the Aquatic Center is open for the 
swim team and autistic people that is using it.  Other than that, this County 
cannot afford two swimming pools. 

Mayor Hollberg then stated that the intent would be to close the City Pool 
once the Aquatic Center opens. 

Commissioner Miller then stated that as far as he was concerned they could 
close City Park and the City could keep it up because you are talking a 
substantial amount of money that will need to be expended just to keep that 
park up.  No only in the number of people required to maintain it, but the 
additional equipment that would be needed.  The people of Spalding County 
are being taxed to death, for the last two years we have had to raise property 
taxes.  We currently cannot compete with law enforcement salaries because, 
we give them a raise, but they can go to surrounding counties and get a 
substantial raise.  We need to look at what the people of Spalding County 
can live with and afford, because the people who pay taxes here are not 
going to be able to stay here.  Some of them are already leaving. 

Commissioner Reid-Ward then stated that she feels the discussion 
regarding the Park was something they were throwing out there.  She 
doesn’t feel this is something the City is trying to “get y’all to do.”  She said 
the only thing they are trying to get the County to do is to take over the pool, 
because the County should be responsible for it. 

Commissioner Miller then stated that he doesn’t have a problem with taking 
it over until the Aquatic Center is built.  There are also a number of autistic 
people who utilize the pool and he doesn’t feel that we should just cut them 
off from access, but for the County to sit here and say they are going to run 
two pools is wrong.  They have already set a price on what they anticipate 
the cost to be for those who utilize the Aquatic Center of approximately 
$8.00 per person and that is supposed to pay for it. 

Mayor Hollberg then asked that the discussion on recreation end and that 
we move on to the next item. 

Commissioner Flowers then asked how do we follow up the conversation 
regarding the pool for this year?  She agrees that we need to move on, but 
she doesn’t want that to get lost and we don’t revisit it.  Are we saying that 
we want to have a meeting, do you want to exchange emails, what is the 
expectation about the discussion regarding the pool?  She doesn’t expect it 
to be done today, but when can we reapproach this matter because the pool 
gates need to be opened soon.  We need to determine what needs to happen 
before the pool opens for the Summer.  It’s not a “we can decide in June how 
to fund it” we have to decide now so that it can be prepped for Summer. 

Commissioner Flowers-Taylor stated that if it is a matter that you want the 
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County to take the pool over this year, are you willing to forgo the funding 
that you were going to spend anyway to allow us to manage the pool this 
year? 

Commissioner Dutton then stated that he didn’t feel we would be able to 
reach an agreement for this year, he believes staff should continue to discuss 
it and bring it back before the Boards. 

Mr. Wilson advised that County staff recommends FY2022. 

Ms. O’Connor stated that City staff does not. 

Commissioner Flowers-Taylor stated that staff would like to budget for the 
pool in 2022, but we are just getting ready to budget for 2021. 

Mr. Wilson stated that the City would like for us to take it over July 1, 2020 
which is not what is being recommended by County staff.   

Commissioner McCord then stated that the County doesn’t anticipate having 
the Aquatic Center ready for another two years. 

Mr. Wilson stated that we haven’t even decided on the type of pool, so yes he 
does see it being another 2 to possibly 3 years before the Aquatic Center is 
open. 

Commissioner Flowers then stated that based on Commissioner McCord’s 
statement, the County would anticipate taking over the City Pool at about 
the same time you would anticipate opening the Aquatic Center. 

Commissioner Flowers stated the discussion was not to have two pools once 
the Aquatic Center was opened which means that the City would continue to 
front the pool basically until the Aquatic Center gets open. 

Mr. Wilson then stated that he feels the County needs to make a decision on 
what type of pool we are going to build.  He reiterated that what people are 
expecting is totally different from what we could build.  He doesn’t feel that 
the County should make any commitment to the City to take over anything 
until the County decides what kind of pool we are going to build. 

Commissioner Flowers then asked if there wasn’t blueprints or plans for the 
pool at the time of the SPLOST. 

Mr. Wilson advised were no costs estimates, there were not blueprints, there 
were no plans. 

Commissioner Dutton then stated it was the same thing for Heritage Park, 
we budgeted $1. Million for Heritage Park and when the estimate came back 
it was $7.2 million.  So, if you wonder why Heritage Park has not been 
completed, it is because we budgeted 1/7th of what it is going to cost.  Again, 
I say we because I am now on the County Commission, but that decision was 
made long before he joined the Commission.  Now instead of looking back 
and trying to draw on the rearview mirror and correct things that we can’t 
we have to look forward and say this is the way we’ve got to go.  Stuff 
happened in the past and that is in the past, but if we want to actually get 
where we are going, we have got to look forward.  Where we are at is folks 
saying that it wasn’t done correctly, and he wishes that his predecessors had 
done it correctly.  He wishes they had had better cost estimates, he wishes 
they had already had the design plans, and now we have a set budget, and 
everyone thinks we are building the Taj Mahal.  That being said, this is the 
reality of where we are and we have to move forward towards it.  He thinks 
we can get where we all want to go, and he certainly feels there is wiggle 
room where the City wants to be as far as the pool, but he agrees with Bart 
that we should not both run pools at the same time. 

Commissioner Flowers then stated for the sake of moving forward what it 
sounds like what she is hearing is that the City does not need to expect any 
involvement from the County with regard to the pool in the near future. 
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Planning, Zoning and Building Inspections – Ms. Irizarry stated that 
“c” and “d” are both check on the page, that is an error, it should just be “d”.  
She will make that correction this afternoon.  One or more Cities will 
provide this service only within their incorporated boundaries and the 
County will provide it in the unincorporated areas.  Spalding County and the 
City of Griffin do have overlapping service areas and the funding sources are 
listed. 

Ms. O’Connor stated that this is another one of the double taxation issues 
for the City, if they are paying for their Planning, Building and Zoning out of 
the General Fund then they are double taxing the residents because they are 
getting all of their services through the City.  At one time, this could have 
been covered by the user fees, but since they have contracted with Charles 
Abbott and Associates it is not anymore.  This is a minor issue for us in that 
there is some amount of double taxation on the City residents. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated she was confused about the double 
taxation. 

Ms. O’Connor advised that 70% of the fees the County charges for their 
permits and plan reviews and those type of fees that are taken in for 
Planning, Zoning and Building Inspections now go to Charles Abbott and 
Associates, that is how you pay them for their services.  So, the 30% that 
remains does not cover the expenses for that department and you are having 
to supplement that with the General Fund.  The amount that is being 
supplemented would be a double tax to the City because we are also 
providing that service to our citizens. 

Mr. Wilson stated that the expenses were covered before we contracted with 
Charles Abbott, but we have not done a full accounting yet for FY2020, but 
is it going to be close.  We will have to see the exact amount because when 
you give them 70% of the revenues, it does take a large portion of the 
revenues we receive in Community Development.  Which may mean that we 
need to increase our fees, which we can do. 

Commissioner Flowers-Taylor stated that in the past the Community 
Development Department has made in excess of what it would take to 
operate that Department.  Now, with the implementation of the contract 
with Charles Abbott we are now in the hole for running Planning and 
Development? 

Commissioner Dutton stated that we might be, we haven’t done the full 
accounting analysis yet. 

Mr. Wilson stated that at this time we don’t know what percentage, we think 
there is a small percentage that is not covered.  We have only been 
contracted with Charles Abbott for the past 7 months.   

Commissioner Dutton then stated that once the analysis is done and if we 
are in the hole, then we could raise fees to cover the difference. 

Public Works – Ms. Irizarry stated that “d” selected:  Spalding County and 
City of Griffin and “yes” is checked for overlapping service areas and we 
have identified the funding sources. 

Ms. O’Connor advised there are minor issues with this item depending on 
what Public Works does for the County if there are services that the City is 
also performing, then the work that is done by the Public Works 
Department for the county only in the incorporated areas would be double 
taxation for City residents.  Again, they don’t feel it is much, but it is a minor 
issue. 

Mr. Wilson advised that the County disagrees with that theory. 

Sewer – Ms. Irizarry stated that a change had been made to the funding 
method on this item to show Enterprise Funds and it has recently been 
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resubmitted to DCA. 

Stormwater Collection – Ms. Irizarry stated that “c” is selected for this 
one:  One or more Cities will provide this service only within their 
incorporated boundaries and the service will not be provided in the 
unincorporated areas.  No overlapping service areas and it is funded 
through Stormwater Utility Fees. 

Mr. Smith stated that this could be one of the areas where the Public Works 
question would come up because the County has to deal with stormwater 
through Public Works. 

Street Lighting – Ms. Irizarry stated that this one is “d”:  Spalding County 
and City of Griffin, there are no overlapping service areas.  The funding 
methods are listed on page 2. 

Mr. Wilson stated that all of the County street lights are paid for through 
Street Light Districts and assessment on their tax bill. 

Ms. O’Connor stated the City does not have an issue with this. 

Tax Billing and Collections – Ms. Irizarry advised that service would be 
provided countywide.  There is no overlapping service area; however, we did 
include the agreements with the different municipalities. 

Voter Registration and Elections – Ms. Irizarry stated this is a 
countywide service, no overlapping service areas.  Funding sources are listed 
for Spalding County as General Fund, Grants and SPLOST.  For City of 
Griffin and City of Orchard Hill the funding is General Fund.  Copies of the 
agreements have been included as well. 

Water – Ms. Irizarry stated they have marked “Other” for water as there 
are agreements currently circulating and discussion around this topic. 

Mr. Wilson advised that the Water Authority is currently working on a 
response to the City of Griffin for a contract.  The current contract is a Three 
Party Contract and the new contract will be a Two Party Contract. 

Mr. Wilson then advised that there are a few items that the City and County 
disagree on.  We have been working on this for a number of months and we are 
not going to come to an agreement today, but at least everyone has been made 
aware of the points made by both the City and the County and how we feel about 
those points.  Staff will do whatever the Board directs, but we are currently at the 
point to where we need some direction.  You have heard our stances on these 
items on the points.  Whatever the majority of the City and County 
Commissioners tell us to do we will do.  This is a very complicated issue, thank 
you for coming. 

V. ADJOURNMENT 

Motion/Second by Truman Tinsley/Cora Flowers to adjourn the 
meeting for the City of Griffin at 11:54 a.m.  Motion carried 
unanimously by all.  

 
Motion/Second by James Dutton/Bart Miller to adjourn the 
meeting for Spalding County at 11:54 a.m.  Motion carried 
unanimously by all. 
 
 
 

/s/    /s/ _____________________  
Gwen Flowers-Taylor, Chairperson        William P. Wilson, Jr., Clerk 
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MINUTES 
 
The Spalding County Board of Commissioners held their Extraordinary 
Session in Room 108 of the Spalding County Annex on Monday, March 16, 
2020, beginning at 6:00 p.m. with Chairperson Gwen Flowers-Taylor 
presiding. Commissioners James Dutton, Rita Johnson and Bart Miller were 
present for the meeting.   Commissioner Donald Hawbaker was absent from 
the meeting.  Also present were County Manager, William P. Wilson, Jr., 
County Attorney, Stephanie Windham, Assistant County Manager, Michelle 
Irizarry and Kathy Gibson, Executive Secretary to record the minutes.   
 

I. OPENING (CALL TO ORDER) by Chairperson Gwen Flowers-Taylor. 

PLEASE SILENCE YOUR CELL PHONES AND ALL OTHER 
ELECTRONIC DEVICES. 

II. INVOCATION 

Rev. Tim E. Conort of Union Baptist Church delivered the Invocation. 

III. PLEDGE TO FLAG 

Commissioner Rita Johnson, District #3, led the pledge to the flag. 

IV. APPOINTMENTS 

1. Consider appointment of an ACCG Legislative Coordinator to replace 
Donald Hawbaker for a term to expire December 31, 2020. 

Mr. Wilson stated that even though this legislative session is past crossover 
day and is in recess, we need to appoint someone as Legislative 
Coordinator to replace Commissioner Hawbaker at ACCG Legislative 
functions. 

Commissioner Dutton stated that he would like to serve as the ACCG 
Legislative Coordinator for Spalding County. 

Motion/Second by Johnson/Miller to appoint Commissioner 
James Dutton at the ACCG Legislative Coordinator to replace 
Donald Hawbaker for a term to expire December 31, 2020. 

V. PRESENTATIONS/PROCLAMATIONS 

1. District IV Health Services Medical Director Dr. Olugbenga Obasanjo to 
brief the Commissioners on the Corona Virus. 
 
Mr. Wilson then stated that former County Commissioner and Board of 
Health Chairman, Johnie McDaniel will introduce Dr. Obsanjo.   

Mr. McDaniel then stated that he lives at 1603 Beville Drive, Griffin, GA. 
Mr. McDaniel stated that he was here this evening representing the 
Spalding County Board of Health and the Health Department.  They felt 
it important that the Board receive good information and not just the 
information being delivered by the news media.  So, the Board of Health 
asked Dr. Obasanjo to make a presentation.  He is the Director of District 
#4 Health Services and he can give you information that is reliable.  If 
you have any questions regarding what is happening in the local Health 
Department nurses, Jasmine Webb and Nicole Harris are here to address 
any questions you may have. 

Dr. Obasanjo thanked Mr. McDaniel for creating this opportunity to meet 
in this forum to get information out.  He spoke to the Board about the 
COVID-19 outbreak worldwide. He then advised that we have had our 
first identified case here in Spalding County.  He then spoke about how 
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cases are identified and what happens after that. 

Dr. Obasanjo advised that right now there are two ways that cases are 
identified.  Individuals can present to their healthcare practitioner in an 
outpatient setting or through the emergency department.  If they present 
with COVID-19 symptom, the provider tests them commercially, through 
Lab Corp or Quest.  These independent labs will test and then they will 
inform Georgia Department of Public Health.  Additionally, if the 
provider feels strongly prior to the results of the commercial test results, 
they can contact the Department of Public Health either by phone or 
through their website and then the Department of Public Health will test 
the patient.  Either way, the individual ultimately comes to them for 
testing and confirmation. 

Dr. Obasanjo stated that once an individual is identified on the State level 
it comes to the District Office assigned to the area as a pending case.  
Once that person is determined to be positive, they have a protocol, they 
inform the applicable Board of Health and they inform applicable County 
leadership.  We depend on the local Board of Health official to inform 
County leadership and get that information out. 

Dr. Obasanjo also stated that once a case is identified within a County 
they do a press release and blast it to the local press in the County to let 
them know the first case has been identified in the County.  We do not 
identify who the patient is, we try to keep it as anonymous as possible, so 
they do not identify gender, age, or where they were tested.  Some of the 
inpatient facilities have chosen to identify that one of their patients has 
tested positive, the State leaves that to the facility.  We all have HIPAA 
responsibilities so however the facility choses to respond within the 
HIPAA guidelines, that is on them. 

Dr. Obasanjo stated that the Department of Public Health’s press release 
will simply advise there has been a case identified in Spalding County and 
include precautions that should be taken. 

Dr. Obasanjo then advised what to do should you be diagnosed with this 
virus.  What to do if you come into contact with someone who has the 
virus.  He then explained the length of time involved in the isolation 
decisions and the reason for the specific number of days required should 
you come into contact with someone who has the virus or if you contract 
the virus.  He stressed that if you are symptomatic you will need to call 
your healthcare provider or the emergency room prior to going into the 
office and they will make special arrangements for your arrival.  Dr. 
Obsanjo then answered questions from the Board of Commissioners. 

2. Noresco to make presentation for renovations to County buildings to be 
funded with energy savings. 

 
Mr. Wilson then advised that Ron Mayo with Noresco is here to present this 
evening. 
 
Ron Mayo, 433 Carter Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia.  Mr. Mayo stated that when 
they were here several months ago, the Board authorized Noresco to move 
forward with an energy study. At that time, the plan was to address the 
water intrusion of the roof at the law enforcement center and our goal was to 
put together a self-funding capitol project, one that would not impact the 
budget and would be able to pay for itself through energy and operational 
savings. 
 
Mr. Mayo stated the goal of the exercise was to put together a project that 
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would be budget neutral in 16-17 years and they believed that they could 
fund the roof replacement at the law enforcement center during with the 
savings.  During the course of the audit, the locations we visited with the 
engineers and in talking with staff and observing conditions of buildings.  
We identified other reasons water was intruding in addition to the roof.   
 
Mr. Mayo then advised that initially they had not expected to be able to fund 
the roof top units – heating and air – at the law enforcement center or the 
clogged drains which were also causing water penetration; however, their 
findings will be able to fund the roof top units and clogged drains as well as 
the roof in 15 years as a self-funding project.  This will also include lighting 
and modernization at 11 other locations within the County.  Water 
conservation and weatherization at 3 locations for the County. 
 
Mr. Mayo stated that they are pleased to deliver what they expected at the 
beginning of the energy audit.  The energy audit proved to be worthy effort 
and now they feel confident that this project is one that will address the 
pressing need at the law enforcement center as well as modernizing several 
other buildings.   
 
Mr. Mayo advise the items to be included in this project will be 
weatherization, water improvements, lighting and modernization.  The 
project is designed to allow energy savings modernizations to be put in place 
at other buildings to pay for the roof.  The goal remain constant in finding a 
self-funding project to pay for the roof at the law enforcement center. 
 
Mr. Mayo then stated the current annual spend on water, gas and electricity 
is approximately $1.1 million.  Through this project, Noresco will guaranty 
savings that they have uncovered through the energy audit of $342,982 
annually which will pay for a self-funding project of $4.9 million over a 15-
year period. 
 
Mr. Mayo then covered the next steps in the project.  Initial steps included a 
utility analysis to determine feasibility, that study was at no cost and no risk 
to the County.  We then moved forward with the preliminary study and the 
detailed audit and here we are this evening asking your favorable 
consideration to move forward to the next step which will be a 12 month 
construction period followed by a 15-year period of measurement and 
verification to validate the savings they have committed to. 
 
Mr. Wilson then advised that later in the agenda the Board has a resolution 
to approve and move forward with this project should you choose to do so.  
You can ask questions now, or you can ask questions at that time. 

 
Commissioner Dutton stated this is a 15-year guaranty of $342,000 in 
savings annually.  How does that guaranty work?  What if the law 
enforcement center isn’t there anymore. 
 
Mr. Mayo then asked for a scenario where that would occur. 
 
Commissioner Dutton stated that what if a huge tornado comes and 
destroys the whole place and we have to build a new one.  Are we still on the 
hook for something, are we still guaranteed a savings, just how does that 
work? 
 
Mr. Mayo then called on Doug Hennen with Noresco to answer that 
question. 
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Mr. Hennen advised that the insurance would cover the loan should 
something like this happen, whether you are self-insured or whether you 
pay for insurance if an act of god should destroy the building, that is part of 
the building that would be covered under the insurance requirements. 
 
Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then stated that the improvements would be 
replaced.   
 
Mr. Hennen stated that is correct, at that point you would end up with a new 
building and they could assist with the design and make sure that it is 
performing the same as what we will installing. 
 
Mr. Wilson then stated it is not just the energy savings for the law 
enforcement center it is the energy savings for the 11 buildings total. 
 
Commissioner Dutton then stated that obviously we are still on the hook to 
pay back the initial improvement costs, but there is a guaranteed savings, 
what happens if we fall short of that?  Does your company subsidize that 
loan for the offset? 
 
Mr. Hennen stated, “that is correct.” 
 
Commissioner Dutton then asked if an act of god were to happen and it took 
a month or so for the insurance to kick in, would Noresco cover the missed 
cost savings for that month. 
 
Mr. Hennen then advised if you do the improvements with a bond, and the 
improvements are destroyed the next year, insurance would cover the value 
of the bond indebtedness as part of the building.  That is the whole purpose 
of insurance. 
 
Commissioner Dutton then stated that he isn’t asking about the value of the 
loan he is asking about the guaranteed savings. 
 
Mr. Hennen then stated that if the building is destroyed, then it won’t be 
using any energy, so the savings would be even greater during the 
construction period. 
 
Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then stated that the $342,000 in savings is 
based on what we are currently spending at $1.1 million. 
 
Mr. Hennen stated that it correct. 
 
Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated that the $342,000 savings annually with 
a loan payment of $333,000 annually and that is why it is budget neutral. 
 
Mr. Wilson advised that is correct. 
 
Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then asked what would be done at the other 
locations like the Senior Center. 
 
Mr. Wilson stated that many of the improvements will involve lighting, 
retrofitting light fixtures to go to LEDs like we have in this building.  Many 
of our buildings like the Courthouse of the Senior Center, which is only 12 
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years old, do not have LED lighting.  The 11 buildings listed in the 
attachment are the buildings that they will touch. 
 
Chairperson Flowers-Taylor asked what the weatherization at the Senior 
Center would involve. 
 
Mr. Mayo stated that the weatherization would only be at 3 buildings and 
that was where their team notices gaps or air infiltration going into the 
building that is mitigated, which would involve putting in proper shields, 
etc. 
 
Mr. Wilson then advised that the weatherization would involved the Law 
Enforcement Complex, the Courthouse and the Public Defenders Offices.  
The Roof at the Law Enforcement Complex is the biggest, HVAC 
replacement at the LEC is huge as well. 

 
Mr. Mayo stated the heating and air conditioning systems are at their end of 
life at the Law Enforcement Complex right now.  The compressors are 
failing, the service agreement is coming up very soon, the air handling units 
at the Law Enforcement Complex are 24 years old and in bad need of 
replacement, the roof is failing.  You are going to be forced at some time in 
the near future with coming up with the money to fund these projects.  We 
are offering a way to fund these items through energy savings, where you 
don’t have to come up will funding through a capital budget. 

 
Mr. Wilson stated that the CI and the Sheriff’s Office are both huge water 
users. 
 
Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then asked what they would be doing to reduce 
the amount of water used by these two buildings. 
 
Mr. Mayo advised that they would be utilizing what is called a “drop in” kit. 
Right now, the County uses approximately 4 gallons of water every time a 
toilet is flushed, so we put it in new devices to reduce the amount of water 
each time there is a flush.  We will be putting in new toilets and new valves 
to be able to reduce the amount of water used to approximately 1.5 gallons 
per flush. 
 
Mr. Wilson stated that the Sheriff’s Office, Correctional Institution, 
Construction and Maintenance, Finance, the County Attorney has reviewed 
all of the documents, everything is on the agenda and recommended for 
approval later in the agenda. 

VI. PRESENTATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS – None. 

VII. CITIZEN COMMENT 

Speakers must sign up prior to the meeting and provide their names, addresses 
and the topic they wish to discuss. Speakers must direct your remarks to the 
Board and not to individual Commissioners or to the audience. Personal 
disagreements with individual Commissioners or County employees are not a 
matter of public concern and personal attacks will not be tolerated. The 
Chairman has the right to limit your comments in the interest of disposing of 
the County's business in an efficient and respectable manner. 
 
Speakers will be allotted three minutes to speak on their chosen topics as they 
relate to matters pertinent to the jurisdiction of the Board of the 
Commissioners.  No questions will be asked by any of the commissioners 
during citizen comments. Outbursts from the audience will not be tolerated. 
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Common courtesy and civility are expected at all times during the meeting. No 
speaker will be permitted to speak more than three minutes or more than once, 
unless the Board votes to suspend this rule. 
 
Gene Brown, 127 Coe Drive, Griffin – Mr. Brown stated that there are 
approximately seven homes on Coe Drive.  Coe Drive connects to a subdivision 
and we have a lot of traffic through the street going to and coming from the 
subdivision.  The County has recently scraped the road, put down gravel and 
cleaned the ditches and that very evening the same group of people speeding 
through the area.  
 
Mr. Brown then advised that last Summer they did get a speed limit sign of 25 
m.p.h. posted; however, the people coming down the road totally ignore the 
sign.  They will come onto the road fishtailing and scattering the gravel and 
making a mess.  They have talked with the Sheriff’s Office on a number of 
occasions and they have talked with the Road Department.  The Road 
Department has tried to help in a number of ways, but they haven’t been able to 
control the traffic or the people in the vehicles.  We are here to do whatever we 
can do so that this can be controlled.   
 
Mr. Wilson advised that we are familiar with the problem.  Code Enforcement 
and the Sheriff’s Office have been out there, but the residents had asked that 
their road be made a dead end at one time and this is a through road. 
 
Billy Ray McFarlin, 106 Coe Drive – Mr. McFarlin stated that he has lived on 
this road for about three years.  This road is a drop off location for cats and 
dogs, the people coming from the subdivision behind them come down the road 
and drop the cats and dogs off anywhere on that gravel road and they have had 
to call Animal Control to come out and pick them up or try to catch them in the 
cages.   
 
Mr. McFarlin stated that the County spends money to maintain this dirt road 
and it seems as though the people in the subdivision love to tear up the road as 
soon as the County comes out to maintain the road and then the County has to 
spend more of our tax dollars to come out and fix it.  We have asked, if there is 
anyway possible, the subdivision backing up to this road has at least two paved 
roads that will connect to Vineyard without coming through Coe Drive and if 
the road cold be cut off from the subdivision that is what we would ask. 
 
Mr. McFarlin then advised that on a pretty Saturday, they will have 50-75 cars 
coming in and out of that road.  There is only six houses on this section of road.  
We had called the Sheriff’s Office because they were running 4-wheelers on the 
road fishtailing and making donuts disturbing the gravel.  The residents of the 
subdivision are oblivious to the elderly and the dust off the road will filter into 
the house.  He then asked if there is any way the Board could consider blocking 
the road out of the subdivision, the road is not very long and there is a church 
and six houses on the road.  The subdivision behind them has two roads, they 
don’t need to use Coe Drive, the residents need to use the road. 

VIII. MINUTES - 

1. Consider approval of minutes for the Spalding County Board of 
Commissioners Zoning Public Hearing on February 27, 2020 and the 
Spalding County Board of Commissioners Regular Meeting on March 2, 
2020. 

Motion/Second by Johnson/Dutton to approve the minutes for 
the Spalding County Board of Commissioners Zoning Public 
Hearing on February 27, 2020 and the Spalding County Board 
of Commissioners Regular Meeting on March 2, 2020.  Motion 
carried unanimously by all. 
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IX. OLD BUSINESS – None. 

X. NEW BUSINESS - 

1. Consider authorizing Chairman to execute agreements necessary to move 
forward with renovations to County buildings to be funded with savings 
from utility billings. 

Mr. Wilson stated this is the resolution authorizing the Chairperson to sign 
all of the documentation required.  Bank of America won the financing on 
this  and Ms. Garrison was able to get them down to just over 2% financing 
for the 15 year period.  Mr. Wilson further stated that he knows it is hard for 
the Board to approve this kind of expenditure on a building that may be 
replaced in the future, but we need to do it now, while we can afford it and 
while we have energy savings to do it.  Recommend approval. 

Commissioner Dutton stated he would like to hear from the Sheriff. 

Sheriff Dix stated we are coming to a dead end on the condition of the jail, 
there are some talks about doing a SPLOST some time in the future to build 
a new jail, but this is a right now problem.  We have got to do something 
about it right now and it is going to be easier to do it this way, then it is 
when the Federal Government comes in and says, “you will do this.”  There 
are issues at the jail that have got to be addressed. 

Motion/Second by Dutton/Johnson to approve authorizing the 
Chairperson to execute agreements necessary to move forward 
with renovations to County buildings to be funded with savings 
from utility bills.  Motion carried unanimously by all. 
 

2. Consider request from Meja Construction, Inc for an alternate design review 
as provided for under Appendix J, Section 416 of the UDO. 

Mr. Wilson stated that Mr. Don Hulon is here to address the Board.  This is 
the package store being built on former property that his family owned and 
he is going to exit the room.  Mr. Hulon is here to speak and Ms. Irizarry was 
briefed by Chad Jacobs and can provide you any additional information you 
may need. 

Mr. Wilson then exited the meeting. 

Don Hulon, 291 Steele Road, Griffin – Mr. Hulon state that he works for 
Meja Construction which is located in Peachtree City.  Mr. Hulon then 
passed out some information to the Board members.  Mr. Hulon then 
advised the reason for the request is that the Ordinance states that any 
building under 10,000 square feet has to have a minimal 4-12 pitch roof.  
The building they are proposing to build has a flat roof and he has provided 
the information because there is concern regarding the products being used 
for the exterior of the building. 

Mr. Hulon went on to state that the board to be used is a high-end product 
that is used to accent areas on a building.  The majority of the building will 
be stacked stone with a combination not to exceed 50% on the front façade 
of other material.    He has read the ordinance and understands what the 
County is trying to accomplish as far as the look.  Their request is to do 
something more with this building with the board they are proposing and to 
have a flat roof instead of a 4-12 pitch roof. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor asked Ms. Irizarry what the ordinance states 
regarding roofs. 

Ms. Irizarry stated that Appendix J, Section 416, states that all one-story 
buildings less than 10,000 square feet must have a pitched roof between 4-
12 and 12-12, if not possible, a combination of flat roof and pitch roof is 
required provided pitch roof on front and side of building to screen any flat 
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roof.  It also always for review before the Board of Commissioners should a 
developer propose to vary from that criteria, which is why they are here 
today. 

Mr. Hulon then advised that with regard to the exterior, they have to go 
through an official planning review and come back before the board for 
approval of the exterior.  At this point, we can’t do a rendering of the 
building until we can provide what type of roof is being approved.  He 
brought the material list simply because he has receive phone calls on what 
type of materials they will be using on the exterior. 

Commissioner Johnson asked if this meeting is premature since the matter 
will be going back to staff? 

Commission Dutton stated that Mr. Hulon does need a little bit of direction 
from the Board, but a consensus, instead  of a decision instead of giving him 
a variance.  He feels it would be enough to give him direction to say if you 
are going to have a rendering that looks like the example presented to the 
Board, we’re going to be okay with that. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor advised that is not what Mr. Hulon is 
requesting, he is requesting a variance for the roof and it is no good to 
discuss the materials if we aren’t going to vary from the pitch.  They are here 
asking for a flat roof. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then stated that she is interested as to why they 
are interested in a flat roof.  We have a lot of flat roofs in the County and 
many of them leak. 

Mr. Hulon then advised that many flat roofs have skylights in them and they 
are an issue.  On this building we are not putting anything on the roof, it is a 
flat roof and all of the equipment will be outside of the building there will be 
no roof top units on this building. 

Commissioner Dutton then stated that he would like to see a complete 
design before approving the variance.  Giving a variance at this point he 
feels is premature. 

Mr. Hulon stated the drawing presented to the Board is the conceptual 
drawing.  The ordinance has a breakdown of the types of materials to be 
used on the building and dictates the types of materials that have to be used. 

Ms. Irizarry then reminded the Board that the request is for the roof only, 
not for the design. 

Mr. Hulon stated the design phase costs thousands of dollars and if you 
don’t know what the pitch of the roof is going to be, you have to start all over 
again.  He further stated that his company does a lot of work within the 
County and he is very familiar with the County Ordinances and 
requirements. 

Ms. Irizarry then reminded the Board that they would see the design once it 
is prepared and approved and staff is recommending approval.  At this time, 
they want to know that it is okay to move forward with the pitch of the roof, 
before he goes to design. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then stated that the item under consideration 
this evening is just the roof.  If the builder and the owners choose this is how 
they want to construct the roof on the building, she doesn’t have a problem 
with that.  Before they get anything else approved, it will have to come back 
to us. 

Motion/Second by Johnson/Flowers-Taylor to approve the 
request from Meja Construction, Inc. for an alternate design 
review for a flat roof as provided for under Appendix J, Section 
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416 of the UDO.  Motion carried 3-1 (Dutton). 

 
3. Consider recommendation from Paragon Consulting to award bid for the CI 

and Jail Bar Screen project to P.F. Moon and Company, Inc. low bidder in 
the amount of $223,000.00. 

Mr. Wilson then rejoined the meeting and advised that this is a $200,000+ 
project that is not budgeted.  The low bid is P.F. Moon in the amount of 
$223,000.  We don’t have any choice but to do this.  In order to get 
“garbage” out of the sewer line which is a violation of City Ordinance, this is 
the best way to do it.  It is the new standard for Correctional Institutions and 
Jails and staff recommends approval. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor asked if this construction would shut anything 
down and asked how long it would take to accomplish this. 

Bryan Upson, Paragon Consulting, advised that this will not shut anything 
in the County down and it will take about 90 days total. 

Motion/Second by Dutton/Johnson to approve the 
recommendation from Paragon Consulting to award bid for the 
CI and Jail Bar Screen project to P.F. Moon and Company, Inc.  
low bidder in the amount of $223,000.  Motion carried 
unanimously by all. 
 

4. Consider Memorandum of Agreement between the Federal Aviation 
Administration, Georgia Department of Transportation, Spalding County, 
the City of Griffin, the Griffin Spalding Airport Authority, and the State of 
Georgia Historic Preservation Officer regarding the construction of a new 
airport. 

Mr. Wilson stated this is an agreement that has to be signed by all entities 
and it lays out what the Airport Authority must do when they acquire the 
final parcels for the Airport.  We are recommending approval and the 
Chairman will have to sign both a paper and a digital copy of this document.  
There is no cost to the County. 

Motion/Second by Johnson/Dutton to approve the 
Memorandum of Agreement between the Federal Aviation 
Administration, Georgia Department of Transportation, 
Spalding County, the City of Griffin, the Griffin Spalding Airport 
Authority, and the State of Georgia Historic Preservation 
Officer regarding the construction of a new airport.  Motion 
carried unanimously by all. 
 

5. Paragon Consulting to present concept plan and associated costs for location 
of Aquatic Center at The Lakes at Green Valley. 

Brian Upson, 507 N. Pine Hill Road, Griffin – stated that a few weeks ago 
the Board asked Paragon Consulting to look at The Lakes property that is 
being considered as a site for the proposed Aquatic Center.  He advised that 
they are presenting a concept plan of that Aquatic Center.  This property 
fronts on the first lake as you come into the industrial park off of Rehoboth 
Road.  The facility would front the lake and the parking would be behind the 
facility and tie to the old Barrow Road.  We will have an access point off of 
Rehoboth Road and one off of Barrow Road.   

Mr. Upson stated that there are three buildings noted on the design, the 
building in dark blue would be the current proposed the Aquatic Center, it is 
approximately 17,500 square feet and that number is from preliminary talks 
with architects and pool contractors approximately a year ago.   In order to 
plan for the future there are two additional areas which includes a therapy 
pool area. 
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Mr. Upson advised that the current building was placed in the location so 
that future additions could be built out without disturbing the parking in the 
future.  Once the parking it put in it can remain as it is and we placed the 
current building far enough away from the lake that any future building 
could be place on the side fronting the lake and still have buffer room for the 
lake.  Mr. Upson advised that the design also allows for future parking 
should the additions be constructed. 

Commissioner Dutton then asked if Paragon had worked with the 
Development Authority in developing this plan. 

Mr. Upson advised that they had received the plan that UGA put together, 
this design is actually located a little further up the hill toward SR16 and the 
topography is a lot steeper there, so the grading costs would be higher if they 
were to place it there, plus it would be further away from the lake and it 
wouldn’t give you the aesthetic look, so we moved it close to the lake.  The 
remainder of the property could be used for future development of Parks 
and Rec. or whatever use deemed necessary.  The grading costs were less 
than putting it on the other side of Barrow Road. 

Commissioner Dutton then asked if this rendering would meet the needs of 
the swim teams that would be utilizing this building. 

Mr. Upson stated that they have been asked by staff to contract with an 
architect to do a scoping study to try to figure out what this will cost and the 
first order of business will be to give them the SPLOST budget and work 
backward on what we can afford.  Our goal, at the end of the day is to place 
the site as it is and put what you want inside of that building.  He can’t tell 
the Board what the costs are going to be until the architect and pool experts 
come in and deal with the inside of the building. 

Commissioner Dutton stated that essentially this is a concept for a building 
that we can scale up or down.  

Mr. Upson stated this is hopefully assisting in the decision on where to put 
the facility and that was their goal, to cost it out, to tell you what it would 
cost and give you an example of what it would look like on this particular 
site.  We haven’t gotten to the building yet. 

Mr. Wilson stated that Paragon was tasked with seeing if the Aquatic Center 
could be placed there and how much it would cost to place it there with the 
site improvements and site requirements. 

Mr. Upson stated that the initial building does not include the therapy pool, 
it does not include splash pads, it is strictly a pool, decking, bathrooms, and 
changing rooms.  It would include all of the necessary components for an 
Aquatic Center. 

Mr. Wilson stated that this design is to show the Board that the Aquatic 
Center will work here, to do this number of parking spaces and do the 
necessary drainage and soil erosion, etc. is $874,519.00.   

Mr. Upson reminded the Board that this will have to be factored into the 
total Budget, which means there will be approximately $4 million budgeted 
to build the building and the pool. 

Mr. Wilson then reminded the Board that they had discussions last week 
with the City regarding other locations, this is in response to the Board 
asking if the Aquatic Center is feasible at this location and that is what 
Paragon has presented. 

 
6. Consider approval of Task Order Form with Paragon Consulting for the 

Programming and Conceptual Design of an Aquatics Center. 
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Commissioner Johnson then asked if the $19,300 for the task order, if we 
approve this and we are considering City Park would that have any effect on 
this design? 

Mr. Upson advised that the conceptual design of the Aquatic Center would 
contain everything that would be inside of the building, no matter where you 
put it.  The purpose of this is the architect and the pool consultant scoping 
the request, hearing from you what you want, pricing it and then doing a 
concept. 

Mr. Wilson stated this is how we decide what is going to be placed in the 
Aquatic Center.  This process will define the Aquatic Center we are going to 
build. 

Mr. Upson stated that first of all they will be given the budget, that is what 
they will start with and they will come back and tell the Board what they can 
do for that budget, then it is up to the Board as to how to deal with it.  This is 
for a scoping study, it will not be the full design.  This is for everyone to 
determine what is wanted and how it would be laid out. 

Motion/Second by Dutton/Johnson to approve the Task Order 
Form with Paragon Consulting for the Programming and 
Conceptual Design of an Aquatics Center with the addition of a 
stakeholder meeting to get all input.  Motion carried 
unanimously by all. 

 
7. Consider recommendations from Spalding County Leisure Services 

regarding request to use of BMX bicycles at Spalding County Skate Park 
facilities. 

Mr. Wilson stated that there are recommendations from Parks, Leisure 
Services and our insurance carrier and all three say that we should not have 
BMX bicycles on the Skate Park.   

Commissioner Dutton stated that he had talked with one of the individuals 
who was on the Board that created the Skate Park and was advised that 
BMX bikes would not be safe in the facility. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated that she wanted to remind those of you 
who were not here at the time the Skate Park was discussed, it was 
recommended by staff, it was recommended by Leisure Services and it was 
recommended by the insurance company not to force people to ware a 
helmet in the Skate Park.  As you know we have a sign at the facility that 
states, you should wear a helmet when utilizing this facility.  You enter 
without a helmet at your own risks.   

She stated that the whole purpose of the Skate Park was to keep kids from 
skating downtown.  They are already riding BMX bikes over there.  The first 
part of the Skate Park that was built, can accommodate BMX bicycles; 
however, the second part was not designed for BMX bicycles. 

Mr. Wilson then advised that because the second part of the Skate Park was 
not designed for BMX, that we would have to modify the design and do 
modifications to the second phase, which was paid for by Impact Fees, to 
allow that. 

Commissioner Miller asked where the money would come from to redesign 
the second phase of the skate park and to do the modifications?  We need to 
find out if they are going to go up on the insurance rates and what the design 
and modifications are going to cost.   

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then asked that staff determine if there are 
impact fees available for doing the modifications. 
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Motion/Second by Dutton/Miller to table recommendations 
from Spalding County Leisure Services regarding request to use 
of BMX bicycles at Spalding County Skate Park facilities until 
staff can determine the costs for modifications needed to 
accommodate BMX bikes.  Motion carried unanimously by all. 
 

8. Discussion of Ethics Complaints filed against Commissioner Donald 
Hawbaker and establish a date and time to review the allegations to 
determine if there has been a prima facie violation of the Code of Ethics. 

Mr. Wilson then turned the matter over to the County Attorney, staff has 
provided a copy of all of the complaints and the process.  We did receive 
correspondence earlier this afternoon from Commissioner Hawbaker and a 
copy of that correspondence is also included. 

Stephanie Windham, County Attorney, stated the Board has a copy of the 
Ordinance and it is up to you as to whether or not you think on its face these 
ethics charges are worthy of going forward to a hearing panel.  She then 
stated that the charges are based on the ordinance.  Number One:  Uphold 
the Constitution, Laws and Regulations of the United States, the State of 
Georgia and all governments therein and never be a party to their evasion. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor asked Ms. Windham to explain the previous 
statement. 

Ms. Windham then stated that the Ethics charges are that Commissioner 
Hawbaker failed in his duty because not withstanding any provisions of the 
law to the contrary each covered official of Spalding County shall:  Uphold 
the Constitution, Laws and Regulations of the United States, the State of 
Georgia and all governments therein and be a party to their evasion. 

Commissioner Dutton the stated that what we are voting on is not beyond a 
reasonable doubt or anything it is if everything as alleged in the violation is 
trued, then he could be guilty of an ethics violation and then it goes to the 
Ethics subcommittee who looks at it both for and against.  We are charged 
with is if everything that Mr. Mattox alleges is true, could it be an Ethic 
violation? 

Ms. Windham stated that the Board can make the determination that these 
allegations are prima facie evidence of an ethics violation such that it should 
go forward to the Ethics subcommittee.  We do not have anything in our 
Ethics ordinance that would reflect conduct unbecoming a Commissioner. 

Commissioner Miller stated that even though he is facing felony charges, he 
has not been to court nor has he been indicted of the charges. 

Mr. Wilson reiterated that the item on the agenda is for the Board to 
establish a date and time to review the allegations.  It’s not to decide tonight 
because you have to determine if there is a prima facie case and that can be 
set in the future at any time. 

Motion/Second by Dutton/Johnson to table the Ethics 
Complaints filed against Commissioner Donald Hawbaker and 
establish a date and time to review the allegations to determine 
if there has been a prima facie violation of the Code of Ethics 
until such time as the Grand Jury is convened and enters an 
indictment.  Motion carried unanimously by all. 

XI. REPORT OF COUNTY MANAGER 

 The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Georgia has ruled that the 
Courts can close to foot traffic, but the Clerk of Court’s Office cannot.  
We have, in conjunction with the Sheriff’s Office, come up with a sign 
that will be placed on the inside and outside of the building that directs 
folks who have any questions to contact the deputy inside the 
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Courthouse.  Mr. Wilson then asked Judge Josh Tacker to come up and 
talk about the closings. 

Judge Thacker stated that we are all moving as quick as we can in a very 
fluid and fast-moving situation.  He advised there has been a steady line 
of communications between all of the leaders, department heads and 
elected officials and we have been in constant contact.  If the Spalding 
County citizens knew how much we were communicating they would be 
pleased to know that we are working hard to get everyone ready. 

Judge Thacker stated that with regard to the Courthouse it has been an 
issue because traditionally courthouses never close.  We have been 
having the discussion not as to whether or not to close the Courthouse 
but as to whether or not close the Courthouse to foot traffic.  In other 
words, the teams would be in their seats doing their jobs by email, by 
phone, by fax or by mail.  Minimizing physical contact is what we are 
trying to craft a plan for, but the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court 
today is discouraging Counties from closing the Courthouses.  There have 
been phone calls going back in forth trying to figure out how do we react 
in compliance with the Constitution of Georgia, the Constitution of the 
United States and make sure that people have access to justice, but at the 
same time make sure that we protect our teams.  We all want to make 
sure that the team members inside the Courthouse doing their jobs are 
not doing so in unsafe conditions.  Those are the things we are working 
on and communicating about daily.  As it currently stands at this 
moment, the current status is we are unable to at this point to close the 
front doors of the Courthouse even if we have the teams in place with 
email, phone, fax and mail, the Clerk is to remain open during this time.  
The final decision maker on this is Judge Chris Edwards who is the Chief 
Judge of Superior Court over four Counties. 

 

He then added that Ms. Sylvia Hollums is located in the Courthouse even 
though she is not part of the Justice section. 

 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then asked if court hearings had been 
postponed? 

 

Judge Thacker stated that he has officially postponed all of his court 
hearings through the end of March.  They are anticipating postponing 
court through the first half of April and they are working on those details 
now.  They are working on the State Court reset dates and they are 
hoping to announce those reset dates tomorrow. 

 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then asked if Judge Edwards made the 
decision for the Juvenile Court as well? 

 

Judge Thacker stated that in the time of a Judicial Official Emergency, 
the hierarchy of the Court is the Chief Justice of the Georgia Supreme 
Court and the Chief Judge of the Superior Courts have the authority to 
stay all deadlines, so nobody has to go to Court for file an answer.  By 
extending the deadlines the need to have court and the need to have 
people come in and file answer, there is more breathing room.  Then the 
Magistrate, Probate and Juvenile can all move their calendars around.   

 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated there are people in the community on 
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probation and she knows someone who reports to probation in 
Barnesville, how is that going to work for those people? 

 

Judge Thacker advised that meeting is scheduled for Wednesday 
morning at 8:00 a.m.  The short answer is yes, it is imperative because a 
lot of folks report to probation and are in the lobby together, but we are 
trying to figure out a way they can check in, but at the same time we are 
not having them all sitting in a room and potentially spreading the virus.  
He will be meeting with representatives from the Judicial Alternatives of 
Georgia coming in Wednesday morning and they are going to craft a 
solution that will bring as few warm bodies as needed at a time, but at 
the same time lets us check in with the probationers. 
 

 Mr. Wilson stated that the Tax Commissioner has decided to close this 
week, everything for her office can be done on-line, through the mail, etc.  
She is extending deadlines.  She is closing this week and will make a 
decision at the end of the week about next week. 
 

 Clerk of Court will be open, but all of the other Courts, Probate, 
Magistrate, Juvenile, State and Superior will be closed to foot traffic.  
Workers will be there working and available by telephone, email, etc. 

 
 The Administration Building will be open. 

 
 A sign will be placed at the Courthouse because we have Courthouse 

Security with limited ingress and egress and the Sheriff and the ones who 
manage Courthouse security will be taking care of that for us. 

 
 Mr. Wilson stated that he is recommending and has issued a directive to 

Parks and Rec to close the Senior Center effective tomorrow and all 
Recreation Centers.  The Parks will remain open, the outside areas, but 
the buildings will be closed for gatherings. 

 
 Meals on Wheels will continue to run, they are providing frozen and shelf 

ready meals. 
 

 We have been conducting COVID-19 Meetings and we have had about 50 
people in attendance from the Hospital to Southern Crescent, to Park and 
Rec, to the City of Griffin etc.  This is a group that has been meeting since 
last week to develop action plans to serve the citizens of the community 
and protect our employees as well from this virus.  Everything else will 
remain as normal.  We are encouraging everyone to wash their hands, to 
maintain a social distance from everyone, etc. 

Commissioner Johnson then asked about early voting. 

Mr. Wilson stated that the primary has been moved to May 19th and he 
was told that early voting is suspended.  In person early voting is 
suspended, but you can vote absentee by mail. 
 

 Mr. Wilson stated that this is something that is constantly changing, he 
has sent the Board a link to a website so you can see how many cases 
have been reported in Georgia.  That website is updated everyday at 
lunch.  As of today, there were no cases in Spalding, 121 in the State. 

Mr. Wilson stated that staff is doing everything that we can in this fluid 
situation.  We are sanitizing everything.  The inmates are still working 
and are doing expanded cleaning at each facility. 
 

 We are working with the Red Cross for a Blood Drive at the Senior Center 
on March 25th.  We’re going to be using the big room so we can maintain 
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social distance, but they are in dire need of blood, so he encouraged 
everyone do give.  Every precaution that can be made will be made.  The 
County feels this is something we should try to do to help everyone. 
 

 The Sheriff has closed visitation and is working toward electronic 
visitation. 
 
Sheriff Dix advised that they launched that today and they would be 
putting something out in the next couple of days on how it will work and 
how people can sign up to do video visitation with their love one at the 
jail.  They will also be able to message as well.  We moved the deadline up 
a couple of weeks because of everything happening. 
 
Commissioner Dutton then advised that Judge Cavanaugh is letting the 
other judges use her remote capabilities to conduct bond hearings. 
 
Judge Thacker stated that Judge Cavanaugh has technology where she 
can conduct hearing out at the jail from her office.  She has reached out 
to all of the judges and said it’s here if you want to use it.  Giving all of 
the Judges the ability to have remote hearings at the jail. 
 

 Mr. Wilson advised that we have canceled the Water Authority Meeting 
and other meetings coming up. He does not plan to cancel the Zoning 
Public Hearing on March 26th, there are six items on the Agenda, but 
three involve the same piece of property.  There should be enough social 
distancing to allow for this hearing.  He would hate to cancel the zoning 
hearing because it hampers growth and development within the county.  
He will do whatever the Board says. 
 

 The Griffin-Spalding County Library will be closed beginning tomorrow. 
 

 The Hospital is recommending that anyone other than immediate family 
call and talk to the patient and not come in. 
 

 Tonight we had a number of folks wanting to see the presentation from 
Dr. O so we made a link available at the top of the homepage on the 
website and you can watch the meetings live or you can go in and watch 
them after the meeting.  This meeting will probably be live tomorrow or 
Wednesday for them to review. 
 

 A number of Counties have closed their offices to the Public, he is not 
recommending that at this time.  Most of those Counties have single 
methods of ingress and egress to their buildings with security, which we 
do not have at most of our buildings.  This has been quite an adventure 
and it’s not through yet. 

XII. REPORT OF ASSISTANT COUNTY MANAGER 

 The Fire Department had three new employees begin on March 10th. 
 Spalding County has been included in the State declared emergency for 

the recent flooding event.  We are still waiting to hear more on this. 
 EMA hosted an infectious plan update meeting recently.   
 The upcoming Stop the Bleed classes that were scheduled have been 

postponed.  We will reschedule those sometime in the future. 
 We held the EMA meeting this morning, it included representatives from 

the City, the County, School Board, Higher Education, WellStar and 
Chamber of Commerce just to name a few and we will continue these 
meetings as the temperature changes. 

 Georgia Department of Corrections has cancelled all inmate visitations 
through April 20th at the Correctional Institute. 

 Animal Control received 250 lbs. of food, litter and other items donated 
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by First Christian Church. 

XIII. REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS 

Bart Miller – We have had a week of mostly dry weather, there needs to be 
a lot of work done on the dirt roads and people need to settle themselves to 
the fact that the dirt roads are not going to be paved even if a TSPLOST 
passes they aren’t going to be paved when you look at what it is going to 
cost.   We need to look at getting the dirt roads in some kind of shape and we 
may want to look at blocking Coe Drive off as requested by the residents.  If 
the subdivision has access without utilizing the dirt road, then he doesn’t 
have a problem with it.  That will slow the traffic down on the road if they 
come to a dead end.  

He wanted to say thank you to Public Works because he knows they have 
been working hard.  The one thing he can say is they haven’t been working 
on the Dog Park the last two weeks.  He has received no criticism from folks 
regarding the Dog Park. 

Commissioner Miller then asked when something was going to be done 
about trash. 

Ms. Irizarry stated that we did have our first training meeting today at 
Public Works with Animal Control and Code Enforcement reviewing what to 
look for and if you see these type of things to notify Code Enforcement. 

Rita Johnson – She wanted to thank Doctor “O” for the presentation, it 
was very informative and one that we really needed to have.  She is glad that 
the County is going to put the video on the website because she is going to 
refer people to the link.  They need to hear it first-hand. 

Ms. Gibson has advised that she will keep us updated on the ACCG Annual 
Conference. 

She then asked about if we have had any luck with the Citizen Engagement 
position being filled? 

Mr. Wilson stated he has received two more applicants and they will be 
interviewed next week. 

James Dutton – He received an email during the meeting stating that 
Governor Kemp has ordered the closure of all Public Elementary, Secondary 
and Post Secondary Schools starting Wednesday through the end of the 
month.  So to say that the government is taking this serious is to put it 
lightly.  He feels that at the same time, people who go into panic mode and 
panic buy things like toilet paper, you’re not doing anyone any favors.  
You’re not going to run out of toilet paper, but that elderly person who can’t 
get out and get in that long line, now all of sudden they are having to fight 
for the resource because you panic bought.  This is a situation that we need 
to be mindful of, but going out and doing things in a panic is making it 
worse and if everyone could take some deep breaths we should be okay. 

The same thing happened several years ago with the gasoline shortage, 
everyone rushed out to fill up their tanks which made it appear to be a 
gasoline shortage.  The trucks are rolling, the supplies are coming in, things 
are going to be there, if everyone could just calm down it will be better for 
everybody. 

He has probably received 15 emails after the joint SDS meeting last week 
wanting to make sure there is going to be a place for the swim team to meet 
and not to speak on behalf of the City at all, but it seemed to him that it was 
very clear that they didn’t want to close the pool until the Aquatic Center 
was open.  That there would be a place for the swim team to meet and no 
one is currently contemplating closing that pool until the Aquatic Center is 
open. 
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Gwen Flowers-Taylor – She wanted to say thank you to Glenn Polk, you 
don’t really see how much is going on around you until you attend a meeting 
like she attended this morning to see how many pieces and moving parts 
there are to emergency response.  Actually, seeing the group of people in a 
room all talking about what we were going to do was very impressive.  She 
wanted to thank Deputy Chief Polk for what he is doing, he is in his element 
right now and thank god you are here because you are helping the rest of us 
out. 

She also wanted to add to the comments regarding Coe Drive, she has never 
heard anyone come in and say they knew it was a dirt road when they moved 
on it and they still want to have it as a dirt road.  Secondly, if there is an 
ingress and egress to a subdivision area and the problems that we are 
currently having with dirt roads, it is crazy for us not do look at closing that 
dirt road and not make it a access for people to use when they have other 
means of accessing the subdivision.  Hopefully, we can do something about 
that. 

XIV. CLOSED SESSION – None. 

Mr. Wilson stated that he also wanted to compliment Deputy Chief Polk on 
his organization during this pandemic and he wanted the Board to know 
that there were participants from almost every entity, it was City, County, 
EMS, Health Department, UGA and everybody in that room was working 
together for the benefit of the community.  Deputy Chief Polk has been able 
to accomplish this by bringing these folks together and giving them great 
information and building the camaraderie of the folks there and we are there 
doing the best job for all of the citizens of Spalding County. 

Mr. Wilson advised that we are issuing the RFP for Indigent Defense, it has 
been reviewed by the Judges.  It should be issued tomorrow and bids are due 
back April 17th. 

XV. ADJOURNMENT 
 
Motion/Second by Miller/Flowers-Taylor to adjourn the meeting 
at 8:20 p.m.  Motion carried unanimously by all. 
 
 
 

/s/    /s/ _____________________  
Gwen Flowers-Taylor, Chairperson        William P. Wilson, Jr., Clerk 
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MINUTES 
 
The Spalding County Board of Commissioners held their Zoning Public 
Hearing in Room 108 of the Spalding County Annex on Thursday, March 26, 
2020, beginning at 6:00 p.m. with Chairperson Gwen Flowers-Taylor 
presiding. Commissioners James Dutton, Rita Johnson and Bart Miller were 
present for the meeting.   Commissioner Donald Hawbaker was absent from 
the meeting.  Also present were County Manager, William P. Wilson, Jr., 
Assistant County Manager, Michelle Irizarry, County Zoning Attorney, 
Newton Galloway, County Attorney, Stephanie Windham and Kathy Gibson, 
Executive Secretary to record the minutes.   
 

A. OPENING (CALL TO ORDER) by Chairperson Gwen Flowers-Taylor. 

PLEASE SILENCE YOUR CELL PHONES AND ALL OTHER 
ELECTRONIC DEVICES. 

B. INVOCATION was delivered by Commissioner James Dutton, District #2. 

C. PLEDGE TO FLAG 

Commissioner Bart Miller, District #4, led the pledge to the flag. 

D. Public Hearings 

At this time, I will recognize those citizens who have signed up to address the Board. 
Once your name is called, come to the podium, state your name and address for the 
record and make your comments. All speakers who are recognized will be allotted 
three minutes. No speaker will be permitted to speak more than three minutes unless 
the Board votes to suspend this rule. 
 
Please direct your remarks to the Board and not to individual Commissioners or 
to the audience. Personal disagreements with individual Commissioners or 
County employees are not a matter of public concern and personal attacks will not 
be tolerated. The Chairman has the right to limit your comments in the interest of 
disposing of the County's business in an efficient and respectable manner. 

E. New Business 

1. Application #20-01Z: Glenn M. Ellis Jr. &  Starlett J. Ellis, Owners - 100 
Pirkle Road (4.319 acres located in Land Lot 81 of the 4th Land District) - 
requesting a rezoning from AR-1, Agricultural and Residential, to R-2, 
Single Family Residential. 

Newton Galloway, Zoning Attorney, advised that he would be assuming the role 
of Chad Jacobs for the purposes of these hearings.  He then advised that he 
would present the staff report first and any comments would be taken after 
the staff report, this should facilitate a shorter meeting. 

Mr. Galloway stated that in this application the Ellis’s seek to rezone 
approximately 4.319 on Pirkle Road between Cheatham and Hwy 92.  They 
have lived on the property since 1982.  The property is currently zoned AR1 
and on AR1 the minimum lot size is 3 acres, so only one lot is allowed.  They 
seek to rezone to R2 where the minimum tract size is 1 acre with water and 
the minimum house size is 1750 square feet.    Their existing house will be 3 
acres and the second tract will consist of 1.3 acres. 

Mr. Galloway then advised that the surrounding properties are zoned either AR1 
or R2.  R2 is the predominate zoning to the north of the property toward 
Hwy 92 and AR1 is the zoning to the south of the property.  Making the tract 
currently bounded on three sides by R2 zoning.  Staff found that the 
rezoning was consistent with the Future Land Use Map, the house size was 
consistent with the area and recommended approval with no conditions. 
The Planning Commission recommended approval of R2 rezoning 
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unanimously. 

Glenn M. Ellis, 100 Pirkle Road, stated that his daughter and son-in-
law would like to build a home on the 1.3 acre tract.  He is requesting to have 
his 4 acre tract rezoned from AR1 to R2 with the intention of dividing the 
property to allow for 1.3 acre lot for the purpose of a single family dwelling. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor noted that currently part of this property is in 
an R2 zoning and part of the property is AR1. 

Mr. Galloway advised that the R2 zoning was applied to only 500 feet from 
the road frontage of some of the County main roads back in the 1960’s.  The 
frontage in that area along Hwy 92 has been zoned R2 for years and rather 
zoned by tract, it was zoned imprecisely to just say 500 feet from the right-
of-way so that 500 feet goes back and already includes part of Mr. Ellis’ 
tract. 

Mr. Galloway further stated that the new lot will meet both the size and road 
frontage criteria for an R2 zoning and it will have to have a minimum of 
1,750 square foot home. 

Motion/Second by Dutton/Miller to approve Application #20-
01Z: Glenn M. Ellis Jr. &  Starlett J. Ellis, Owners - 100 Pirkle 
Road (4.319 acres located in Land Lot 81 of the 4th Land 
District) - requesting a rezoning from AR-1, Agricultural and 
Residential, to R-2, Single Family Residential.  Motion carried 
unanimously by all. 

2. Application #20-02Z: J & D Property Holdings, LLC, Owner - 7902 
Newnan Road (0.7816 acre located in Land Lot 15 of the 1st Land District) 
- requesting a rezoning from AR-1, Agricultural and Residential, to C-1, 
Highway Commercial. 

 
Mr. Galloway stated that J & D Property Holdings is a limited liability 
company owned by Mr. John Osborne.  Mr. Osborne has owned this 
property since the late 1970’s and transferred to the current owner J & D 
Property Holdings, of which he is identified as a member, in 2015.  The 
application seeks to rezone .78 acres on GA 16 West, which is on the 
Spalding County side of the Spalding-Coweta County line at the Flint 
River. 

Currently, the property is zoned AR1, and J & D seeks to rezone it to C1.  
The property has been used commercially for years and the commercial 
building exists on the property as it has for years.  The commercial use 
existed at the location as a grandfathered pre-existing, non-conforming 
use, that would have been able to continued; however, the business license 
for the property lapsed in 2018 and as a result of that the protected pre-
existing non-conforming use was eliminated when it was not reactivated 
within 12 months.  

While we do not consider a business license to be totally dispositive of 
whether or not you have a non-conforming use, it is by far away the most 
complete factor by which we can look at it.  So, when they desire to put a 
new commercial use back in the exact same building on the exact same 
property, he had no choice but to come in and seek to rezone it to C1.  If it 
is rezoned then commercial uses can be conducted in the building. 

The staff determined that the rezoning is consistent with the Future Land 
Use Map and recommended approval of the rezoning to C1 with no 
conditions.  The Planning Commission also recommended approval of the 
rezoning to C1 unanimously. 

Mr. Wilson advised that he talked with Mr. Osborne today.  Mr. and Mrs. 
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Osborne are in their 80’s and Mrs. Osborne has health difficulties and they 
were both hesitant to come in tonight and he told them that he would 
speak on their behalf.  They don’t plan to do any expansion, the person 
they were renting the property to let their business license expire and this 
is what has caused the problem.  The business has been there since 1978. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated that her concern with this is if someone 
else came in there before this and their license had expired and they were 
under a non-conforming use, what would we do? 

Mr. Galloway stated that we would do the same thing we are doing in this 
case.  If the involved property that had be used commercially before and 
they let a license lapse or otherwise there was no evidence of a commercial 
use being maintained on the property for the preceding year, they would 
have to go through the exact same process. 

Mr. Galloway then advised that if you start at the roundabout on SR16 and 
go south, we have traditionally allowed commercial zonings along the 
frontage of the southside of SR16 and this one is right at the boundary of 
Coweta County and it was developed when the zoning was M1 in the mid 
1970’s so it would have been permitted there at that time as a matter of 
right. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then asked for a picture of the property so 
that she could see what surrounds the property. 

A map was then displayed showing the property with the zoning 
designations. 

Mr. Galloway stated there is C1 zoning at the Intersection, and this 
property is the feed store right at the County line.  This commercial use 
actually predates the ones that are shown up or at the roundabout.  
Huckaby’s Grocery was there but didn’t get zoned C1 until they wanted to 
do an expansion. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor The zoning is C1 at the roundabout, then we 
go to C1B down to Buckeye Road, then everything else is AR1.   She then 
asked how the C1 designation at this location was consistent with the 
Future Land Use Plan. 

Mr. Galloway advised that staff report finds that it is consistent with the 
Plan.   

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated that to her it looks like spot zoning.  
Because if the tendency is for that frontage to be commercial, then the 
Future Land Use Map should reflect that rather than us saying, “at the 
County line we are going to allow you to have commercial there.”  Nothing 
across the street, all the way up to Buckeye Road, then you get commercial. 

Mr. Galloway stated that the problem, taken in a vacuum is that you 
obviously have a commercial building there that is not going to be a 
residence on a separate tract and the likelihood of the property being used 
as a residential property is remote.  He then asked that the FLUM be 
displayed from the web site. 

Mr. Galloway then stated that the star on the Future Land Use Map 
identifies the area as Community Crossroads, which Mr. Jacob’s made a 
determination that it would be consistent with the Future Land Use Map.  
Mr. Galloway further stated that this is somewhat of a unique 
circumstance even with a Community Crossroads designation because it is 
right at the County Line and he certainly doesn’t favor redoing all state 
highways to be planned for commercial development, because it wouldn’t 
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look good.   

If you are making a determination on this one piece of property, this 
location has been used commercially and the building is in decent shape 
for 40 years and as a result of a business license lapse and because of the 
unique circumstances of the shape of the property and the limited size of 
the tract it will not meet a residential class development requirement.  It 
is essentially an unbuildable if it is kept at AR1.  In an AR1 designation the 
lot is unbuildable even if the commercial structure is taken down because 
there isn’t 3 acres in the tract. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then stated that part of the Crossroads 
Commercial is there is supposed to be a defined amount of space from the 
crossroads that a development is allowed.  So, if we look at the roundabout, 
the development that is non-conforming at the other end does not meet 
those requirements.  It makes sense for it to be there because it has been 
there for year, but it still doesn’t meet what we said our rules are.  That is 
her concern. 

Commissioner Johnson stated that what Chairperson Flowers-Taylor is 
saying makes sense; however, but in focusing on this particular property 
does that stop us from not moving forward with this one?  Maybe, we need 
to look at it as a whole in the future?  

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then stated that she isn’t saying to hold this 
decision up, let’s not make these moves without a definitive plan to rectify 
this type of thing and she’s not prepared to wait until 2022 when we do the 
full comprehensive plan.  We have been making changes to the Future 
Land Use Map over the last 10 years. 

Mr. Wilson stated that we can look at this location like we are currently 
looking at Airport Road, it could be the third that we do.  Airport Road is 
the first one you wanted to do, then Hwy 155 and we can put this one on 
the list to look at as well. 

Motion/Second by Johnson/Dutton to approve Application 
#20-02Z: J & D Property Holdings, LLC, Owner - 7902 Newnan 
Road (0.7816 acre located in Land Lot 15 of the 1st Land 
District) - requesting a rezoning from AR-1, Agricultural and 
Residential, to C-1, Highway Commercial.  Motion carried 
unanimously by all. 

3. Application #FLUMA-20-01: L & C Partnership and Royal 76, LLC have 
requested a future land use map change from Agricultural/Forestry to 
Rural Neighborhood for the following: Old S.R. 155 and Jackson Road 
(7.86 acres located in Land Lot 80 of the 2nd Land District). 

Mr. Galloway then asked if items 3, 4 and 5 could be consolidated for the 
purpose of the public hearing as they are all related and then the Board 
will have to vote on them separately. 

Motion/Second by Dutton/Johnson to approve Application 
#FLUM-20-01: L & C Partnership and Royal 76, LLC have 
requested a future land use map change from Agricultural/ 
Forestry to Crossroads Commercial/Group Retail 
Development for the following: Old S.R. 155 and Jackson Road 
(7.86 acres located in Land Lot 80 of the 2nd Land District).  
Motion carried 3/1 (Flowers-Taylor). 

4. Application #20-03Z: L & C Partnership, Owner - Falcon Design 
Consultants, Agent - Jackson Road (6.75 acres located in Land Lot 80 of 
the 2nd Land District) - requesting a rezoning from R-2, Single Family 
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Residential, to C-1, Highway Commercial. 

Motion/Second by Johnson/Dutton to approve Application 
#20-03Z: L & C Partnership, Owner - Falcon Design 
Consultants, Agent - Jackson Road (6.75 acres located in Land 
Lot 80 of the 2nd Land District) - requesting a rezoning from 
R-2, Single Family Residential, to C-1, Highway Commercial 
with the five conditions as recommended by staff.  Motion 
carried 3-1 (Flowers-Taylor). 

5. Application #20-03AZ: Royal 76, LLC, Owner - Falcon Design 
Consultants, LLC, Agent – Old S.R. 155 (1.112 acres located in Land Lot 80 
of the 2nd Land District) - requesting a rezoning to C-1 Highway 
Commercial. 

Mr. Galloway advised that the Board is dealing with two different tracts, one 
which resulted from abandoned right-of-way from the redevelopment and 
realignment of Hwy 155.  He will be referring to L & C Partnership and  
Royal 76 LLC jointly as the applicants, but they have different tracts. 

First for consideration is a FLUM amendment to rezone the two parcels 
then rezoning of the two parcels.  This property is located at the intersection 
of East McIntosh Road and Jackson Road/GA 155.  The total property 
consists of approximately 7.9 acres.  You will see that one part is a separate 
tract and one part is abandoned DOT right-of way.   

In Application 20-3Z, L & C Partnership, 7.5 acres is currently zoned R2 and 
under Application 20-3 AZ, Royal 76, LLC owns 1.112 acres which is the 
abandoned right-of way, which as an abandonment has not been given a 
zoning classification. It is essentially new developable land that results from 
the abandonment and realignment of right-of way. 

Commissioner Dutton then asked what parcels are under consideration this 
evening. 

Mr. Galloway stated one of them is the old right-of-way and the other is a 
part south of that right-of-way.  The part that is designated old SR155 is the 
1.1 acre tract and if you look down below that tract there is a small tract 
which was part of a larger tract to the southeast that was zoned R2 but was 
cut off from that tract by the rerouting of Jackson Road. 

Mr. Galloway advised that the applicants are proposing to develop a 
neighborhood commercial center that will be anchored by a gas station with 
adjoining smaller commercial buildings.  Essentially, this is identified under 
our Ordinance as a Group Retail Development with a convenience store and 
gas pumps proposed for 9,100 square feet and another retail proposed for 
12,100 square feet. 

Under the FLUM the property is currently designated as Agricultural/ 
Forestry and the original request was to send these parcels to Rural 
Neighborhood, based upon the staff report and analysis of the criteria for 
Rural Neighborhood we felt it was better to be sent to Crossroads 
Commercial.  The reason for that is the proximity to the Night Owl, the 
Kangaroo and also the properties you have just done the same thing for, the 
Dollar General tract and the property that is across and on the northeast 
corner at SR155 and Jackson Road.  

Mr. Galloway then advised that the Board is not bound by the applicants’ 
request.  The Board can move this to a land use category or a zoning district 
that you feel is appropriate.  The staff report recommends that the FLUM be 
amended, the application be granted but to send it to Crossroads 
Commercial for the reasons of consistency with the other properties at the 
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intersection. 

Mr. Galloway advised that staff’s recommendation for the Applications were 
to rezone both of the tracts to C1 which is the same zoning that is on the 
tract where the old Crane’s filling station was with two conditions: 

(1) Compliance or adoption of the FLUM amendment. 
(2) Lighting to be developed to prevent off-site glare onto adjacent 

properties. 

The Planning Commission approved the rezoning unanimously. 

Mr. Galloway then stated that he would like to add a couple more 
conditions, he has spoken with Mr. Palmer with Falcon who is working with 
the owners and he is going to suggest three additional conditions.   

(3) Submission of a survey that consolidates the tracts into one. 
(4) That the tracts be developed under the definition of a Group 

Development which is allowed in C1, Section 1203-A-20 and is defined 
by Section 202KK double prime which is:  A group of buildings 
constructed on a plot of land not subdivided into customary streets and 
lots and which will not be so subdivided intended to be operated under 
one management or a condominium type ownership arrangement known 
herein as a Group Development Project. 

That means that they can develop this, they can deal with ownership 
separately, but we are dealing with a unitary development. 

(5) That the Development would substantially comply with the site plan as 
presented to the Board. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then asked if there was anyone here to speak? 

Mr. Wilson advised that Mr. John Palmer is here to speak. 

John Palmer with Falcon Design, 1611 Avery Drive, Locust Grove, 
GA.  He stated that the staff has done a great job in presenting the 
applications.  He just wanted to again cover a plat combining all of the 
parcels together.  He then showed pictures of the current property and 
advised that everything currently on the property would be torn down, there 
would be new landscaping and a new buildings to meet a very high quality 
standard.  The plan is to demolish everything and build a brand new 
aesthetically pleasing complex. 

Mr. Galloway stated that he had met with Mr. Palmer before the meeting to 
go over the recommended conditions. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then stated that everything around the area is 
R2, she then asked Mr. Galloway if the location of the old gas station was a 
conforming use or a non-conforming use. 

Mr. Galloway stated it was a conforming use as that property is zoned C1 
Highway Commercial. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated that her concern with this is less than a 
block away there are 4 gas stations and stores.  She feels that adding another 
gas station and convenience store would be kind of a glut in that area.   She 
feels there is an inconsistency in what is being done.  

After discussion regarding the surrounding area, Mr. Galloway reiterated 
that the approval would be a total of 5 conditions: 

(1) The FLUM Amendment which you will have to vote on before you vote 
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on the rezoning. 
(2) Elimination of glare on off-site properties from lighting. 
(3) Submission of new survey consolidating all tracts into one. 
(4) Property be identified as a Group Development as defined in our 

ordinance . 
(5) Development will substantially conform to the site plan submitted with 

the rezoning application. 
 

Motion/Second by Dutton/Johnson to approve Application #20-
03AZ: Royal 76, LLC, Owner - Falcon Design Consultants, LLC, 
Agent – Old S.R. 155 (1.112 acres located in Land Lot 80 of the 
2nd Land District) - requesting a rezoning to C-1 Highway 
Commercial with the five conditions as recommended by staff.  
Motion carried 3/1 (Flowers-Taylor). 

6. Application #20-04Z: William A.B. Solomon & Janice M. Solomon, 
Owners - 3870 West Ellis Road (30 acres, more or less, located in Land 
Lot(s) 22 & 23 of the 4th Land District) - requesting a rezoning from AR-1, 
Agricultural and Residential, to R-4, Single Family Residential. 

Mr. Galloway advised that this application is similar to the first one 
considered this evening, except it does not involve a split zoning on a piece 
of property.  The Solomon’s own a 20-acre tract, located on W. Ellis Road 
and they live on their property.  What is being presented this evening is the 
entire 30-acre tract.  The property is currently zoned AR1 and under AR1 
the minimum lot size is 3 acres and they desire to have three more lots, each 
being just over 1 acre.  The application seeks to rezone the entire property to 
R4 which has a minimum tract size requirement of 1 acre with water and a 
minimum house size of 1,500 square feet.  They will continue to live in the 
house on the larger remaining tract and then they will create the three 
additional lots. 

Mr. Galloway then stated that the zoning around the property is AR1 and 
AR2 on their side of the road and AR1 and subdivision style lots across the 
southside of W. Ellis Road.   

Commissioner Flowers-Taylor asked if the subdivision was 5-acre lots? 

Mr. Galloway advised that AR2 has a 5-care minimum; however, some of 
the lots along W. Ellis Road may be as big as 3 acres, but some will be 
nonconforming. 

Commissioner Flowers-Taylor then asked about the road frontage in R-2. 

Mr. Galloway stated that the road frontage in R-2 and R-4 is the same and 
the lots have been designed to comply with the minimum road frontage and 
lot width. 

Commissioner Dutton asked for an area of the land which does not 
currently show a house. 

Mr. Galloway stated there he was mistaken, there isn’t a house there at this 
time, the Solomon’s plan to build their house and relocate from Fayette 
County.  He then advised that the staff report determined that the rezoning 
request was consistent with the FLUM, that the house size requested is 
consistent with the area and recommended approval with no conditions; 
however, at the Planning Commission meeting the staff recommendation 
was modified for the property to be rezoned R2 rather than R4.  The 
difference there being an increase in the house size of 250 square feet from 
1,500 to 1,750.  Mr. Galloway stated that Mr. Solomon is here to speak. 

Mr. Wilson stated there is one person signed up to speak for the rezoning 
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and three signed up to speak against. 

William Solomon, 215 Wood Creek Lane, Fayetteville, stated they 
are here seeking a rezoning from AR1 to R4.  The intent is to subdivide the 
parcel, the 26-Acre parcel will be for he and his wife.  They have five 
daughters and three of their daughters would like to have their homes 
adjacent to their home.  Each of the lots are approximately 1.3 acres. 

Commissioner Miller asked what would be done with the remainder of the 
land. 

Mr. Solomon stated the plan was to have a family estate for the most part 
and utilize the remaining acreage as a family retreat.  He hopes to have 
some nature trails. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor the asked the recommendation of the Planning 
and Zoning Board was that the area be rezoned R2 rather than R4? 

Mr. Galloway stated that all of the houses proposed for the property will 
exceed the R2 minimum, therefore, the recommendation from P&Z was that 
it be increased to accommodate the house size and also should they decide 
not to build there for some reason you would have a higher square footage 
house required. 

Commissioner Dutton then asked if the change would involve a lot size 
change? 

Mr. Galloway advised that the lot size between R2 and R4 is the same 1 acre 
if you have public water.   

The following individuals spoke against the rezoning: 

Craig French, 170 Crabtree Road, Griffin -Stated he is the HOA 
President for the Woodridge/Aerodrome Community and he is here 
representing approximately 15 community members who are high risk with 
health conditions who cannot be here this evening.  They had some 
questions regarding this request.  One of their concerns if you go to Q-
Public all around this property is AR1 or AR2.  Vaughn Bridge has been 
closed for a while and there has been a lot of additional traffic on Crabtree 
Road, we’ve seen an increase in crime and we have seen an increase in 
trespassing.  That doesn’t worry us so much about new homes coming in, 
our concern is later on that large plot, what happened if he decides to 
subdivide?   

We don’t go through this process to get the project replated, the property 
just get replated and he can put more home in there because he now has an 
R2 zoning.  He can add 4 more homes on the property a year from now, 
then they can replat again and put more homes in there again because it 
would meet the standard for R2, four lots or less, he could continue to 
develop one acre at a time.  That is one of their major concerns. 

Mr. French then added that he could add a couple of acres more to each lot 
and it could remain zoned as it is.  Around that area there is one R4 
designation and that is Landing Way. 

Tom Moyer, 106 Woolman Lane, Griffin, stated he is opposed for the 
reasons Mr. French alluded to.  Mr. Solomon can accomplish his goal to 
provide a family environment without rezoning unless there is some intent 
down the road to subdivide the property further, which R2 would allow.  He 
could have three lots for his family and instead of being one acre they would 
be three acres each.  This rezoning would open the door for much more high 
density housing right off the end of the airport runway.  Those homes would 
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be located within a few hundred yards of the runway.  They will be subject to 
very low flying aircraft and high noise.  He would recommend that the 
Board not increase the potential for density, especially since he can 
accomplish his goal without rezoning and he would ask the Board to deny 
the rezoning. 

Greg Ross, 5300 W. McIntosh Road, Griffin which is located on the 
north end of the runway and he is here in support of Mr. French in the way 
the property is trying to be rezoned. 

Commissioner Dutton stated that he has the same concerns, he has lived in 
Griffin his entire life, with the exception of the time he was in college, and 
he has seen developers come in and promise the moon and then they get the 
zoning change they want and their plans change.  He agrees, there is enough 
land to allow them to keep the zoning as it is and everyone could live there 
without a zoning change.  If we do give the zoning change, the local 
residents are right, he can come back and add additional houses and it 
becomes a subdivision and no one will be able to stop him at that point.   

If you want to subdivide the property and make the three lots R-2 as 
indicated, then why change the remainder of the tract.  If the reality is 
indeed that he intends to simply develop those three plots then why not just 
rezone the plots involved and leave the remainder of the tract at the current 
zoning?  If he wanted to abuse this, he could very easily do so, unless we put 
some sort of condition onto it right now.  If they want to change the zoning 
to add those three houses along Ellis Road, then they need only to rezone 
those three areas, they wouldn’t need to change the one for their home 
because it would still comply under the AR zoning. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then stated that her concern is directly across 
the street, there is only one tract of property that is one acre.  The others are 
.65, .44, .42, .39 and .40.  There are 9 parcels, two of them on either side of 
the runway where people already, that are much smaller than the parcels 
that these folks are requesting.  There are a lot of houses in this county that 
are on an acre that are 1,500 square feet.  From where she is standing she 
doesn’t see it as a problem.  If they purchased the property, whether they 
know if there is an airport there or not, we can’t fix that for them and it is in 
the path of the runway, that is on them, it’s not on us.  Let them worry about 
that.  What we need to deal with is what they presented, what the feasibility 
of that is, is it consistent with what is already there. 

Commissioner Dutton stated that if this zoning takes place, Mr. Solomon 
can build a subdivision there.  He can build the initial four houses, then 
build more houses and more houses and we couldn’t stop him for doing it. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then stated that if he builds a subdivision he 
will still have to come in and it be approved. 

Mr. Galloway stated that if the entire tract is zoned R2, then he can come in 
and subdivide the remaining property.  All he would have to do at that point 
is comply with the subdivision regulations.  He added that the Board can 
condition approval to the site plan as presented.  The reasoning for the 
design is to get the appropriate amount of road frontage.  You could 
condition the property to just the number of lots that you see, you could 
potentially rezone just the three individual lots.  Or we could take a minute 
to see if there is a way to design it that gives Mr. Solomon what he wants 
and at the same time does not result in a mechanism where these lots are 
substantially different from the AR2 properties that are five acre minimums 
in the area.   

Mr. Galloway stated he did not foresee any problems coming up as there 
was no opposition at the Planning Commission. 
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Ms. Solomon then asked to speak and the Board agreed that Ms. Solomon 
could speak. 

Janice Solomon, 215 Wood Creek Lane, Fayetteville stated that was 
a concern that Mr. Jacobs had from the beginning.  We understood, when 
we purchased the land that we could build a home for ourselves and our 
daughters, but they informed us that we couldn’t if the road frontage did not 
work out, so based on the direction that Mr. Jacobs gave us, he was very 
consistent and rigid about the rezoning based on the exact concerns being 
expressed this evening.   

She advised that the only plan they have is to build their home, we don’t 
want a subdivision, we are not builders, we are not investors, we are not any 
of that we are simply a mother and a father who feel this is the way our 
children will have the opportunity to have their own home because the way 
the economy is now, most likely they will never be able to do this if they are 
not afforded this opportunity.  That is the reason that she and her husband 
wanted to get more lots on their property to make it work, but we had to go 
through Mr. Jacobs to make sure that everything was the way it was 
supposed to be.  We are not here to cause any confusion, we don’t want any 
harm, we are not builders, we are not investors, we are not developers, we’re 
just parents who want to provide for our children. 

We have six children, five girls and one son and most of them don’t want to 
move out, they feel it is too far away, too rural.  They are city people and 
that’s where they want to be and that’s fine, but for the ones who want to be 
close to us, we were just trying to give them that opportunity 

Ms. Solomon stated that they are not here to threaten anyone, they are 
simply two parents who love their children and want to give them a leg up, 
that’s all. 

Mr. Galloway then asked the Solomons if they were under any time 
constraint? 

Ms. Solomon advised that they were trying to get their house up for sale 
right now.  They aren’t really under a time constraint. 

Mr. Galloway stated he does not want to be in a circumstance where we are 
in a public meeting with people who have spoke against and for the 
rezoning.  He stated that there were no issues raised on the rezoning during 
the Planning and Zoning hearing so he is surprised to see this many people 
here this evening.  Mr. Jacob’s direction to the applicant regarding road 
frontage was correct, but if it is acceptable to the Solomons, could we take a 
1 month breather and look at your design and see if we can get a resolution 
to the risk  that has been brought forward by the neighbors regarding a 
subdivision could be done.  He didn’t hear a lot regarding the specific lot 
size of the three lots.  He then asked the Board to table this request for 30 
days. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated that she doesn’t agree with looking at 
someone’s application and lumping them in with other individuals who 
have  abused the opportunity. 

Mr. Galloway stated that he feels he has a solution, but he can’t address it 
tonight because he hasn’t done the research on it, that is why he is asking 
for 30 days to see if there could be a possible solution that satisfies all 
parties. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated there would be no additional costs to the 
applicant and asked Mr. Solomon to come back to the podium. 
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Mr. Solomon stated that based on extensive discussion with Mr. Jacobs, it is 
that the road frontage is a huge factor.  We currently have 515’ across the 
front of the property and that would allow two homes to be built on that 
road frontage, so when subdivided there would not be enough road frontage 
to allow for a subdivision to be built on that 26 acre parcel.  They have no 
desire to build any additional homes on the property, it is just going to be a 
family retreat. 

Motion/Second by Dutton/Johnson to table Application #20-
04Z: William A.B. Solomon & Janice M. Solomon, Owners - 3870 
West Ellis Road (30 acres, more or less, located in Land Lot(s) 
22 & 23 of the 4th Land District) - requesting a rezoning from 
AR-1, Agricultural and Residential, to R-4, Single Family 
Residential until the Public Zoning Hearing in April.  Motion 
carried unanimously by all. 

Mr. Galloway stated that they would look at whether they can do this 
property as a conservation subdivision in AR1 which would allow condensed 
lots and it would remain in AR1.  He wanted to make it clear that we can not 
promises this, we have to research, but the preliminary indication is that 
you can do that in AR1 as well. 

7. Consider a resolution to enact a moratorium for approval of Group Home, 
Transitional and/or Personal Care Home within Spalding County, Georgia. 

Mr. Galloway stated that the moratorium seeks to hold development on any 
new, application or rezoning for a Personal Care Home for 90 days.  Under 
the current ordinance you have Personal Care Homes defined in Section 
202 BBB of the ordinance and they are divided into Family Personal Care, 
Group Personal Care and Congregate Personal Care Homes and those are 
based upon size.  The family is the smallest and the congregate is the largest.  
We prepared the Ordinance currently being used based on definitions in 
Georgia Rules and Regulations in Chapter 290-535 and our strategy was to 
keep the definitions and the permits with the applicable State regulatory 
rules and the agency that enforced it.   

We learned last year that all of those regulations have been repealed.  So, 
therefore there are no regulations that govern that are consistent with the 
definitions that we currently have in the Ordinance.  In fact, new regulations 
have been adopted in the Georgia Rules and Regulations which require a 
personal care home to have at lease 25 beds.  Our goal was to keep local 
regulations consistent with state regulations and our definitions are now out 
of date and we have a fair amount of work to do on this and we are asking 
that you approve the moratorium for 90 days and in that time we will come 
back with an ordinance to redo those definitions. 

Motion/Second by Johnson/Dutton to approve a resolution to 
enact a moratorium on Group Homes, Transitional and/or 
Personal Care Homes within Spalding County.  Motion carried 
unanimously by all. 

F. Other Business: 

A. Other Business: 

1. Consider approval of Declaration of Local Emergency. 

Mr. Wilson advised that Item #2 no longer needs to be considered as the 
Department of Revenue came out with extended deadlines so we didn’t have 
to adopt a resolution in allowing for that.  The only resolution we have for 
consideration this evening is number 1. 

Mr. Wilson then advised that three resolutions had been provided to the Board, 
one entitled Griffin, which is the resolution that the City of Griffin adopted 
on Tuesday night, Spalding A is the Griffin Ordinance with a few changes 
that the Commissioners have asked for over the last few days and the third 
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one noted as Coweta modified for Spalding that Commissioner Dutton 
requested the Board look at.  Ms. Windham has reviewed all three 
Resolutions and made appropriate changes as requested by the Chairperson 
and Commissioner Johnson 

Mr. Galloway exited the meeting at 7:30 p.m. 

Commissioner Dutton stated there are a number of things that he has been 
reviewing with other Municipalities and other individuals.  He had a long 
conversation with Mayor Hollberg today.  There are a number of things in 
the Griffin declaration, that are frankly unenforceable and the reasoning 
that they used, for example the curfew, was that we want limit our officers 
exposure as much as possible.  But, if they are out enforcing a curfew they 
are actually going to be exposed more and they are going to have to interact 
more with people.  So, the way that Newnan did theirs, if you look at the 
Coweta modified for Spalding plan, Section 7, it is voluntary, but it gives the 
guidance that everyone should be getting and it covers the intention of what 
we want it to cover.  That said, the problems with a mandatory curfew are 
many.  What’s the punishment if somebody breaks it?  Unless you are 
willing to state that anyone out past curfew is fined then the section is totally 
unenforceable.  We could to like other municipalities and implement the 
voluntary shelter at home which would make much more sense than a 
mandatory curfew. 

People in urban environments, what the City wants to do is up to the City, 
but people live in Counties for a reason.  They live in rural environments for 
a reason and making an entire countywide curfew would mean that our law 
enforcement is going to have to enforce that.  The Mayor today stated that 
their curfew was so that their officers didn’t have to react as much, but if you 
are going to have to be out enforcing a new law to keep everyone inside.  
Their curfew gives them the ability to stop anyone that they see and ask 
them why they are out.  This simply gives a legal justification to do exactly 
what we clearly don’t want them to be doing, because randomly stopping 
people would not be a good idea and they would be empowered to do so 
under a mandatory curfew. 

Commissioner Johnson stated that this is about the virus and about 
everything that we are facing right now.  So, let’s not take this out of context.  
She then stated that she would like to find out from the Sheriff’s perspective, 
she asked Chief Deputy Tony Thomason to come up and advise his take if we 
were to make this happen tonight. 

Chief Deputy Thomason stated he does agree with Commissioner Dutton.  
We take this virus very seriously and they have enacted a lot of measures at 
the facility to prevent the spread.  The community is behaving very well and 
he doesn’t see it is necessary.  He feels we should put out statements that we 
encourage them to continue to behave well. One of our main functions is to 
protect constitutional rights and he is concerned about any overreach if we 
mandate these things and he doesn’t know that the Sheriff would be 
interested in enforcing a curfew. 

Commissioner Dutton stated those are the concerns that he has.  He gets the 
eating establishments unless you can maintain 6 feet away for everyone you 
have to do curbside only. But that’s not saying you have to totally shut down, 
it is simply saying that you need to do it this way opposed to that.   

Chief Deputy Thomas then advised that if the curfew starts at 9:00 p.m. they 
have 7 deputies patrolling 201 square miles and folks are calling for service 
and if we have to stop random people, he doesn’t feel it is a good use of their 
limited resources. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated that her thing is if she is driving her car 
after 9:00 p.m. she doesn’t feel it would be appropriate to be stopped and 
asked why she is out.  But, if I’m out in the public, just standing around, just 
basically out “hanging out” then under those circumstances, she would 
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expect an officer to say “hey, you know there is a declared health emergency 
and you shouldn’t be out at this time of night” because the stores are closed. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then added that as a healthcare professional 
she stated that if we don’t do something serious to stop the rise of this 
disease and level the curve of this disease which means asking people to stay 
sheltered in place.  We can ask them all day, but that isn’t going to make 
them stay in the house.  The ordinance doesn’t make you stay in the house, 
you can go outside of the house, you can go to a park, but you can’t be in a 
crowd of 10 people.  She appreciate his sharing where he is and she get’s it 
the City of Griffin have 50 police officers and they have 15 square miles to 
patrol, so for them it may be a much easier task, but she does understand 
that they are not arresting people for not following the recommendations, 
they are encouraging them to disburse and to do whatever it is they are 
supposed to be doing. 

Commissioner Miller stated the only thing you could try to implement 
jurisdiction over is if you have 10 or more people on a street corner.  Then 
you would have a little more control over them, then you would anything 
else. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then asked Glen Polk what kind of effect the 
curfew is intended to be?   

Deputy Chief Polk advised that they are simply trying to keep people away 
from other people and the #1 deterrent that we are asking is Social 
Distancing and whatever we can do to encourage that we need to be doing.  
He stated that he had just received a message and that the US has now more 
cases than China or Italy.  It is accelerating and whatever we can do to slow 
the process we need to look at trying to do. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then advised that these are extraordinary times, 
they are not ordinary times and the measures we are having to implement 
flies in the face of everything that we talk about in terms of our freedom and 
our rights, but people who want to exercise their right to breath where other 
people might walk in that area need to be protected.  This not just the flu, it 
is something 10 times worse.  We are asking people to shelter in place and 
shelter in place means you need to stay around the house.  So, you really 
should not be hanging out.   

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then stated that right now we are in the middle 
of a crisis and we’re having to take extreme measures so that we don’t end 
up with the death toll that has happened in other countries around the 
world. 

Commissioner Dutton then stated that are a number of things on here like 
the banning of large groups, the curtailing of inside dining and the specific 
closure of certain types of businesses, the personal distancing are all good 
requirements that people most people are going to self-enforce.  However, a 
blanket curfew for everyone in the County, 201 square miles, that is a show, 
that is theater.  There is nothing to it. 

Commissioner Johnson stated that the City and the County are different, but 
we do have a partnership and when Mayor calls you up and says they are 
supporting the County in this, they have their Resolution in place and it 
shows uniformity for us as the City and the County have something that will 
work together.  We are standing together because we all take this very 
seriously and the citizens will see by us working together.  It would send the 
wrong signal for them to do one thing and us to do something different.  She 
likes the uniformity of the Ordinance the way that it is as well as the 
consistency.   

Deputy Chief Polk stated that this is also covered under the Emergency 
Management Ordinances that we passed in 2012 for Emergency Curfews.  If 
nothing else, it promotes the idea of staying at home.  It is a show under 
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Emergency Management of what we are trying to get them to do.  We are 
not trying to force the Sheriff’s Office to go out and enforce it, it is a 
message. 

Mr. Wilson then asked the Board which version they would like to consider 
this evening and then changes can be made from there. 

Commissioner Dutton stated that what we want to ask of our County 
residents is to shelter at home.  Not just at night but all the time.  We are not 
talking about the folks who live in the City of Griffin, we are talking about 
the folks who live out in the County.  

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor and Commissioner Johnson stated they would 
go with the recommendation of the CDC and since the Governor decided 
today that schools would be out until the 24th, she feels that our State of 
Emergency for this particular action go at least until that time.  She projects 
it will probably go longer, but it would be more realistic for us to put a date 
on what it is that we want people to do in terms of sheltering in place.  
Follow the rules of the CDC and the infection control people have done.  We 
can always stop it, but here is not need to come back and address this when 
the Governor has said it is not safe for kids to be out and going to school at 
least until the 24th.  She would like those dates on whatever document that is 
chosen. 

Commissioner Johnson then asked if we need to focus on the changes we 
have been discussing. 

Mr. Wilson then asked again, which one the Board is wanting to consider, it 
appears we may have three votes on the Spalding A.  

Commissioner Dutton stated the is not in favor of anything that has a 
mandatory curfew, we should encourage people to shelter at home all the 
time, not just at night. If you are not going out for a reason then you should 
be sheltering at home all of the time, instead of just implementing 
movement at night to nothing.  

Mr. Wilson stated there is no need in going through any of these individual 
changes until we agree on one of the three.  Once we agree on one of the 
three then we can go through and make changes. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated that she is in agreement with Spalding A. 

Commissioner Dutton then asked Commissioner Miller what he though of 
mandatory curfews. 

Commissioner Miller stated that the people in the City of Griffin also live in 
Spalding County, they pay taxes in Spalding County so our resolution needs 
to be consistent with what the City is doing.   

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then asked which resolution does the Board 
want to work off. 

Consensus of the Board was to work on Spalding A. 

Mr. Wilson then asked in the last paragraph on page 1 instead of noon on 
April 6th we change it to noon on April 24th.  Consensus of the Board is was 
to make the change. 

Commissioner Dutton then asked if it we wanted to be consistent with the 
City then we would need to terminate the resolution on April 6th  now you 
want to change it so it’s not consistent. 

Commissioner Miller stated that the Governor had already extended the 
schools being out until April 24th, so it only makes sense to extend the 
deadline so that we don’t have to come back in and do this all over again. 

Commissioner Johnson stated that the policies would be consistent the end 
day would simply be different. 
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Ms. Windham stated that the change on page one was an error, that 
paragraph actually acknowledges what Governor Kemp mandated. 

Mr. Wilson advised there are not changes that can be done on pages one and 
two those are things that someone else has done and we are referencing. 

Mr. Wilson then went item by item on page 3: 

(1) Findings of Fact – Consensus of the Board that this item is fine as 
written. 

(2) Declaration of a Public Health Emergency – Consensus of Board is this 
item is fine as written.  

Ms. Windham stated that under Declaration of Public Health 
Emergency, it says that it will remain in force and effect for 11 days. 

Mr. Wilson stated that would be through April 6th so if you want to make 
it different you need to make the change now. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated that it needs to be in effect until at 
least April 24th. 

Ms. Windham stated it will be changed to read that it will in force and 
effect until noon on April 24th. 

Mr. Wilson stated that April 24th which is a Friday, they will be returning 
to school an April 27th which is a Monday. 

Consensus (3-1) that the state of emergency remain in effect until April 
24th. 

(3) Public Gatherings on County Property – Consensus of the Board is this 
item is fine as written. 

(4) Classification of County Services 

a. Chairperson Flowers-Taylor wanted a definition of what 
discretionary services:  Fire, EMS….. 
 
Mr. Wilson stated that would change from day to day. 

Chairperson Flowers-Taylor then stated that if that is the case she 
doesn’t have a problem with it. 

Mr. Wilson then asked about items b, c, d – Consensus of the Board is 
these items are fine. 

e. These items should read “specifically related to the emergency.”  
Consensus of the Board  is the item is fine with the requested change. 

f. Consensus of the Board is fine with this item as written. 

g. Chairperson Flowers-Taylor advised that she talked with Mayor 
Hollberg about this condition and for her it is a matter of trust.  She 
has to trust that the person that we have put in charge of the County 
is going to do whatever is right.  If we need to extend these 
requirements, she would be okay with Mr. Wilson saying that the 
Governor has extended this another 45 days and he can resubmit the 
declaration. 

 Commissioner Dutton stated if you could ad the same language as 
was added to “e”:  “specifically related to this emergency.” He would 
have no problem with it. 

Consensus of the Board is the item is fine with the requested change. 

  (5)    See below. 

(6) Tolling of Deadlines – No problem. 

(7) Eating Establishments – Mr. Wilson stated that the red statement at 
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the end of the paragraph was added because that is what the City did 
and that specifically applies to Caterpillar as they have a restaurant 
specifically for their employees within their facility and we don’t want 
that one to shut down because it is a closed group. 
 
Consensus of the group after discussion was to leave 7 alone and not 
add delivery of alcohol. 

Ms. Windham stated that we do not have a Section 5 because that section 
under the City of Griffin’s resolution addressed utilities. 

(8) Closure of Certain Businesses – Commissioner Dutton stated there is 
one thing that he would like to change, the asked about the closing of 
health and wellbeing establishments.  Why would you close a health 
and wellbeing establishment in a health crisis? 

 Chairperson Flowers-Taylor advised that it is her understanding that 
Doctor’s Offices and Dentist’s Offices are allowed to be open, but they 
are making their own appointments and all business is being 
conducted by appointment.  They are also practicing the social 
distancing within their offices. 

 Commissioner Dutton stated that it is so vague, he feels that it needs 
to be addressed. 

 Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated when you go to someone and they 
provide medical care for you they are called medical providers.  A 
chiropractor, dentist, an acupuncturist are all medical providers. 

 Change the section to read, “general health and well being purposes 
exclusive of medical and mental health providers.” 

(9) Personal Distance - Consensus of the Board is there is no problem 
with this item as written. 

(10) Gatherings – After discussion regarding being certified as essential 
there were no changes made to this item.  Consensus of the Board is 
to proceed with no changes. 

(11) Emergency Interim Successor to Manager/Administrator – Mr. 
Wilson asked that Assistant to the County Manager be changed to 
read Assistant County Manager. Consensus of the Board is they have 
no problem with this item with the requested change. 

(12) Curfew – Commissioner Dutton stated he is totally against any type 
of mandatory curfew. 

 Chairperson Flowers-Taylor stated that we have three 
Commissioners that want to go with the Curfew that the City has. 

 Commissioner Dutton would prefer to have a shelter in place 
provision for all day long.  If you don’t have to go anywhere then you 
should stay at home as opposed to you have to stay at home from 
9:00 p.m. until 5:00 a.m. 

 Commissioner Johnson asked Deputy Chief Polk to comment on this. 

 Deputy Chief Polk stated he feels that both of the curfew 
recommendation should be in this document.  The voluntary as well 
as the mandatory.  He advised that he has seen several declarations 
that include the language for both. 

 Commissioner Johnson then stated she would like to have both of 
these in the resolution. 

 Commissioner Dutton stated he would like to see the language from 
the Coweta Resolution: 

 The governing body of Spalding County requests that all persons 
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within the County consider voluntary sheltering at home and not 
leave their homes, except as follows: 

(1) When a person is on an errand necessitated due to an emergency 
or engaged in procuring or seeking an essential service; 

(2) When a person is traveling or returning directly home from lawful 
employment or otherwise engaged in lawful employment that 
makes it necessary to leave home; 

(3) When a person is engaged in interstate and intrastate travel 
through the County. 

(4) When a person is procuring essential food or medicine or seeking 
essential medical care or providing essential food, medicine or 
medical care to another person; or, 

(5) Personal or family activities such as walking, jogging, and cycling. 

Commissioner Dutton then stated if the Board wants to put in a 
mandatory curfew, you can. 

Commissioner Flowers-Taylor then stated that we are going with 
language that addresses voluntary shelter at home and we will also 
follow the City’s recommendation for a curfew from 9:00 p.m. to 5:00 
a.m. 

(13) Procurement – Commissioner Dutton stated that he feels that 
Procurement should be attached to things specifically used to address 
the emergency at hand. 

 Ms. Windham stated she would add “specifically related to this 
emergency.” 

 Consensus of the Board is the item is okay with the added language. 

(14) Consensus of the Board is they are fine with it as written. 

Ms. Windham stated that she would renumber the document and have Voluntary 
Shelter at home as Section 11 and Curfew would be Section 12. 

Motion/Second by Johnson/Miller to approve with changes as 
requested the resolution of Declaration of Local Emergency – 
Spalding A document in effect March 27, 2020.  Motion carries 3-1 
(Dutton). 
 
Mr. Wilson then stated that we have talked about essential and non-essential and 
the City has gone to an “A” and “B” shift in case something happens to a group 
and someone in group “A” is exposed, then “B” shift can come in and run 
everything and they are rotating days.  We’re going to look into that and if that is 
possible, does the Board have any problems with that. 

Consensus of the Board is for the County Manager to explore the 
essential and non-essential staff and implement accordingly.   

Commissioner Miller then asked how staff would be paid. 

Mr. Wilson advised that they would be paid by the County.  There are some 
departments that this will work with and others it will not be a possibility. 
 
2. Consider approval of Resolution approving the waiver of certain penalties 

and interest by the Spalding County Tax Commissioner.  
 

No action taken. 

G. Closed Meeting – None. 

H. Adjournment 

Motion/Second by Johnson/Miller to adjourn the meeting at 8:33 
p.m.  Motion carried unanimously by all. 
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/s/    /s/ _____________________  
Gwen Flowers-Taylor, Chairperson        William P. Wilson, Jr., Clerk 

 



SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Journey's End Subdivision Final Plat

Requesting Agency

Office of Community Development

Requested Action

Consider approval of final plat for Journey's End Subdivision (minor) located off Barnesville Road and Henley
Road.
Requirement for Board Action

Appendix A. Subdivision Ordinance - Section 403:F.

Is this Item Goal Related?

No

Summary and Background

Request from Turn Right Properties, LLC for a minor final plat approval has been received in the Community
Development Office.  Minor final plats are road frontage lots which are subdivisions by UDO definition but do
not include any new infrastructure.
Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

APPROVAL.

ATTACHMENTS:
Description Upload Date Type

Journey's End Subdivision Final Plat 4/14/2020 Backup Material





SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Memorial Day Celebration

Requesting Agency

County Clerk

Requested Action

Consider request from Post 5448 of the Veterans of Foreign Wars to utilize the Spalding County Senior
Center; should it rain, for the Memorial Day Celebration on Monday, May 25, 2020.
Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

Summary and Background

This is an annual request for the use of Veterans Memorial Park and in recent years the use of the Senior
Center as an alternate rain location for the Veterans Memorial Celebration.  This has traditionally been
approved by the Board.
Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:
Description Upload Date Type

Request from Post 5448, Veterans of Foreign Wars 3/24/2020 Backup Material





SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Indigent Defense Bids

Requesting Agency

County Manager

Requested Action

Consider bids for Indigent Defense Services for FY 2021, 2022 a nd FY 2023

Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

Summary and Background

Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

ATTACHMENTS:
Description Upload Date Type

Bid Chart 4/29/2020 Backup Material

Sullivan & Ogletree Bid response 4/29/2020 Backup Material

Kidd Cato Eaton & Roquemore response 4/29/2020 Backup Material



 

 

BID CHART 

ITEM: Indigent Defense in the State and Juvenile Courts of Spalding County  

BID DEADLINE: 04/17/2020 2:00 PM 

 

 
BIDDERS 

Sullivan & Ogletree, PC Kidd, Cato, Easom & Roquemore, 
Attorney’s -at-Law 

 
FY 2021 

$ 344,000 State 
$ 188,000 Juvenile 

$ 275,520 State 
$ 118,080 Juvenile 

 
FY 2022 

$ 344,000 State 
$ 188,000 Juvenile 

$ 282,408 State 
$ 121,032 Juvenile 

 
FY 2023 

$ 344,000 State 
$ 188,000 Juvenile 

$ 289,470 State 
$ 124, 056 Juvenile 

  
THREE YEAR  
BID TOTAL 

 
$ 1,596,000 

 
$ 1,199,566 

***BIDS ARE IN REVIEW*** 

TENATIVE DATE TO BE PLACED ON THE AGENDA IS MAY 4th, 2020 FOR CONSIDERATION 

BY THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 



















































































































SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
CSBG 2020 Budget Amendment #2

Requesting Agency

County Clerk

Requested Action

Consider request from Three Rivers Regional Commission to amend the FY2020 CSBG Budget to reflect
additional funding in the amount of $9,988 to be added to the Nutritional Program.
Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

Summary and Background

The Department of Human Resources has advised that Spalding County has been allotted an additional amount
of $9,988 as part of Amendment 2.  The additional funds will be utilized for Nutritional Services and
Administration.
Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:
Description Upload Date Type

FY2020 CSBG Amendment #2 Budget 4/3/2020 Backup Material

FY2020 CSBG Budget Narrative 4/3/2020 Backup Material

FY2020 CSBG Amendment #2 Application 4/3/2020 Backup Material



Program/Service
Carryover 

Amount
Revised Budget

Amendment 2 

Amount

New Amended 

Budget

SALVATION ARMY

Educational and Cognitive Development
Tutoring/Other Child Education Support

After-School Tutoring

Salaries 7,300.00$               23,300.00$             23,300.00$             

FICA 850.00$                  2,150.00$               2,150.00$               

Worker's Comp 600.00$                  600.00$                  

Supplies 500.00$                  500.00$                  

Snacks 500.00$                  500.00$                  

Equipment 500.00$                  500.00$                  

Total 8,150.00$               27,550.00$             27,550.00$             

Summer Tutoring Program

Salaries 12,000.00$             18,000.00$             18,000.00$             

FICA 398.09$                  898.09$                  898.09$                  

Worker's Comp 400.00$                  400.00$                  

Supplies 500.00$                  1,000.00$               1,000.00$               

Snacks 500.00$                  1,000.00$               1,000.00$               

Transportation 1,500.00$               2,000.00$               2,000.00$               

Total 14,898.09$             23,298.09$             23,298.09$             

Administrative Costs - Ed and Cogn Dev. Program

EasyTrak Software 2,350.00$               2,350.00$               

CSBG Program Training Costs 1,400.00$               2,250.00$               2,250.00$               
TRRC Grant Admin  $               2,827.50 13,940.50$             13,940.50$             

 $               4,227.50  $            18,540.50  $            18,540.50 

GRAND TOTAL FOR EDUCATION/COG DEV 27,275.59$          69,388.59$          69,388.59$          

SPALDING COUNTY SENIOR NUTRITION PRG

Health and Social/Behavioral Development

Senior Nutrition Program

Home Delivered Meals 2,500.00$               77,000.00$             5,490.00$            82,490.00$             

Equipment 1,500.00$               2,500.00$               2,500.00$               

Total 4,000.00$               79,500.00$             5,490.00$           84,990.00$             

SPALDING COUNTY COLLABORATIVE 

Youth Nutrition Program

Youth Back-Pack Meal Program 2,200.00$               18,447.00$             3,000.00$            21,447.00$             

Total 2,200.00$               18,447.00$             3,000.00$           21,447.00$             

Administrative Costs - Health and Soc/Behav Prg

EasyTrak Software 2,350.00$               2,350.00$               

CSBG Program Training Costs 1,400.00$               2,250.00$               2,250.00$               
TRRC Grant Admin  $               2,827.50 13,940.50$             1,498.00$            15,438.50$             

 $               4,227.50  $            18,540.50  $           1,498.00  $            20,038.50 

GRAND TOTAL FOR NUTRITION PRG 10,427.50$          116,487.50$        126,475.50$        

TRRC ADMINISTRATIVE FEES 5,655.00$               27,881.00$             1,498.00$           29,379.00$             

PROGRAM TOTALS 32,048.09$             157,995.09$          8,490.00$           166,485.09$          

GRAND TOTAL 37,703.09$          185,876.09$        9,988.00$         195,864.09$        

FY'20 SPALDING COUNTY REVISED CSBG BUDGET



SPALDING COUNTY FY’20 
AMENDMENT 2 FUNDING 

 
 
Spalding County CSBG Program received initial FY’20 funding in the amount of $148,173,000.  In 
February 2020, a total of $37,703.09 was received in Carryover funding, bringing the total amount 
of funds to $185,876.09.   
 
The Department of Human Services has advised that Spalding County has been allotted an 
additional amount of $9,988 as a part of Amendment 2.  The additional funds will be utilized for 
Nutritional Services and Administration.   
  
Based upon the amount received, the Amendment 2 Funding has been budgeted as follows: 
 
 

Program Amount 

Senior Nutrition Program 

Home Delivered Meals $  5,490.00 

Youth Backpack Meal Program $  3,000.00 

Administrative Services/Training/Licensing $   1,489.00 

TOTAL $  9,988.00 

 
 
The total amount of CSBG funding for the year will now be $195,864.09.  A detailed breakdown 
of this budget is attached. 





















SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
MOU Spalding County Archway Partnership

Requesting Agency

County Clerk

Requested Action

Consider approval of a Memorandum of Understanding between the Spalding County Board of Commissioners,
the City of Griffin, the Griffin-Spalding Board of Education and  the Board of Regents of the University System
of Georgia to continue the Spalding County Archway Partnership.
Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

Summary and Background

FY 2021 will be our sixth year as an Archway Community.

Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

Total cost $60,000  with each entity funding $20,000.
 
Included in the recommended FY 2021 Budget.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:
Description Upload Date Type

MOU-Griffin-Spalding Archway Partnership 4/27/2020 Backup Material

Griffin-Spalding Archway Overview 4/27/2020 Backup Material
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

Spalding County Archway Partnership 

 

This MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (this “Agreement”) is made and entered into as of 

July 1, 2020 by and among the Spalding County Board of Commissioners (the “County”), the City of 

Griffin (the “City”), and the Griffin-Spalding County Board of Education (the “Board of Education”), and 

together with the County, the City, and the Board of Education, the “Spalding County Partners”), and the 

Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia by and on behalf of the University of Georgia (for 

purposes of this Agreement referred to herein as the “UGA Archway Partnership”), and the Office of the 

Vice President for Public Service and Outreach (the “OVPPSO,” and together with the UGA Archway 

Partnership, the “UGA Partners”).  

 

Each of the Community Partners and UGA Partners stated above is considered to be a Participant 

(collectively, the “Participants”) in the Spalding County Archway Partnership (“Spalding County 

Archway Partnership”). 

 

WHEREAS, the Participants agree to cooperate in the development, implementation, and continuation of 

the Spalding County Archway Partnership focusing on community and economic development issues for 

Spalding County; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Participants agree to the creation or continuation of the Spalding County Archway 

Partnership Executive Committee (the “Executive Committee”) to offer the Community Partners 

appropriate representation and influence into the strategic planning and management of the Spalding 

County Archway Partnership. 

 

NOW THEREFORE the parties hereto agree as follows: 

 

 

SECTION I 

 

The UGA Partners shall: 

 

1. Agree to facilitate the work of the Executive Committee in support of the overall goals of the 

Spalding County Archway Partnership, assist in identifying the public educational needs for the 

community, facilitate cooperation between community organizations and the Griffin-Spalding 

County School System to address those needs, and advise the Griffin-Spalding County Board of 

Education how to address the educational needs of the community. 

 

2. Subject to Section III, Paragraph 7 herein, employ a UGA faculty member (the “Archway 

Professional”) who will dedicate time as needed to the project and work directly with the Spalding 

County Archway Partnership’s Executive Committee. Such Archway Professional may, in the sole 

discretion of the UGA Partners, be a full- or part-time employee of UGA. 

 

3.  Establish minimum qualifications and determine the total salary to be paid to the Archway 

Professional, and agree to perform periodic evaluations of the Archway Professional in accordance 

with UGA human resources rules and regulations as any other UGA employee. 

 

4. Have the right to terminate or transfer the Archway Professional for any reason at any time. In 

either such case, the UGA Partners agree that they will seek to replace the Archway Professional 

in accordance with the qualifications and salary guidelines described in Section 1, Paragraph 3 

herein and subject to Section III, Paragraph 7 herein. 
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5. Provide the Archway Professional with access to office equipment, supplies, publications, or other 

educational materials necessary to the performance of the position’s duties. 

 

6. Keep an accurate record of all funds received and disbursed under this agreement including all 

support documents. The UGA Partners agree to retain such records for a period of three years unless 

an audit has begun and not been completed or if the audit findings have not been resolved at the 

end of the three year period. In such cases, the records shall be retained until the audit is complete 

or until the resolution of the audit findings. The UGA Archway Partnership also agrees to retain all 

records relating to payments made under this agreement until the expiration of three years after 

final payment. 

 

7. Report to the Executive Committee at regular intervals on the nature of the Spalding County 

Archway Partnership and progress being made.  

 

 

SECTION II 

 

The Spalding County Partners shall: 

 

1. Agree to recognize the UGA Partners as their institutional partners and provide appropriate 

recognition of the collaborative working relationship on all appropriate and relevant publications, 

materials and web sites. 

 

2. Agree to cooperate with the UGA Partners in the implementation and administration of educational 

opportunities for the students of the University of Georgia.  

 

3. Agree, when possible, to make available internship opportunities to the students of the University 

of Georgia and other University System of Georgia institutions in conjunction with community-

identified needs and the terms of this Agreement. 

 

4. Agree, when possible, to make available research opportunities to the faculty of the University of 

Georgia and other University System of Georgia institutions in conjunction with community-

identified needs and the terms of this Agreement.  

 

5. Agree to make available to the UGA Partners any research or study findings and results that may 

be realized as a result of this Agreement. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, all 

research or study findings and results from research conducted by faculty of the UGA Partners shall 

remain the property of the UGA Partners. 

 

 

SECTION III 

 

The Participants Mutually Agree: 

 

1. The OVPPSO will contribute to the UGA Archway Partnership as needed in order to support the 

activities of the Archway Professional and the UGA Archway Partnership; however, this paragraph 

shall not be read or construed so as to create any cost share on the part of UGA or any of the 

UGA Partners. 
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2. The Spalding County Partners will pay to the UGA Archway Partnership a total FIXED FEE of 

$60,000 for the period beginning on July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021 (the “FY2021 Community 

Fee”).  

 

3. The Spalding County Partners are committed to funding the FY2021 Community Fee as follows: 

 

Spalding County Board of Commissioners $20,000 

City of Griffin $20,000 

Griffin-Spalding County Board of Education $20,000 

 

4. The UGA Archway Partnership shall send an invoice to each of the Spalding County Partners for 

such Spalding County Partner’s respective amount shown above. The full amount of all such 

invoices shall be due 30 days after the effective date of this agreement. Invoices will be sent to the 

following: 

 

Spalding County Board of Commissioners 

Attn: Gwen Flowers-Taylor, Chairperson 

P.O. Box 1087 

Griffin, GA 30224 

 

City of Griffin 

Attn: Mayor Doug Hollberg 

100 S. Hill St. 

Griffin, GA 30224 

 

Griffin-Spalding County Board of Education 

Attn: Will Doss, Chairman 

216 S. 6th St. 

Griffin, GA 30224 

 

5. Expenditures and budgetary allocations for the FY2021 Community Fee will be based on history 

and may vary depending on community needs. The Archway Partnership is authorized to transfer 

funds between various expenditure and budgetary categories and accounts without specific and 

separate approval by any of the Colquitt Partners. Subject to any such transfers, the expenditures 

and budgetary allocations for the FY2021 Community Fee are anticipated to be as follows: 

 

Project Costs 60% 

Personal Services 20% 

Travel and Operating Costs 10% 

Other Operating Costs 10% 

 

6. The Spalding County Partners and the UGA Partners agree to the creation or continuation of the 

Spalding County Archway Partnership Executive Committee who shall perform the following 

functions: 

 

a. Remit or cause to be remitted the FY2021 Community Fee to the UGA Archway 

Partnership when due. 

 

b. Provide guidance on the appointment or hiring of the Archway Professional. The actual 

appointment or hiring of the Archway Professional shall be subject to the sole approval of 

the UGA Partners. 
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c. Evaluate the financial support of the Spalding County Archway Partnership annually, make 

adjustments as necessary for continued effective support, and notify the UGA Partners of 

any adjustments no later than March 31, 2021. 

 

d. Agree to locate the Archway Professional’s office in facilities that are adequate and 

appropriate for the program. 

 

7. The Archway Professional shall remain at all times a University of Georgia employee, subject to 

all applicable university guidelines and policies, and shall not be an employee of any of the 

Community Partners while performing this service and will not be entitled to fringe benefits 

normally accruing for employees of any of the Community Partners. 

 

8. This Agreement shall take effect as of July 1, 2020. 

 

9. The terms of this Agreement shall be from July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021. Either the UGA 

Partners (acting collectively) or the Community Partners (acting collectively) may terminate this 

Agreement upon 90 days written notice of such intent. 

 

10. This Agreement may be modified by mutual written agreement of the parties hereto. 

 

11. This agreement, along with any exhibits, appendices, addenda, schedules, and amendments 

attached hereto, encompasses the entire agreement of the parties, and supersedes all previous 

understandings and agreements between the parties hereto, whether oral or written. 

 

12. This Agreement may be renewed annually by mutual written agreement of all parties. 

 

 

[Remainder of this page left intentionally blank.] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Agreement to be duly executed as of the date first 

described above. 

 

 

 

    

Spalding County Board of Commissioners   Date 

 

 

 

    

City of Griffin   Date 

 

 

 

    

Griffin-Spalding County Board of Education   Date 

 

 

 

    

Archway Partnership, University of Georgia   Date 

 

 

 

    

Vice President for Public Service and Outreach,   Date 

University of Georgia 

 

 

 

    

Board of Regents of the University System of   Date 

Georgia by and on behalf of the University of Georgia 

 



archwaypartnership@uga.edu • apartner@uga.edu • (706) 542-1098

CO M M U N I T Y  D E V E LO P M E N T  TO  E N H A N C E 
Q UA L I T Y  O F  L I F E

City of Griffin Trail Phases 
College of Environment and Design
College of Engineering

Jackson Road Intersection Analysis Project
College of Engineering

Crime Data Analysis for Griffin Police Department
Franklin College of Arts and Sciences

City of Griffin Water and Wastewater Sludge 
Management Program

College of Engineering
Poverty Task Force 

School of Social Work: Institute for Non-profits
Leadership Griffin+Spalding 

J.W. Fanning Institute for Leadership Development

Griffin+Spalding Marketing Plan 
Terry College of Business

Southern Crescent Technical College Entrance Design
College of Engineering

Griffin+Spalding Ministerial Alliance
Griffin Regional College and Career Academy 
Marketing Plan 

School of Public and International Affairs
Census 2020 

Archway Facilitation

COMMUNITY IMAGE AND COMMUNICATION

SPALDING
COUNTY

2019-2020 Overview

Health and Wellness Workgroup Facilitation — 
Hospital Authority and Wellstar Spalding 
Regional Board

Community Health Needs Assessment 
Research Assistance −
Franklin College of Arts and Sciences

Healthy Youth Strategies Workgroup —
Understanding the Needs of Teens in the 
Community

Archway Facilitation Between Spalding Youth, 
Members of the Regional Commission, Griffin-Spalding 
County School System and Spalding Collaborative

COMMUNITY HEALTH AND WELLNESS



9 7 $239,19921
FISCAL YEAR 2019 RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Projects Completed Students Faculty Members Value of Projects

OPERATIONS COORDINATOR
ANGEL JACKSON

706-612-3479
arh1016@uga.edu

INTERGOVERNMENTAL COLLABORATION: 

This is a key priority for the Griffin+Spalding 
Archway Executive Committee and our three 
funding partners. This priority is supported 
through facilitating regular meetings between 
the City of Griffin, Spalding County and the 
Board of Education, as well as an annual 
intergovernmental work session. 

These events, while critical and successful 
themselves, have also led to the support of 
the poverty informed community-wide training 
session, the newly created poverty informed 
taskforce, and the revitalization of the 
Griffin+Spalding Ministerial Alliance. 

Education is considered to be a major driver in 
developing and retaining a qualified workforce 
in Griffin+Spalding County. A few key initiatives 
that have stemmed from this priority include 
the Zero-to-Five initiative which is led by the 
Griffin+Spalding School System. 

This programming has become a successful 
example for other communities on how to 
engage day-care providers in the education 
pipeline, provide informational materials to new 
parents through a partnership with Wellstar 
Spalding Regional and the Housing Authority, 
and a revitalized tutoring program.  

PREPARING FOR GROWTH



SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Georgia Department of Corrections - Capacity Agreement

Requesting Agency

County Clerk

Requested Action

Consider approval of Intergovernmental Agreement with the Georgia Department of Corrections for care and
custody of State Offenders and the Spalding County Correctional Institute.
Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

No

Summary and Background

This is the annual renewal of the Capacity Agreement between Spalding County and the Georgia Department of
Corrections.
Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

384 inmates at $22 per day per inmate for one year equals $3,083,520.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:
Description Upload Date Type

FY2021 Capacity Agreement 4/29/2020 Backup Material
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT 
BY AND BETWEEN  

GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
AND 

SPALDING COUNTY 
COUNTY CAPACITY 

 
 

THIS AGREEMENT is entered into the 1st day of July, 2020, by and between the 
GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS, an agency of the State of Georgia 
(“Department”), and SPALDING COUNTY, a political subdivision of the State of Georgia 
(“County”), acting by and through its Board of County Commissioners,  referred to 
individually as “Party” or together as “Parties.” 
 

WHEREAS, Department desires to contract with County for appropriate care and 
custody of certain offenders for which Department is responsible, (“State Offenders”); and 
 

County desires to provide appropriate care and custody of State Offenders at a 
correctional institution operated by County (“Services”). 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of these premises and the mutual promises 
and agreements hereinafter set forth, the parties hereby agree as follows: 
 

1. Care and Custody.  County agrees to provide complete care and custody of up to 384 
State Offenders daily, for the Term of this Agreement and in accordance with all applicable 
state and federal laws, rules, and regulations.  Without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing, County specifically agrees that no State Offender labor shall benefit private 
persons or corporations. 

 
2. Recording Offender Movement in SCRIBE. County agrees to record any and all 

movement of State Offenders transferred in and out of the County facility by entering the 
movement in Department’s SCRIBE system on the same day the movement occurs.  
Movements that are not entered in SCRIBE on the day the movement occurs will not show 
as an adjustment and result in an inaccurate daily count.  County is solely responsible for 
implementing procedures to ensure that SCRIBE entries are made accurately and in a 
timely manner.  County is responsible for verifying the State Offender count and all 
movements in and out of the County facility in SCRIBE on a daily basis to ensure that the 
count is accurate.   County understands that the count reflected in SCRIBE is the official 
count for purposes of calculating payment under this Agreement.  Late documentation, lack 
of documentation, or inaccurate documentation may result in delayed payment or non-
payment under this Agreement.  County agrees to grant Department access to County’s 
records, documentation procedure, and personnel for purposes of auditing SCRIBE entries 
and verifying State Offender count at any time upon Department’s request.    
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3. Notification of Medical Treatment. County shall notify Department of any State 
Offender that the County transfers to a hospital for treatment that will require an overnight 
stay or for whom treatment is likely to cost in excess of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00). 
Said notification shall be provided via telephone contact within Twenty-Four (24) hours of 
offender being admitted for treatment on an outpatient or inpatient basis. County shall 
notify Department pursuant to this paragraph by calling the Department’s “On Call 
Utilization Management Nurse” at 404-863-3079 at any time of day or night. 

 
4. Employee or Offender Misconduct. The County agrees that it will notify the 

Department within ten (10) business days after terminating an employee of the County 
correctional institution for misconduct or of the resignation of any employee in connection 
with an allegation or investigation of misconduct. The County further agrees that it will 
notify the Department within ten (10) business days if it, one of its employees, or any other 
law enforcement officer secures a criminal warrant for the arrest or otherwise pursues the 
prosecution of an offender being housed at the County CI for criminal conduct allegedly 
committed at the County CI.  County agrees that it will not hire any employee terminated by 
Department for misconduct or who resigns from Department in connection with an 
allegation or investigation of misconduct.      

 
5. Compensation.  Department agrees to pay County the sum of Twenty-Two Dollars 

($22.00) per State Offender per day for the duration of this Agreement. County agrees that 
upon receipt of documentation from the Department showing inmate dates and total 
amount of payment, County shall validate the accuracy of the documentation in a manner 
as prescribed by the Department and return the validation of the same to the Business 
Management Unit within seven (7) business days of receiving the documentation.  
Department shall endeavor to pay County for Services within Forty-Five (45) days of 
invoice receipt in approved form.  County acknowledges and agrees that the Commissioner 
of Corrections shall have sole authority with respect to the transfer of State Offenders to 
and from the County correctional institution and Department shall not incur charges for 
State Offenders not under the care and custody of County.  A State Offender is not under 
the care and custody of County when a State Offender is not housed at the County facility 
including when a State Offender is out to court or sent to a Department facility for medical 
or mental health evaluation. 

 
6. Term of Agreement.  The term of this Agreement shall be from July 1, 2020 until 

11:59 p.m. on June 30, 2021 (the “Term”).  The Parties may, by mutual agreement in 
writing, extend the Term for additional time periods. 

 
7. Termination.  Department may at any time and for any reason terminate this 

Agreement by providing written notice in advance of such termination to County. In the 
event of termination under this paragraph, Department shall pay County for Services 
performed prior to the effective date of termination; provided, however, that payments 
otherwise due County may be applied by Department against amounts due or claimed to be 
due to Department. In the event that County fails to comply with the provisions of this 
Agreement, Department may terminate this Agreement for cause and without notice. If 
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termination is for cause, payments may be withheld by Department on account of the 
Services being deemed deficient and not remedied by County prior to the effective date of 
termination.  County shall be liable to Department for any additional cost incurred by 
Department as a result of deficiencies in the Services to be provided hereunder.   

 
8. Prison Rape Elimination Act. County agrees that it will adopt and comply with 28 

C.F.R. 115, entitled the Prison Rape Elimination Act (“PREA”). As required in 28 C.F.R. 
155.12, County further agrees to cooperate with Department in any audit, inspection, or 
investigation by Department or other entity relating to County’s compliance with PREA. 
Department shall monitor the County’s compliance with PREA and shall have the right to 
inspect any documents or records relating to such audit, inspection or investigation, and 
County will provide such documents or records at Department’s request. County 
acknowledges that any violation of PREA is a material breach of this Agreement, is cause for 
termination of this Agreement and may lead to administrative and criminal sanctions. The 
County shall acknowledge in writing that the Department has advised the County of these 
matters. 

9. Sexual Harassment Prevention. The State of Georgia promotes respect and dignity 
and does not tolerate sexual harassment in the workplace. The State is committed to 
providing a workplace and environment free from sexual harassment for its employees and 
for all persons who interact with state government. All State of Georgia employees are 
expected and required to interact with all persons including other employees, Governmental 
Entity’s, and customers in a professional manner that contributes to a respectful work 
environment free from sexual harassment.  Furthermore, the State of Georgia maintains an 
expectation that its Governmental Entity’s and their employees and sub-contractors will 
interact with entities of the State of Georgia, their customers, and other Governmental 
Entities of the State in a professional manner that contributes to a respectful work 
environment free from sexual harassment. 

 
Pursuant to the State of Georgia’s Statewide Sexual Harassment Prevention Policy (the 
“Policy”), all Governmental Entities who are regularly on State premises or who regularly 
interact with State personnel must complete sexual harassment prevention training on an 
annual basis.   

 
A Governmental Entity, including its employees and sub-contractors, who have violated the 
Policy, including but not limited to engaging in sexual harassment and/or retaliation may be 
subject to appropriate corrective action.  Such action may include, but is not limited to, 
notification to the employer, removal from State premises, restricted access to State premises 
and/or personnel, termination of contract, and/or other corrective action(s) deemed necessary 
by the State. 
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(i) If Governmental Entity is an individual who is regularly on State premises or 
who will regularly interact with State personnel, Governmental Entity 
certifies that: 
 

(a) Governmental Entity has received, reviewed, and agreed to comply 
with the State of Georgia’s Statewide Sexual Harassment Prevention 
Policy located at http://doas.ga.gov/human-resources-
administration/board-rules-policy-and-compliance/jointly-issued-
statewide-policies/sexual-harassment-prevention-policy;  
 

(b) Governmental Entity has completed sexual harassment prevention 
training in the last year; or will complete the Georgia Department of 
Administrative Services’ sexual harassment prevention training located 
at http://doas.ga.gov/human-resources-administration/sexual-
harassment-prevention/hr-professionals/employee-training (scroll down 
to section for entities without a LMS section) or this direct link 
https://www.youtube.com/embed/NjVt0DDnc2s?rel=0 prior to 
accessing State premises and prior to interacting with State employees; 
and on an annual basis thereafter; and, 
 

(c) Upon request by the State, Governmental Entity will provide 
documentation substantiating the completion of sexual harassment 
training. 
 

(ii) If Governmental Entity has employees and sub-contractors that are regularly 
on State premises or who will regularly interact with State personnel, 
Governmental Entity certifies that: 
 

(a) Governmental Entity will ensure that such employees and sub-
contractors have received, reviewed, and agreed to comply with the 
State of Georgia’s Statewide Sexual Harassment Prevention Policy 
located at http://doas.ga.gov/human-resources-administration/board-
rules-policy-and-compliance/jointly-issued-statewide-policies/sexual-
harassment-prevention-policy; 
 

(b) Governmental Entity has provided sexual harassment prevention 
training in the last year to such employees and sub-contractors  and will 
continue to do so on an annual basis; or Governmental Entity will 
ensure that such employees and sub-contractors complete the Georgia 
Department of Administrative Services’ sexual harassment prevention 
training located at http://doas.ga.gov/human-resources-

http://doas.ga.gov/human-resources-administration/board-rules-policy-and-compliance/jointly-issued-statewide-policies/sexual-harassment-prevention-policy
http://doas.ga.gov/human-resources-administration/board-rules-policy-and-compliance/jointly-issued-statewide-policies/sexual-harassment-prevention-policy
http://doas.ga.gov/human-resources-administration/board-rules-policy-and-compliance/jointly-issued-statewide-policies/sexual-harassment-prevention-policy
http://doas.ga.gov/human-resources-administration/board-rules-policy-and-compliance/jointly-issued-statewide-policies/sexual-harassment-prevention-policy
http://doas.ga.gov/human-resources-administration/board-rules-policy-and-compliance/jointly-issued-statewide-policies/sexual-harassment-prevention-policy
http://doas.ga.gov/human-resources-administration/board-rules-policy-and-compliance/jointly-issued-statewide-policies/sexual-harassment-prevention-policy
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administration/sexual-harassment-prevention/hr-
professionals/employee-training (scroll down to section for entities 
without a LMS section) or this direct link 
https://www.youtube.com/embed/NjVt0DDnc2s?rel=0 prior to 
accessing State premises and prior to interacting with State employees; 
and on an annual basis thereafter; and   
 

(c)  Upon request of the State, Governmental Entity will provide 
documentation substantiating such employees and sub-contractor’s 
acknowledgment of the State of Georgia’s Statewide Sexual Harassment 
Prevention Policy and annual completion of sexual harassment prevention 
training. 

10. Notices.  Any notice under this Agreement, other than those referenced in Paragraph 
3, “Notification of Medical Treatment,” shall be deemed duly given if delivered by hand 
(against receipt) or if sent by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, to a 
Party hereto at the address set forth below or to such other address as the Parties may 
designate by notice from time to time in accordance with this Agreement. 

 
If to the County:    Spalding County Board of Commissioners 

     Chairperson, Gwen Flowers-Taylor 
     P.O. Box 1087 
     Griffin, GA 30224 

 
With a copy to:    Spalding County Prison  

     Warden, Carl Humphrey 
     295 Justice Boulevard 
     Griffin, GA 30224 

 
If to the Department:   Jennifer Ammons 

     General Counsel 
Georgia Department of Corrections 
State Office South, Gibson Hall, 3rd Floor 
P.O. Box 1529 
Forsyth, Georgia 31029 

 
With a copy to:    Robert Toole 
      Facilities Director 
      Georgia Department of Corrections 
      State Office South, Gibson Hall, 1st Floor 
      P.O. Box 1529 
      Forsyth, Georgia 31029 

 
11.   Reimbursement of Medical Costs. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/NjVt0DDnc2s?rel=0
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a. Department agrees to reimburse County for certain costs of medical services 

required for medical conditions which: (1) pose an immediate threat to life or 
limb, and (2) occur under circumstances in which the State Offender cannot 
reasonably be placed in a state institution for the receipt of this care 
(“Emergency Medical Services”).  Department’s obligation to reimburse 
County for the cost of any medical services, to include Emergency Medical 
Services, arises only when the cost per State Offender per incident exceeds 
One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00), and Department shall only be liable for 
the amount in excess of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00), subject to the 
limitations of this paragraph and other applicable laws and regulations. 
 

b. County agrees to invoice Department monthly for the actual cost of 
Emergency Medical Services paid by County. If there existed any rate 
agreement between County and the hospital or hospital authority at the time 
Emergency Medical Services were rendered, the invoice must reflect such 
rate. All invoices from County must include an invoice or receipt from the 
hospital that clearly shows the actual cost of Emergency Medical Services 
paid by County. 
 

c. Department is not liable to County for any late fees or charges imposed by the 
hospital, hospital authority (collectively, “Late Fees”), or other service 
provider, for late or nonpayment by the County. County agrees to exclude 
Late Fees from its invoices to Department. 
 

d. If Department reasonably determines that there is a difference between the 
actual cost incurred by County and the invoice sent to Department, 
Department may assess an administrative fee of one-half (1/2) of the 
difference to cover the administrative costs incurred by the Department. 
Department shall send County written notice of any administrative fees, and 
County shall have Thirty (30) days to make payment or to dispute the fee in 
writing. If County does not make payment of undisputed administrative fees 
by the due date, Department is entitled to a setoff of the same amount against 
future payments owing to County. 
 

e. Pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 42-5-2(c), Department shall reimburse County no 
more than the applicable Georgia Medicaid Rate for Emergency Medical 
Services provided to a State Offender by a hospital, hospital authority, or 
other service provider. Department shall not be liable to County for any 
amount paid by County to a hospital, hospital authority, or other service 
provider, in excess of the Medicaid Rate for emergency services provided to a 
State Offender. 

 
12. Entire Agreement.  This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement and 
understanding between the parties hereto and replaces, cancels and supersedes any 
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prior agreements and understandings relating to the subject matter hereof, and all prior 
representations, agreements, understandings and undertakings between the parties 
hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof are merged herein. 
 
13. Sole Benefit.  Department and County enter into this Agreement for their sole 
benefit.  Department and County do not intend to give any rights pursuant to this 
Agreement to any other parties. 

 
14. Choice of Law and Venue. The Contract shall be governed in all respects by the laws of 
the State of Georgia. Any lawsuit or other action brought against the Department and the 
State based upon or arising from this Agreement shall be brought in the Superior Court of 
Fulton County, Georgia. 
 
15. Amendment.  The Parties recognize and agree that it may be necessary or convenient 
for the Parties to amend this Agreement and the Parties agree to cooperate fully in 
connection with such amendments if and as necessary.  However, no change, 
modification or amendment to this Agreement shall be effective unless the same is 
reduced to writing and signed by the Parties. 

 
16. Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of 
which shall be an original but all of which shall constitute one agreement.  No Party 
shall be bound by this Agreement until all Parties have executed it. 

 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused the authorized representatives of 

each to execute this Agreement on the day and year first above written. 
 
 
 
GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF   SPALDING COUNTY: 
CORRECTIONS: 
 
By: _______________________  By: _______________________ 
      Jennifer Ammons 
      General Counsel     Print Name:  Gwen Flowers-Taylor 
Date: _____________________ 
       Title:   Chairperson 
 
       Date:   May 4, 2020 
 
FACILITY WARDEN/SUPERINTENDENT 
 
By: _______________________ 
 
Print Name: _________________ 
Date: ______________________ 



SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Revised Budget Calendar

Requesting Agency

County Manager

Requested Action

Consider approval of revised budget calendar.

Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

Summary and Background

Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:
Description Upload Date Type

Revised Budget Calendar 4/29/2020 Backup Material



FY 2021 BUDGET CALENDAR 
Revised May 4, 2020 

 
 
 
 
February 21 12:00 Noon Budget Requests due from depart-

ment heads and Elected Officials 
 
 
February 24 – March 27 County Manager, Assistant County 

Manager and Finance Director re-
view requests and make recommen-
dations 

 
 
April 3  County Manager makes final chang-

es on proposed budget 
 
 
May 4  Proposed FY 2021 Budget distribut-

ed to Board of Commissioners, De-
partment Heads, Elected Officials 
and News Media 

 
May 9  Advertise Notice of Budget Hearing 
 
 
May 11-14 9:00A.M. Budget review with Board of Com-

missioners 
 
 
 
 
June 1 6:00 P.M. Budget Hearing as part of Regular 

Meeting 
 
 
June 1  Publish notice to consider adoption 

of FY 2021 Budget 
 
 
June 15  First reading of FY 2021 Budget Or-

dinance 
 
 
June 25       5:45 P.M. Second reading of FY 2021 Budget 

Ordinance. 



SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Resolution Naming Open Records Officer

Requesting Agency

County Clerk

Requested Action

Consider a Resolution naming Kathy Gibson, Deputy County Clerk as the designated Open Records Officer
and Michelle Irizarry, Assistant County Manager as the Alternate Open Records Officer to act for Spalding
County and all of its related subsidiary entities.
Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

Summary and Background

Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:
Description Upload Date Type
2012-RES-010 Resolution Naming Open Records
Officer

4/27/2020 Backup Material



2020-RES-010  May 4, 2020 

RESOLUTION OF THE SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF NAMING 
AN OPEN RECORDS OFFICER, AN ALTERNATE OPEN RECORDS OFFICER AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES 

 
WHEREAS, the provisions of the Georgia Open Records Act (the “Act”) (O.C.G.A. Sec. 50-18-70 et seq.), 
allows for the appointment of an Open Records Officer to whom all written requests for records must be 
made; and 
 
WHEREAS, the Act further provides for notice of such change. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to the provisions of the Act, the Spalding County Board of Commissioners 
does hereby resolve as follows: 
 

1. Kathy Gibson, Executive Secretary/Deputy County Clerk, is designated as the Open Records 
Officer and Michelle Irizarry, Assistant County Manager, is designated as the Alternate Open 
Records Officer to act in the Open Records Officer’s absence, both to act for Spalding County 
and all of its related and subsidiary entities, herein the “County”; 
 

2. The County and all if its subsidiary entities includes the following departments and entities: 
 

a. Board of Commissioners; 
b. Office of County Manager; 
c. Community Development; 
d. Leisure Services; 
e. Public Works; 
f. Human Resources; 
g. Budget and Finance; 
h. Spalding County Water and Sewerage Facilities Authority; 
i. Board of Elections; 
j. Fire Department; 
k. E-911; 
l. Correctional Institute; 
m. Tax Assessors Office. 

 
3. All written requests for records made under the Act directed to the County shall be made to the 

Open Records Officer, or in her absence, to the alternate; 
 

4. The Open Records Officer is directed to cause all County websites to prominently display this 
designation and requirement; 

 
5. The Open Records Officer is directed to notify the Griffin Daily News as the county legal organ 

and any other media regularly covering County matters of the content of this resolution; 
 

6. The Open Records Officer is directed to notify all county employees and volunteers that any 
requests made under the Act shall be directed to the Open Records Officer or her alternate; and 

 
7. This action shall be effective immediately upon the notifications to the media and the changes 

to the websites having been made. 
 



2020-RES-010  May 4, 2020 

 
Resolved this 4th day of May, 2020, by action of the Spalding County Board of Commissioners. 
 
 
 
(Affix County Seal) 
      By:______________________________________ 
            Gwen Flowers-Taylor, Chairperson 
 
 
 
Attest:________________________________ 
 William P. Wilson, Jr., County Clerk 
 
 
 
 



SPALDING COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Re-Opening County Offices

Requesting Agency

County Clerk

Requested Action

Consider recommendation of staff for reopening County Offices to the public.

Requirement for Board Action

Is this Item Goal Related?

Summary and Background

City Manager Kenny Smith and I have been discussing possible re-opening strategies and think it would be
beneficial for the City and county to re-open simultaneously.  We propose to go back to “normal” staffing on
Monday May 11th and re-open offices to the public on May 14 when the Governor’s Executive Order expires
(unless extended).  This opening to the public would NOT include the recreation centers or the Senior Center. It
is my belief that the opening of those type facilities will need to wait another 30 or 60 days to open unless the
situation changes drastically in the near future.  We would of course implement social distancing with our
employees and the public and will make the safety of our employees and citizens a priority. 
Fiscal Impact / Funding Source

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Approval

ATTACHMENTS:
Description Upload Date Type

Spalding County Correction Institution 4/29/2020 Backup Material
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